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1

2 ME A riht. Good morning, everyone.
3 This is a transcribed interview of Ivanka Trump, conducted by the House Select

4 Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the United States Capitol pursuant to

5 House Resolution 503.
6 At this time, | would like to ask the witness to please stateherfull name and spell

7 herlast name for the record.

8 Ms. Trump. IvankaMarie Trump, T-r-t-m-p.
9 EE Thankyou, Ms. Trump. Good morning.

10 This will be a staff-led interview. My nameisINE -- it's

11 EEEnd 'm the chief investigative counsel forthe select committee. I'm

12 joined todaybyJEM«who is an investigative counsel for the select committee,

13 and IESSEEEEEEEN, who is a professionalstaff member.

1 Now, members of the select committee may be joining us, coming and going via

15 the Webex platform, during the course of our discussion. If any of them choose, they of

16 course mayask questions.
w For you, Ms. Trump, will note, to the best that can, whenthey join the meeting.

18 50 youll know that members of the committee are present. | don't believe at this point

19 any of them have joined.
20 Is that right?

a EE ors comect
2 IEE ort see anyone. Okay. But let you know ifwe have
23 members who join.
2 Ms. Trump. Thankyou.

= ME. this point, Ms. Trump, 1d ask your lawyer, Mr. Benson, to please



s

1 introduce himself
2 Mr. Benson, Daniel Benson, Kasowitz Benson Torres, for Ivanka Trump.
3 ME. Aight. Thankyou,Mr. Benson
. So, before we begin with the interview, Ms, Trump, dike to just describe a few
5 ground rules.
. There is an offical reporter - actualy, several offical reporters who will be
7 transcribinga record ofthe interview. You and your attorney will have an opporturity
8 toreview the transcript and suggest any corrections before it’s finalized. As you know,
9 thisis also being recorded via the Webex platform, but I will note tha the court
10 reporters’ transcript isthe official record of the proceedings.
n Id ask that you walt until each question is completed before you begin your
12 response, and we willry to wait until your response is complete before we ask ou next
13 question. The stenographer cannot record nonverbal responses, sich a shaking your
14 head, soits important that youanswer each question with an audible, verbal response.
15 Although this interview is not under oath, 1 want to remind you that it is unlawful
16 to deliberately provide false information to Congress. That's not a specific instruction
17 foryou; thats something we tell all witnesses, and | want to make sure you understand
18 that
1 Ms. Trump. Understood.
20 I. +s important that you understand each of our questions and are

21 ableto answerthem to the best of your abilty, so please don't hesitate to ask us to
2 repeata questionifitis not clear.
5 Similarly, if you don't know the answer to the question, you can say that you don't
20 know or don't recall. But keep in mind that, while you are not under oath, you do have
25 an obligation to be truthful. So, ifyou do recall theanswer to a question, you must say
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1s
2 You may also refuse to answer a question pursuant toa privilege that is

3 recognized by the select committee. Ifyou refuse to answer a question based ona
a privilege, the staff may either proceed with the deposition or seek a ruling from the chair

5 on the objection. If the chair overrules such an objection, you are required to answer

6 theauestion.
7 If you need to consult with your counsel at any time during the interview, that is

8 no problem. We can take a brief breakfor you to confer in private. If you need that at

9 any point, either to confer with Mr. Benson or if you need a break for another reason, just

10 say so, and we can stop. We really want to make this as accommodating and easy for

1 youas possible.
12 Allright. Do you have any questions, Ms. Trump, for us before we begin?

13 Ms. Trump. | do not.

1 oy
15 | believe now Mr. Schiff is here, Ms. Cheney is here, and Mrs. Luria. So the vice

16 chair, Ms. Cheney, and two other members of the select committee have joined us.

w Ms. Trump. Good morning.
18 MEE. Alright. Ms. Trump, let's go ahead, then, and get started

19 Ms. Cheney. | just wanted to say good morning JJ sorry. 1just wanted to

20 saygood morning.
n Ms. Trump. Good morning
2 Ms. Cheney. Thank you for being here with us. ~ Appreciate it.
23 Ms. Trump. Thankyou.

2 EE. Tonks, Ms. Cheney.
2s EXAMINATION
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1 ovI

2 Q So, Ms. Trump, you are here voluntarily. | want to start out by making that

3 clear. You're not here pursuant toa subpoena. You are here because we invited you

4 tocome voluntarily and you said yes. Is that right?

5 A Correct.

6 Q Alright

7 I want to showyou,just for the record, the letter that we sent you. Thisis

8 exhibitNo. 1.

° And throughout the course of the interview, Ms. Trump, we'll show some

10 documents on the screen so that you can see them. We sent them to Mr. Benson in

11 advance, andyou may have hard copiesorother versions.

2 But, just to be clear, we sent you this letter back on January the 20th, which

13 invited you to appear before the select committee voluntarily. And you have accepted

14 thatinvitation, and that's the reason that you're here today?

15 A Thatiscorrect.

16 a Okay.

1” The letter also askedif you would search for and provide any documents that you

18 might have in your possession that would be relevant to the select committee's inquiry.

19 Have you had a chance to do that, to look for and produce any documents?

20 A have.

2 Q Okay. And understand you produced a couple of text messages through

22 Mr. Benson to the select committee a couple of days ago. Is that right?

23 A Correct.

2 a Okay.

2 The select committee's exhibit No. 2, if I could show you now, is a letter that we
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1 just received from the White House Counsel's Office. Thisis addressed to Mr. Benson.

2 It's dated March 28th.

3 And t indicates that the current President, President Biden, has determined that

4 an assertion of executive privilege is not in the national interest. It's, therefore, not

justified with respect toparticularsubjects within the purview of the select committee

s Do you recall receiving this letter through your lawyer from the White House

7 Counsel?

5 A Ihave not seen this letter before, but I'm sure my lawyer has.

° Q Okay. Itjust reflects that President Biden's White House Counsel has

10 indicated that it would not be appropriate to assert, i their view, any assertion of

11 executive privilege. Do you understand that?

2 A Yes

3 a okay.

1a So let's talka litle bit about documents. Did you have, duringyour time working

15 inthe White House, an official White House email account?

16 A ldid.

7 Q Okay. And was that IMT@who.cop.gov?

1 A Correct.

19 Q Isee. Okay. Was thatyour only offical White House email account?

1) A Itwas. There was another account that was not linked to me but that was.

21 erroneous under, | think it was ivanka@who, but | never received any correspondence to

2 that

2 Q see. Sothe IMT address i the one that you used regularly for official

24 business at the White House?

2 A Correct.
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1 Q Ise Okay.

2 Didyoualsohave a personalemail account?

3 A ldo

a Q Did you ever use the personal email account to conduct any official

5 business?

6 A Not confidential business. But no.

7 a okay.

5 And did you have an email account that was associated withyour father's

9 reelection campaign, a Trump election email account?

10 A No.

n a okay.

2 Have you searched, Ms. Trump, any — whetheryou have possession of the White:

13 House email account - probably not - but did yousearchthe personal email account for

14 any potentially relevant and responsive documents that you might have pursuant to this

15 letter?

16 A ldid.

7 Q Okay. And did you find anything that would be responsive?

1 A 1sent through everything we thought was either responsive or bordered on

19 being responsive.

2 Q  Gotit. Iappreciate that. Okay.

2 Let'stalk about phones. ~ Did you have a White Houseisued cellular phone

22 duringyour time workingintheWhite House?

2 A ldid.

2 Q Okay. Didyou use that for both voice calls and text messages?

2 A The text-message function was not enabled on the White House phone until
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1 ‘maybe the third year. But during this relevant time period, | did have that functionality

2 on my phone.

3 Q Ise. Okay. And doyou til have any possession of any of the I
4 assume, when the administration ended, you returned the handset and don't have access

$ toitanymore. Is that right?

. A That's correct
7 Q Okay.

8 How about personal cell phone? | assume you also possessed and used a

9 personal cell phone?

10 A Idd.

n Q Okay. And did the number there on your personal phone end inf
12 A Itdoes.

13 Q Okay. And did you use that for any work-related calls or text messages?

1 A Not that | would define a strictlyworkrelated. _ Oftentimes for
15 coordination of my personal schedule with the caretaker of my children and telling them

16 what | would be doing and, obviously, corresponding periodically with my husband and

1 frends.
18 Q  lunderstand. Okay. And did you have a chance to search that phone,

19 anything that’ stillncluded in, for anythin that would be responsive to our request?
2 Aldi
2a Q Okay. And understand the things that you did produce came from that

22 personal device. Is that right?

23 A believe so. It's the only device | have access to.

24 Q Okay.

2s And take , then, that you didn't have a campaign-ssued phone, a third device
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1 thatyou used?

2 A Ididnot.

3 a okay.

4 Did your father, President Trump, have a White House-issued cell phone during

5 thedyears that he was President?

6 A Ibelieve so.

7 Q Okay. Did you communicate with him using that official White House

8 device?

° A I would call him on the number that was provided to me, oftentimes being

10 connected via his assistant or the switchboard.

u Q Isee. Okay. Did he have the text -I assume he had the text functionality

12 on his phone, as you did, on the official White House phone?

13 A Idon'tknow. I've never texted with him.

1 Q Okay. Isee. Doyou knowwhetherornot he did use textmessagingwith

15 anydevice? Was that something, a mode of communication that he used periodically?

16 A Ihave never heardof him using text message.

uv Q Okay. And you haven't had anypersonal text exchanges with him?

18 A Never.

19 a Okay.

20 Did you also use any messaging applications, like Signal or Telegram or WhatsApp

21 oranyof those, for White House-related official business?

2 A No.

23 a okay.

2 Allright. And have you, Ms. Trump, provided all of your devices, all of your

25 Presidential records to the Archives upon the completion of your service in the White
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1 House?

2 A Ihave.

3 a okay.

a A And anything even questionable on a personal device relating to logistics or

5 schedule would screenshot and email it over, per White House Counsel.

s Q Okay. Youre anticipating my next question. Who, when you were there

7 inthe White House, gave you instruction about the requirements of the statute and the

8 necessity of maintaining Presidential records?

9 A White House Counsel's Office.

10 Q see. Okay. Did they give you at the beginning any kind of training or,
11 sort of, primer on the requirements of the statute?

2 A They gave the staff training. There was, | believe, a required course.

13 There was also email communication to this effect. | noted earlier that there

14 was anerrant email address forme that for some periodof time White House Counsel

15 was sending their pro forma notifications to, and | was not receiving them. But

16 ultimatelythat was corrected and they were given my - or they fixed in the system my.
17 email address.

18 Q Ise Okay.

19 And if you had a question over the course of your time in the White House about

20 the Presidential Records Act, White House Counsel was,sort of, the place to go to get

21 clarification or to get those questions answered?

2 A Ibelieveso, yes.

2 Q How aboutat the end? Was there a, sort of, explicit effort to gather all

24 materials that would be Presidential records pursuant to statute and ensure that they

25 were provided to the Archives?
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1 A Idon't recall if there was an express effort or a continuation of the practice

2 we had been undertaking.

3 Q  Isee. Okay. So,atthe very endof your service, tell mesortofgenerally

a what you did to ensure the provision of those materials to the Archives.

5 A What I'd been doing all along. Anything that was required to be submitted

6 was

7 Q Okay. And, again, submitted how? Did you send that to White House

8 Counsel or submit it directlyto the Archivesor just store it such that it could be delivered

9 by others?

10 A Oh, it would be stored electronically. On paperwork, there was an internal

11 processinplace. Soyou would have to - you would have to ask somebody else about

12 the details of how they actually transferred that information to the Archives, but --

3 a okay.

14 A Sow

15 Q  lunderstand. So you weren't physically bringing stuff over, across the

16 street, tothe Archives. You were ensuring that it was

7 The Reporter, I'm sorry. | missed the last part of her response.

1s sor

19 Ms. Trump. I'm not sure whatpartwas missed, but you're correct in that |

20 wasn't physically bringing things over, that there was an internal process in place.

21 ovI

2 Q Okay. Andit sounds like thatwas in place throughout your service; there

23 was no particular effort or renewed focus on it at the very end?

24 A Idon't know that tobe true,but, you know, the people who managed paper

25 flow could provide you with more details on their efforts towards the end of the
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1 administration versus at other times.

2 Q see. Okay. And when the administration ended, did you just provide

3 your phone, your computer, those physical devices to someone for preservation?

a A Uponleaving the building onour last night.

s Q  Gotit. Okay.

6 Alright. Let's talk alte bit about your specific responsibilities in the White

7 House

5 Canyou just tell us,starting with the 2016 campaign, did you have an official ole

9 inyour father's first runforoffice in 20167

10 A Ididnot.

n a okay.

2 When he was elected President, what role did you take on as part of is staff at

13 the White House?

1a A joined him to run the Office of Economic Initiatives, focused on

15 working-family policies, expanding access to paid leave and affordable childcare,

16 workforce development initiatives and job training programs, initiatives relating to

17 combating human trafficking and child exploitation.

1 1 was heavily involved in tax reform efforts, specifically the doubling of the Child

19 Tax Creditin 2017, and other initiatives as they arose.

2 Q Uh-huh. What was your title?

2 A Mytitle was Advisor to the President.

2 a okay.

2 And the portfolio that you described, Ms. Trump, was that something that — issues

24 thatyou articulated an interest in? Things that the President wanted you to take on?

25 Like, how did that, sort of suite of issues become your responsibility?
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1 A Both. Ifeel very fortunate that the President empowered me to oversee

2 that particular portfolio of work, which | was and remain deeply passionate about.

3 Q  lunderstand

4 Did your portfolio evolve overthe 4 yearsofhis administration?

5 A itdid,

6 Q  Tellusabout that. Were there things that you took on over the course of

7 time?

8 A Well, COVID would be one exampleofthe world changing, including

9 everyone's priorities. Sol became much more involved in food aid and the delivery of

10 food to vulnerable Americans via a program called the Farmers to Family Food Box

11 Program, where we delivered over 175 million boxes of fresh produce from small farmers

12 toAmericansinneed. Sol helped stand up and oversee that particular initiative.

13 The WGDP initiative, run outof the State Department and USAID, was an initiative

14 that evolved over time. It was part of the President's articulated foreign policy strategy

15 to economically empower women around the world as a way of advancing peace in

16 countries globally.

1” S01 worked with a great and dedicated team of people across many agencies

18 specifically fighting to change laws in countries that receive American development

19 assistance funds -- change laws that would enable women to participate in the economy,

20 inherit businesses, operate businesses, open bank accounts, and address other

21 impediments to them participating in their local economies.

2 So that is an initiative that grew and evolved over the 4 years that | served

23 Q Isee. Uh-huh.

2 And you served all the way to the end and finished your service on January the

25 20thof20217
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1 A Correct.

2 a okay.

3 COVID, obviously, something that nobody anticipated, that | suppose a lot of

4 people in the White House had a hand in helping with and figuring out a response?

5 A Comet.

6 Q Yeah. Okay.

7 Did you have any specific role inyour father's reelection campaign?

8 A didnot.

9 Q Okay. Did you engageincampaign activityonyour personal time? ~ Give

10 him or others advice about campaign-related matters?

1 A Periodically| engaged in campaign-related activity.

2 Q Yeah. Give usan example. What kind of campaign activity did you

13 participate in?

14 A lintroduced him at the RNC, as| had done in 2016. | spoke at several

15 events, and | participated in a handful of fundraising opportunities for the RNC.

16 Q Okay. Wereyouever involved, Ms. Trump, instrategydiscussions, the

17 deployment of resources orparticular campaign messaging, those kinds of higher-level

18 campaign discussions?

19 A That's very broad. Not that recall, intermsofspecificstrategy.

20 Occasionally, I'm sure somebody from the campaign would ask me my opinion from a

21 messaging perspective or from a participation perspective, in terms of my interest in

22 being more involved. But | don't recall any specifics -

23 Q Yeah

2 A ~asit pertainstothat.

2 Q understand.



1 And who on the campaign, specific staff, were you regularly in touch with during

2 the reelection campaign?
3 A I wouldn't say | was regularly in touch with anyone. | saw the staff

4 periodically when they would visit the President at the White House.

s Q Okay. Anyone in particular that was kind of your point of contact? Was it
6 Mr.StepienorJason Miller or anyone, or not?

7 A 1 would say both Bill Stepien and JasonMiller are probably the two

8 individuals | saw the most frequently. But, again, there was nothing - it wasn't | didn't
9 havea specific pointof contactat the campaign.

10 Q Gott. Okay.
n EE A right. Well, before | move into the dayof January 6th, the

12 lead-up and the day of January 6th, let me stop here and see if Ms. Cheney or Mr. Schiff

13 orMrs. Luriaor any of our members have questions on the background stuff.
14 No? Okay.

5 HE Goahead.

16 EE. hovejust afew.
7 [Re

18 ovI

19 Q have just a few quick questions before we move ahead.
20 Earlier, Ms. Trump, you mentioned that whenever you contacted

21 President Trump, you called him on the number that was provided to you. Do you recall
22 if that was the contact number for his White House-issued cell phone or for a landline or

23 something ike that?
2 A dont. Periodically, the number would change or be updated, and | would

25 beinformed of that. But! would say, most often | would caeither the residence
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1 directly or the Situation Room to be connected through to him.

2 Q Soin those circumstances, you would call those numbers, you would reach

3 anintermediary and then askto connect with him, and they would put you through. Is

4 thataccurate?

5 A Correct.

s Q Do you know if President Trump had a cell phoneother than the device that

7 he was issued through the White House Communications Agency while he was in office?

5 A Idonot know.

° Q Allright. That'sal I have.

10 ovI

n Q Just a couple more followups, Ms. Trump, on documents

2 S01 asked you about encrypted apps. You indicated you did not use any of them

13 forofficial use. How about for the campaign or any other purpose? ~The Signal or

14 Telegram or WhatsApp.

15 A For personal use| have used them. But for nothing that | can recall related

16 tothe campaign and definitely not for official

7 Q lIsee. Okay. Sono campaign and no official, but strictly personal stuff?

1 A Tothe best of my recollection, yes.

19 Q Yeah. Iunderstand. And which of those encrypted apps do you recall

0 using?

2 A Primarily WhatsApp. 1have Signalaswell

2 a okay.

2 You indicated that, at some point over the course of your service, the text feature

24 on your phone was enabled. Was that a program that you had to request participation

25 in? Ortellus more about the circumstances of turning on that feature on your phone.
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1 A I don't recall the specifics. | do recall people at some point in time:

2 mentioning having texted me on my White House phone and not having received it, and |

3 came tobelieve that you had to affirmatively enable that feature. Whether it was

4 available all 4 years or it was something that was stood up in the later years, | just don't

5 know.

6 Q  Isee. Butwhen you leamed that it was something into which you had to

7 opt,youdidso? You indicated interested in participating in that, in getting text

8 functions?

° A Correct.

10 Q Okay. And roughly when did that occur? | know you can't recall exact

11 date, but how far into the 4 years was that?

2 A Idon't know.

13 a Okay.

1a Allright. | want to talk now January 6th

15 Before the day, what did you understand to be the significance of the certification

16 proceeding, the joint session of Congress? Just sort of generally, what was your

17 expectation as to what happened at that congressional proceeding?

18 AI don't think] had an expectation that differed from everyone else. You

19 know, it was exactly what you said. It was a certification of the election.

20 Q Uh-huh. So, in the days priorto January 6th, was it yourexpectation that

21 Congress would meet and accept the electors submitted from States andcertify the

2 result?

23 A I didn't really have an expectation. This was my first time being ina White

24 House during this process. Sol--

2 a okay.
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1 A ~Iwasn't sort of, anticipating onewayoranother.

2 Q see. Were you involved in any discussions in advance about what might

3 happenat the joint session?

a A Iwas not, to the best —

s a okay.

6 A tothe best of my recollection.

7 Q Yeah.

8 Let's tlk alte bit about the ray that morning, the Elise rally.
9 Did you have any role in the planning or preparing for that event or any of the

10 attendant other events that were scheduled that would be involving your father or

11 electionrelated issues on January 6th?

2 A 1had no involvement in planning or organizing the rally on January 6th.

3 Q Okay. Were you invitedtospeakat the Ellipse rally?
1a AI recall being invited and declining, but | don't reallyrecall the details beyond

15 that, in terms of who invited me and just ~ | recall that there was a request for my

16 participation and declined.

7 Q Okay. Doyou know whoit s that requested your participation or invited

18 you?

19 Aldon recall

1) Q Whydid youdecline?

2 A don't recall. It wasn't generally common practice of me to speak

22 at there were many, many rallies, and | only spoke at a very small percentage of them.

23 Soitwouldn't

2 Q ise

2 A beabnormal,but | can'trecall the specifics ofwhy|chose to decline.
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1 Q Tellus more about that. Was it that you didn't feel like it was your strength

2 oritwasn'tappropriate, given your role in the White House? Why did you, sort of, limit

3 yourparticipation in the rallies, as you did?

a A Iwas incredibly passionate about the work | was doing and focused on that

5 eachandeveryday. And there were other peoplewho were very focused on, and had

6 tobe focused on, the politics. And, obviously, politics allow policy to come into fruition,

7 but! kind of tolerated the politics so that | could advance the policy.

5 But that just wasn't my focus. My focus was the work | was doing in the White

9 House. Andany time had that wasn't committed to that was focused on raising my

10 three young children.

1 Q Yeah. |understand

12 Let me show you exhibit No. 3. [Jlcan put it up on the screen.

13 So this looks like an email that was sent from Katrina Pierson to a woman named

14 Julie Radford. Do you know Julie Radford?

15 A ldo

16 Q  Whoisshe? What role did she play?

FY A Julie was my chief of staff at the White House.

18 a okay.

19 So, if you go all the way to the bottom of this, Ms. Pierson, on January the 4th of

20 2021, emailed your chief of staff. And it says, "POTUS asked me if Ivanka was speaking

21 athis Jan 6th Stop the Steal event, and | wasn't sure if she wanted to saya few words or

2 not

2 And then Ms. Radford writes back, "Thanks for reaching out." She asks about

24 whether Don and Eric are speaking as well, ties to get some details.

2 And then, eventually, at the very top -I if you scroll up she says, "Hil
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1 shewillplantoattend. Can webrieflychat? If so, what's the best number to call you

2 on

3 So there's no answer here in termsofwhether you will or won't speak, but she

4 asksto speak to Katrina Pierson.

5 Does this in any way, Ms. Trump, give you more recollection as to the

6 circumstances of the invitation andyour decision to not speak?

7 A ltdoes not

8 a okay.

9 Did you have any concerns at the time or any, | should say before concerns, even

10 awareness, beyondyoursiblings, as to who else might participate or speak at the rally at

1 theElipse?

2 A didnot.

13 Q Were you at all concerned about sharing a stage with certain people for

14 instance, with Roger Stoneorwith Alex Jones or people like that?

15 A didn't know who was participating. | knew really no details about the

16 event

7 Q Ise. So your decision not to participate was not because of the tone of

18 the event or the participation of others but, simply, you were focused on the work?

19 A Ihad mentioned before that | can't recall why | chose not to speak, but |

20 chose not to speak.

2 a okay.

2 Allright. I'm going to ask you over the course of this about some of the

23 reporting that has been done about these events in the months since.

2 Carol Leonnig and Philip Rucker, two journalists, wrote a book, and they have

25 some information about thisparticular event. In their book, they indicated that you
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1 declined to speak in part because you had been increasingly uncomfortable with the

2 effort to overturn the election results.

3 Is thataccurate, that part of your decision to not speakwas because you were

4 increasingly uncomfortable with efforts to overturn the election results?

5 A don't know where they heard that, but, as | just mentioned, | don't recall

6 what the motivation was for me to choose not to speak, other than to say that's not

7 inconsistent with my choices regularly. As a percentage of campaign events,

8 participated - or, | believe this wasn't even one - but | participated very infrequently.

9 Q Yeah

10 At this time, on the morning of January 6th, were you increasingly uncomfortable

11 with efforts to overturn the election results?

2 A On January 6th, | didn't | think | just answered that question. | don't

13 recall specifically why | chose not to attend that event

14 What | was focused on on January 6th, on December 6th, until the day 1 left, | was

15 making phone calls till 3:00 in the morning relating to official business on the day we left

16 the White House. And | was focused on the enormity of the responsibilty | had. ~ And

17 that'sreally where my focus was.

18 Q Uh-huh. Yeah. I understand and appreciate that, Ms. Trump. And

19 just separate from your decision not to speak at the rally, I'm just looking for, what was

20 your general state of mind when it came to the ongoing rhetoric about the fraud in the

2 election?

2 It was reported that you were uncomfortable with efforts to overturn the election

23 results. Separate from the decision about the speech, were you at that point

24 uncomfortable with those efforts?

2 A prefer not to comment on reporting. | didn't participate in an interview
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1 forthat book that you just referenced, if it was, in fact, from a book. So I'd prefer not to

2 comment on speculative reporting as to my mindset.

3 Q Okay. Separate from the book, I'm just wondering what your mindset was

4 inthe morning about rhetoric and efforts to overturn the election. ~ Were you

5 uncomfortable about that at that time?

6 A Like I said, my focus was on the work that |was doing in the White House.

7 That was always where my focus was and also celebrating al the great things that this

8 Presidency had accomplished for the American people

9 Q Uh-huh. Were you atall concerned that discussion about the election was

10 actually crowding out celebration of the accomplishments or was preventing much more

11 of afocus on al the things that had occurred over the last 4 years?

2 A My preference was always geared towards talking about policy. That's

13 evident in how I chose to use my words and how | chose to communicate. So think |

14 had been very consistent in that regard.

15 Q Did you have any conversations with your father about that, "You should be

16 talking about your record, not about the election,” convey the policy preference?

7 A Not specifically that | can recall. | would always encourage him to celebrate

18 the great achievements and the great wins he had been able to secure for this country.

19 Sothatwas, | would say, a consistent elementof our conversation. ~ But he uses his own

20 words, and he is very forthright with his thoughts, so

2 Q Yeah

2 Your husband told us just last week that hewould frequently raise events,

23 opportunities to highlight those successes, and the President was not always receptive

24 because he was talking all about the election.

2 Did you shareany of that concern, that discussionofthe election was preventing
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1 him from talking about all the accomplishments?

2 A Well, evenin the final weeks, we looked for opportunities to share with the

3 American people accomplishments, Operation Warp Speed being one of the great

4 examples.

5 But | think my answer continues to be the same. My consistent preference was

6 totalkabout what had been and was being accomplished.

7 Q Yeah. Again, did you talk to him about that your father?

8 A I don't have a specific recollection of a specific moment, but more generally,

9 yes

10 Q Allright. And what was his response, more generally, when you raised

11 these issues with him of what he should be talking about?

2 A He agreed that it had been a historic Presidency and it was a historic

13 Presidency, and he was very proudofwhat he had accomplished. So

1 Q Uh-huh. Did you ever encourage him, Ms. Trump, to not talk as much

15 about theelection and to talk more about the historic record?

16 A Ialways encouraged him to talk about his historic record.

uv Q Uh-huh. In comparison to the election? Did you have discussions with

18 him about, "Hey, talk about this more than that," kind of comparing those two messages?

19 A Asi said, | don't recall the specifics of those conversations, but, generally

20 speaking, that's my orientation always, to be talking about policy and policy that impacts

21 people's lives.

2 Q Do you remember any discussion before the Ellipse rally about a march, that

23 attendees would move from the Ellipseto the Capitol?

2 A No.

2 Q Did you have any advance warning that there might be an effort to
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1 encourage people to march to the Capitol?

2 A No.

3 Q Were you aware ofany discussions priorto the Elipse speech about the

4 President himself going tothe Capitol?

5 A No.

s Q Were you ever present when that was discussed, whether he would walk or

7 drive up to the Capitol at the time of the joint session?

5 A Not that can recall, but I'm quite sure no.

° Q Okay. Sothat sounds like nota don't recall, butaquite sure that you —

10 A Oh no. I mean, the answer's no, that | do not.

1 Q Yeah. Iappreciate that.

2 Were you aware of any discussions about your dad actually delivering a speech at

13 the Capitol, like, not just at the Ellipse but also potentially making remarks at the Capitol,
14 atthetime of the joint session?

15 A Idon't recall that.

16 a okay.

FY Atany point before the Ellipse rally, were you involved inanydiscussion about the

18 optics of the event or the staging or the, sort of, look of what would occur at the Ellipse?

19 A Not that! recall

2 Q Did you ever hear anydiscussion about theeffectthe crowd moving toward

21 the Capitol might have on the joint session?

2 A No.

2 Q Alright.

2 Turning to the Ellipse rally itself t's been reported that you ultimately decided to

25 attend the rally even though you weren't going to speak. Is that right?
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1 A Correct.

2 Q Allright. So you decided to go even though you weren't going to actually

3 take the stage

4 A Correct.

5 Q right? Okay.

6 It's been reported that you ultimately decided to attend the rally because you

7 hoped that you would calm the President and keep the event on an even keel. Is that

8 accurate?

9 A No. Idon't knowwho said thatorwhere that came from.

10 Q What was your reason for going? Or what was your intention as to what

11 youwould be able to do during the Ellipse rally?

2 A Tothe best of my recollection, | was not planning to speakor attend the

13 rally. The morning of January 6th, | recall Mark Meadows and Eric Herschmann asking

14 meifl would join them on - really, just as they were on their way out the door, they said,

15 "Will youjoinus?" Andlsaid, "Okay." Sol joined.

16 Q  Didtheysaywhy

7 A 1don't have a recollection of having planned to have gone.

18 Q  I'msorrytointerrupt you. | apologize.

19 Did Mr. Meadows or Mr. Herschmann say why they wanted you to goorwhat

20 specific role you would play or value you would add?

2 A No, they didn't. They just asked - I recall thatthey were moving through

22 the outer Oval towards the cars, and | was at the edge of Dan Scavino's office, and they

23 said, "Would you join us?"

2 Q Uh-huh,

2 A Isaid, "Okay," and | went.
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1 Q  Butupto that moment, you weren't planning on traveling with the President

2 or others down to the Ellipse?

3 A don't recall having been | recall actuallythat|wasn't planning to go.

4 Butit—1-my memoryof thisisn't perfect.

s Q Ise. Okay.

s Before we actualy get into your specific activities at the White House that

7 morning, do you remember hearing in advance of the Elipse ray or at any time that

8 there wasa possibility of violence or of unrestat the Capitol or anywhere else around

9 these rallies?

10 A No.

n Q Any advice from Secret Serviceorfrom any law enforcement about the

12 possibility of violence?

3 A No. The possibility had not even occurred to me.

1 Q  lunderstand. Okay.

15 A Idon't believe it occurredtoanyone

16 Q Yeah

FY A who lve spoken to that that may transpire.

18 Q Were you aware of any discussions in the White House about the Proud Boys

19 orthe Oath Keepersor anyother groups who might be presenteitherat the Elipse or at

20 the Capitol?

2 A No.

2 Q Allright. Did you participate in any sort of security discussions about

23 preparations for those events?

2 A No,ldidn't

2 a okay.
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1 So let'stalk about the morning. About when did you arriveatthe White House?

2 Doyou remember?

3 A don't recall

4 Q Your husband wasoutof town, right? Wasn't he in the Middle East?

5 A Hewas.

6 Q Okay. And, normally, when, generally, would you arrive at the - did you go

7 tothe White House every day? Like, generally, were you in person and working in your

8 office?

9 A twas.

10 Q Okay. Wherein the West Wing complex was your office?

1 A Iwas on the second floor, across from NEC.

2 Q Okay. Didyougotoyour office that morning at some point?

13 A did

14 Q Allright. And, again,youdon'trememberexactlywhenitwas?

15 A don't. Itypically would show up at the office between 7:00 and 8:00,

16 maybe 8:30if wasdropping thekidsto school.

7 Q see Okay.

18 Did you have any communications with your father when you arrived at the White

19 House that morning, like, upon your arrival?

0 A 1did. I went to the residence at some point that morning.

2 Q Uh-huh,

2 A lcan't recall if| had gone up to my office first or if | had proceeded directly

23 there,

2 Q Yeah. Telluswhy.

2 A Allof mysiblings were in townthat day. It wasmy brother Eric'sbirthday.
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1 thatday, and Id heard that they were all over in the residence. So went to join them

2 andtosay hello.

3 Q Ise. Okay. And thatwas before your father had come down to the Oval

4 Office; it was sort of before the workday got going. Is that right?

5 A Well, the workday was going for many people, but it was before he came

6 down tothe office.

7 Q Alright.

8 Tell us about that gathering. What was the mood, his general mood and

9 demeanor that morning when you saw him, your father, in the residence?

10 A recall it being very informal and casual. My siblings were there, and their

11 spouses and significant others, and Melania was there, and several otherpeoplewere

12 there. Butitwas it wasn'ta specific, formal discussion. It was very, sort of, loose

13 and casual.

1 Q Yeah. Who specifically do you recall being present?

15 A ljustlisted the people | specifically recall. 1 believe there was somebody

16 from speechwriting in attendance -

uv Q Uh-huh

18 A because he was proceeding shortly thereafter to the rally. So | believe

19 they were there topotentiallydiscuss a - or to discuss a draft of the speech. But it

20 wasn't it certainly wasn't a - it wasn't a meeting or an organized speechwriting session.

21 Itwasmore casual.

2 Q  Isee. Was that Stephen Miller? Was he the speechwriter who was

23 present? Doyou remember?

2 A I don't recall specificallywhowasthere.

2 Q Was there a discussion | understand it wasn'ta formal meeting, but was
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1 therea discussion about the speech, about the remarks, about the things that your dad

2 wouldsayat the rally?

3 A There may have been, but | don't recall the specifics of that.

a a okay.

5 You said your siblings were there. So you said Eric it was Eric's birthday, and

6 hewas present?

7 A Hewas.

8 Q Along with his wife, Lara?

9 A Correct.

10 Q Was Don Jr. present as well?

1 A Hewas.

2 Q And Kimberly Guilfoyle?

13 A Ibelieveso.

1 Q Okay. Yousaid Melania, the First Lady, was there?

15 A Correct.

16 Q Andany other professional staff present?

FY A There were other people there, but don't recall specifically who. I'd be —

18 a okay.

19 A speculating. But there were additional staff there, his staff. But | don't

20 recall who.

2 Q Okay. Doyou remember whetherMr. HerschmannorMr. Meadowsor

22 Mr.Cipollone,anyofthem, were there?

2 A Idon't recall

2 a okay.

2 Atanypointduring this period of time when you were in the residence, id the
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1 Presidentmakeorreceive any phone calls?

2 A Not that | remember.

3 Q Alright

4 IE. think Mr. Kinzinger, another member of the select committee, has.

s joined.

s oI
7 Q Let me show you a document here. It's exhibit 4. And we'll put it up on

8 the screen.

9 So, Ms. Trump, this is what's called "The Daily Diary of President Donald J. Trump."

10 It's dated January 6th, and it is essentially a minute-by-minute account of his activities.

n Are you familargenerally with these dail diaries that are produced reflecting the

12 President's schedule every day?

13 A I knew of the existence of them, but | don't recall seeing it in this format.

14 Q Okay. But youwere aware that there was a diarist who would make such a

15 record. Is that right?

16 A Maybe not that specifically, but | was -- | would see adifferent format of

17 hisschedule.

1s a okay.

19 Well, this is a document that we received from the Archives that goes through a

20 series of phone calls that the President made before he went to the Oval Office. If you

2a look at the second page here, it reflects that he went to the Oval Office at 11:08 a.m. that

22 morning, but prior to that there was a series of phone calls.

23 Do you recall him having any contact with any of the folks listed here? And | can

24 just quickly read them: Kurt Olson, Steve Bannon, Rudy Giuliani, Mark Meadows,

25 Mitch McConnell, im Jordan, Josh Hawley, Stephen Miller, Nick Luna, ill Bennett, or
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1 David Perdue.

2 Any recollection of him having contact with those folks, as reflected in the log, at

3 any point before he went to the Oval at 11:08?

4 A Somebody from his operations team potentially was present, and, as |

5 mentioned, somebody from speechwriting would've been there, but | have no

6 recollection of seeinghim make any calls or overhearing them

7 Q  Isee. And when you say operations team, what, more specifically, do you

8 meanby that?

° A Well, oftentimes, prior to a speech, somebody from his team, like Nick,

10 would greet him in the residence or, just as part of his daily process, would walk with him

11 towards the West Wing.

2 Q Ise. Sothat's,like, Nick Luna or

13 A But! have no recollectionof phonecallsat all

1 Q Okay. And when you say operations team, you mean, like, Nick Luna or the

15 people that sitin, kind of, the outer Oval?

16 A Correct.

uv Q That's what you mean by "operations team"?

18 A Correct.

19 Q  Gotit. Okay. Allright. Sono recollection of any of these particular

20 phone calls?

21 A No.

2 Q Alright.

23 Let me show you another exhibit. And this is - it's No. 28.

2 And, Mr. Benson, this is a record of Ms. Trump's calls that we sent to youearlythis

25 morning. Thisis actually somethingwe created.
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1 Isoctually exhibit 27,for the record.

2 oyIE

3 Q Sorry. Twenty-seven.

a A I'mnot sureif we aprintouthere, so ll do mybestto

5 Q Yeah. Andwe'll 00min sothat you canssee it. Il just say, Ms. Trump,

6 thisis a document that we've put together from some phone records that reflect calls

7 made to and from your personal cell phone, the one ending inl.

5 A Uhhh

9 Q So the records reflect that the fist call that you received that morning was

10 at8:49 am. from Ken Kurson.

1 Do you recall speaking with Mr. Kurson early that morning?

2 Aldon

13 Q Do you know whether or not youwerealreadyatthe White House at this

14 time,orwereyou at homeoren route?

15 A Idon't know.

16 Q Okay. Whois Ken Kurson?

FY A He'sapersonalfriendofJaredand myself.

18 Q Okay. Andit looks like you spoke to him for about 10 minutes or

19 1lminutes. You don't recall anything about that conversation that morning?

1) Aldon

2 a okay.

2 At9:19, you made a call to Michael Berland, and that was also connected, and it

23 lasted, it looks like, about 5 minutes.

2 Do you recall talking to Mr. Berland at about 9:19 that morning?

2 A Onlyvaguely.
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1 Q Whois Michael Berland?

2 A He'salsoa personal friend. We were in a YPO group together.

3 Q  Whatis"YPO"?

4 A Young professionals organization. It's justa — it was a business group we

5 were involved in together many, many years ago.

6 Q Ise. Okay.

7 So nothing specific about that particular call?

8 A No.

9 a okay.

10 It reflects, at 9:30, there's only a 2-second call that you placed to Rachel Craddock.

11 Whois Rachel Craddock?

2 A She was my assistant.

13 Q Ise. Okay. Anditlookslikethatone didn't connect

1a And then there are two successive calls that you placed at 9:31 and 9:32 to a

15 White House-issued cell phone that ends in 8941. Do you recognize that number?

16 A I don't recognizethat number, no.

uv Q Allright. So do you know who in the White House - it's a White

18 House-issued cell phone, so -- who in the White House was associated with 881-8941?

19 A Itmay have been Julie Radford, but|don't know. | don't have her number

20 memorized, sol don't know.

2 Q Isee. Okay. That'sfair.

2 And then at 9:56 you receive a call from Eric Herschmann. ~ Do you remember

23 speaking to Mr. Herschmann alittle bit before 10:00 in the morning on January 6th?

2 A ldont

2 Q Okay. Do you know whether or not that was beforeor after you went to
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1 the residence?

2 A don't know.

3 a okay.

4 There's a call at 10:08 with Jeanine Lauth. Do you know who that is?

5 A The namedoesn't sound familiar.

6 a okay.

7 A don't remember.

8 a okay.

9 And then there's another call with the same cell phone, 8941. Again, you don't

10 rememberwho thats, right? That'sat 11:30.

u A Comect.

2 a okay.

13 Allright. Well, we can comeback to this in alittle while.

14 At some point, Ms. Trump, did you leave the residence and go back toyour office?

15 A Yes

16 Q Was that because the gathering at the residence was ending, people were

17 leaving? Or what caused you to leave the residence and goback to your office?

18 A Atsome point, | recall us collectively joining the President, going downstairs,

19 walking over to the Oval Office. And at some point shortly thereafter, | left the Oval and

20 proceeded back to my office for a period of time.

2 Q Okay. Sodid the whole group go, sort of, together from the residence

22 downinto the Oval Office, kind of continuing the gathering?

23 A don't know what proportion of the group came, butseveralof us did.

2 Q Immediately from the residence to the Oval Office, as some portion of that

25 group?
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1 A Correct.

2 Q Allright. Anddid the conversationo thegathering continue in the Oval

3 Office?

a A Itdid, but left, | believe, shortly after we arrived in the Oval Office and went

5 backtomyoffice.

s a why?

7 A Tostartthe day.

8 Q see So

9 A I mean,|don't havea specific recollectionofwhat|wasgoing todo,but, as |

10 had said, it'd been a pretty informal gathering initially with my siblings.

n Q Uhhh

2 A And, then, as we went down to the West Wing, | proceeded back to my own

13 office.

1 Q Did you at some point get back to the Oval and rejoinyour family and your

15 father before leaving for the Ellipse?

16 A ldid.

7 Q Okay. And just giveme a sense of how long you wereback inyour office

18 before you went back to the Oval.

19 Aldon recall

1) Q Okay. Upon your return, was there more discussion?

2 A There continued to be a group present in the Oval Office. I'm not sure if

22 the composition of it had changed slightly.

2 Q  Uhuh

2 A People were, sort of, coming and going.

2 Q Yeah. Who do you recall being present in the Oval Office? Anybody
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1 different from the group that was upstairs in the residence?

2 A When retumed?

3 a Yes

4 A Irecall at that juncture Eric Herschmann being present. | cannot recall if he

5 had been atthe residence. My siblings were there. | recall at one point seeing

6 General Kellogs.

7 Q Uh-huh,

8 A He was towards the back of the room, where | was standing. ~ But who

9 beyond that I know there were additional people, | just ~ | don'trecall who they were.

10 Q  lunderstand. It sounds like there were people coming and going over the

11 course of the time that you were there. Is that right?

2 A Comect.

13 Q Allright. Butin addition to your siblings, you recall Mr. Herschmann

14 and General Kellogg being present for some portion?

15 A Comet.

16 Q Alright

7 Do you remember any phone calls placed to or received —placed by or placed to

18 your father during this period of time?

19 A When entered the office the second time, he was on the telephone

20 with the ~ who later found out to be was the Vice President. But it was not on

21 speaker, sol could only hear his end of the conversation.

2 Q Was he standing in the Oval Office during this conversation?

23 A "He" being the President, my father?

2 Q Yes Yes.

2 A Hewas.
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1 Q Okay. And where were you when you walked in and he was on the phone

2 withtheVice President?

3 A The office was quite full, and all the seats in front| recall being taken. And

4 there were several people around. |walked in and stood by the back, near the

5 grandfather clock thatis in the Oval.

6 a okay.

7 What do you recall hearing your father say during that -- | know you couldn't hear

8 the Vice President, but what, if anything, do you recall your father saying during his end

9 of the conversation?

10 A I don't recall the specifics of the dialogue, and | wasn't there for - | walked

11 in anditwas -- it took me a few minutes - well, | don't know how long it took me, but it

12 tookme a periodoftime to figure out who he was speaking to. But the conversation

13 was pretty heated.

1 Q Uh-huh. understand you don't remember exact words, but, generally, tell

15 us what you observed as you watched that conversation unfold.

16 A There appeared to be a discussion overwhat the Vice President's rights were

17 in his position and obligations were in his position presiding over the Senate.
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2 [1100am)

3 oYI

a Q Any particular words that you recall your father using during the

5 conversation?

6 A No.

7 Q t's been reported that he called the Vice President a wimp.

5 Do yourememberhimusing that word?

9 Aldon

10 Q Its been reported that he said, "| made the wrong decision when | chose you

1m ayearsago”

2 D0 you remember anything like that, along those lines, during the conversation?

13 A may not have been present for that.

1 Q Okay. It's been reported that he said that the Vice President wasn't tough

15 enough to make the call

16 Do you remember anything generally along those lines?

FY A Idon'trecall that.

18 Q Okay. When you say it was heated, tell me more specifically, Ms. Trump,

19 what behaviors, tone, what you observed that informs that view that the conversation

20 washeated

2 A Well, knew the Vice President quite well, and it was - the toneof the

22 conversation was different from what | had heard prior. So that's why | say it was

23 heated, not ~ so that would be my characterization of it.

2 Q Yeah. Andwhen you say it was heated, you meanyour father was heated,

25 that he was angry, he was emotional during the conversation?
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1 A I wouldn't say emotional or angry, but it was different. It was a different

2 tonethan| had heard him take with the Vice President before.

3 Q see. So this was different in tone than his normal interaction with the

4 Vice President that you had observed?

5 A Correct.

6 Q Okay. Was everyone sort of around listening? I'm trying to get a sense of

7 what else was going on in the room when your father is engaged in a heated conversation

8 withtheVice President.

° A wasn't too closely observing what others were doing. | recall having left

10 also in the middleofthe conversation and entering Dan Scavino's office, which was a very

11 small office outsideof the Oval, adjoining theouter Oval.

2 Q  Youindicated - before we get -- I want to ask you about that movement out

13 toMr.Scavino's office. But before we leave the conversation, you indicated it was,

1a about the Vice President's power or what the Vice President could or couldn't do at the

15 joint session,

16 What gives you that impression, that it was about that subject matter?

1” A Generally, | remember that being what was being discussed.

18 Q Before that conversation, Ms. Trump, were you aware of any disagreement

19 between the President and the Vice President about this precise issue, about the Vice

20 President's authority?

21 A Notthat can recall.

2 Q Had you been involved inanydiscussions withyour father or others about

23 the Vice President's authority at the joint session?

2 A Notthat recall

2 Q During the conversation that you observed, your father's end of it, did you
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1 sayanything to anyone else in the room?

2 A Idon't recall that. |recall just having left.

3 Q General Kellogg, for example, were you standing next to him back by the

4 grandfather clock in the Oval Office?

5 A I recall standing near him.

6 Q Yeah. Did yousay anything to him during orafter the phone call between

7 yourfatherandthe Vice President?

8 A Isawit reported that | did, but | don't recall saying anything specifically, no.

9 Q Okay. General Kellogg told the select committeethatyou turned to him

10 and said, "Mike Pence is a good man."

u Do you rememberwhether that is accurate?

2 A I don't recall having said that. But it does sound like something | would

13 say. Heisagood man, and| have alot of respect for him.

1 Q Yeah. Did you convey that general sentiment, respect for the Vice,

15 President, to General Kellogg or others in the room at the time of this conversation?

16 A I don't recall having done so. | don't recall speaking. | remember that the

17 President was on the telephone, so -- and that | had come in mid-conversation and left

18 priortoits conclusion - or | actually don't know at what point in the conversation | came

19 in. Butldon'trecall any specific interactions with other people present.

20 Q Yeah. Anythingelse atall that you remember about the conversation

21 about whatyourfather said, either his demeanor or his words?

2 A No.

23 Q Alright. And do you remember saying anything to anyone in the room

24 during that conversation?

2 A ldont
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1 Q How did you feel, Ms. Trump, when you saw a heated conversation between

2 your father and his Vice President, a man you respect?

3 A Twomen respect. |-it saddened me tosee them having a disagreement.

4 They had been very consistently on the same page.

5 But other than that general sort of sense, sort ofa human sentiment, if you wil, |

6 don'trecallspecifically what | was thinking in that moment.

7 Q Were you surprised?

8 A Iguess in retrospect | would be, but at the time | don't recall being surprised.

9 Idon't 1 recall having chosen to leave.

10 Q Did you leave because it was a difficult conversation to witness?

u A Ireally don't know why | chose to leave. That may have been the reason.

12 Butljust-Idon't know.

13 Q  Youindicated that this was different than what you had observed previously

1a between, you know, the relationship between these two men you respect.

15 So given that it was different, were you surprised at the conflict or not?

16 A ljust--I don't know what| | can't recreateforyou what |felt in that

17 moment.

18 Q Tellus what happened when you went into Dan Scavino's office. Was he

19 present? Was Mr. Scavino present in his office when you left?

20 A I don't know if he was already in the office, but at some point in time he was

21 intheofficewith me, in his office.

2 Q I'msorry. Goahead.

23 A I don't know if he was actually —if he was already in the office when |

24 entered, but he may very well have been. But at some point in time wewere there

25 collectively.
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1 Q Did you talk to Mr. Scavino about what you had just observed between the

2 conversationbetweenthe President and the Vice President?

3 A don't recall

a Q Do you rememberanything about a conversationwith Mr. Scavinowhen you

5 saw himin his office?

6 AI rememberat one point Lara Trump entering the office as well.

7 Q What happened when Lara Trump entered?

5 A just vaguely rememberherhaving come inat one point in time.

9 Q Do you know whether or not shehad asimilar reaction toyourswith respect

10 tothe heated conversation that was taking place in the Oval Office?

1 A Idontknow. We were there, I believe,a relatively short period of time.

2 Q Okay. Did you speaktoanyone, Ms. Trump, about whatyou had just

13 observed? Understandably, an unusual occurrence. Did you talk to anyone about

1 thar?

15 A Thenext thing recall is MarkMeadows and Eric Herschmann walking by

16 Dan'soffice. And may have already been outside of it. | may have been inside of it.

17 Idon'trecall. |think that Dan and Lara were stil there. And them asking me to join

18 them to the Ellipse - to go to the Ellipse.

19 Q Okay. Soitsounds ike this conversationtook place very close in time to

20 whenallof you left to drive down to the Ellipse. Is that right?

2 A don'treally know, but it's generally how | rememberit.

2 Q Yeah. So the conversation, the heated conversation, is going on. You

23 walkout to the outer Oval very briefly. ~ And that's when Mr. Meadows and others walk

24 outsaying, "Will you join us? We're moving now downto the Ellipse." Is that right?

2 A Tobe honest, it wasverybrief. | don't recall how long 1 was in Dan's office.
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1 Buttothe best of my recollection, it was a relatively short period of time.

2 Ol.

3 Allright. | want to stop here and see if Ms. Cheney - I see Mrs. Murphy has

4 joined us now.

5 Any members have questions about this particular part of the inquiry?

6 Yeah, Mrs. Luria, you've come off of mute. ~ Do you have a question?

7 Mrs. Luria. No questions.

5 — Oa.

9 Ms. Cheney?

10 Ms. Cheney. Thanks,IE.

1 Ivanka, | wanted to go back for just a minute. You mentioned that earlier

12 periodically the President's phone number would change or be updated and that you

13 would be informed about that.

1a Who would informyou about that?

15 Ms. Trump. 1don't recall

16 Ms. Cheney. Was it the same person each time?

FY Ms. Trump. | don't know, because his assistants would change periodically. I'm

18 assuming it would have been one of his assistants, but that would be an assumption. |

19 don't remember who would give me who would share the new contact information

0 withus.

2 Ms. Cheney. And do you remember how they would share it with you?

2 Ms. Trump. | don't, no. Maybe | don't recall how we would get it. |just |

23 recall having received correspondence ~ maybe it was via maybe it would have been

24 viaemai,but | don't know. I'msorry.

2 Ms. Cheney. And do you recall how often this happened?
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1 Ms. Trump. No.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did whydid it happen?

3 Ms. Trump. Oh,|don't know.

4 Ms. Cheney. Soit would potentially be an email you would receive?

5 Ms. Trump. ~ Potentially.

6 Ms. Cheney. And nobodyever told you why his number was changing?

7 Ms. Trump. No.

8 Ms. Cheney. And it would have been Molly Michael, while she was his assistant,

9 who wouldtell you that it had changed?

10 Ms. Trump. | don't know. | have3vague recollection that it was the - that it

11 was coming from his assistant, but | don't know which assistant or at what time.

2 Ms. Cheney. And was it sort of two or three times this happened, or more

13 often?

14 Ms. Trump. | don't think that frequently. |recall 1 havea memoryofone

15 time receiving, maybe -- maybe twice. But | don't know specifically.

16 Ms. Cheney. And this would be a cell phone number that you would use to

17 contact him?

18 Ms. Trump. That we could use. And the timing of this may have been right

19 when we arrived in Washington as well with getting al the new information for how to

20 communicate with him asa father. | viewed this as personal.

2 Ms. Cheney. Okay. Thank you.

2 EE. Cin! 25k5quick follow-up question?

3 ovI

2 Q When you received a contact number for the President, did you store that

25 information in your contacts in your phone?
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1 A likely would have
2 Q And did you store it in your White House-issued phone, your personal

3 phone,orboth?
4 A Idon't know.

< Q Do you know if you still have any of that contact information in your

$  semmsigns?
7 A Ihave his current contact information.

8 Q  Butyou don't believe that you have his White House contact information in

9 your personal phone now?

10 A Idon't think|wouldhavethat, no.

u a oer
12 A They said to update contacts when we left.

13 Q Understood.

1 Thankyou
15 A Thank you.

1 en
Mrs. Murphy, anything else?

1 Mr. Kinzinger, any questions?
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1

2 ovI

3 Q Allright. Justa couple things before we go to the Ellipse, Ms. Trump, just

a to go back. 1just have a couple of specific things | want to ask you about conversations.

5 Either in the residence or in the Oval Office when you were there with your father

6 and your siblings, do you remember whetheror not there was discussion about election

7 fraud, the rigged election, stop the steal? Were there discussions about that at any

8 point that you recall?
5 A Notthat participated in.

10 Q Okay. Did youhear him or others talking about the rigged election or

11 saying talking about the election at the Ellipse?

12 A When we were in the Oval Office or in the residence?

13 Q Yeah, at any point during that morning, before you left for the Ellipse.

1 A Idonttrecall that.

15 Q Okay. Doyou know whether or not it was his intention to go -- the Ellipse

16 speech was to be about the election, was to be sort of a speech on that topic?

w A Idontknow.

18 Q Allright. Did you give him any advice about what he should say or not say

19 at the Ellipse, either in the residence or in the Oval Office?

2 A Mo.

21 Q It's been reported that during the conversation the family members

22 acknowledged that President Trump was sill dug in about the election, meaning talking

23 about and believing that it had been riddled with fraud and stolen.

2 Do you remember that being his him talking about thator that being his state of
25 mind at the time?
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1 A Ithink he was pretty public about hsstateofmind

2 Q Yes. I'mjust wondering if the private discussion matched the public

3 rhetoric about the election.

4 A don't recall a private discussion on that topic.

5 Q Do yourememberany discussion thatmorning about the possibilty of a deal

6 where the President would assume some ownership of the Parler social media platform?

7 A No.

8 Q  Atany time do you remember therebeingdiscussionthatthe President

9 would have a partial ownership stake in Parler?

10 A recall seeing news reports to that effect, but | never heard that, those

11 conversations.

2 Q And!appreciate thatdistinction. I'm going toask you questions that I'm

13 looking for your personal knowledge, not what you read about in the newspaper.

14 Did you at any timetalk to him about whether or not ownership stake in Parler

15 was or was not a good idea?

16 A No.

7 Q Okay. Did you talk to anybodyelse in your family about that?

18 A Notthat| remember.

19 Q It's been reported that thatdealwas putforthtohimas a carrottoentice

20 him out of the White House, that he would have a venture and a platform that would

21 help him acknowledge the inevitability ofa transition.

2 Any recollection of that?

23 A No

2 a okay.

2 Allright. And in one of these booksit's been reported that in the Oval Office
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1 there was — that someparticipants encouraged the President's fantasy of Pence, the

2 hero, stepping in to overturn the election.

3 Do you remember anyone encouraging him or discussing, "Hey, the Vice President

4 candothis, and we have to encourage Mike Pence to do what's ight during the joint

5 session"?

6 A No, but had left the Oval Office immediately, really shortly after arriving

7 there. And when came back, as had recalled earlier, hewas already on the phone,

8 andl left while he was stil on the phone. S01 don't recall any of those conversations.

9 Idontthink I was present for them if they happened.

10 Q Okay. Andit sounds like, again - | don't want to go over what you heard

11 the President say, but was there anyone else in the room who was kind of encouraging

12 the President’ side here, or, "Hey, the Vice President can do this"? Did you hear

13 anyone sort of encouraging him or forwarding that perspective?

1a A Notthat I know of.

15 Q Its been reported, for instance, that Kimberly Guilfoyle said, "This is the will

16 of the people, the people outside arereflecting the will of the people," and that your

17 response was, "This not right, i's not right," anything along those lines.

1 Do you remember Ms. Guilfoyle sort of encouraging the President to keep up the

19 fight or to forward the election fraud narrative?

1) A No,ldon't recall that

2 Q Okay. Doyou remember at any point in the when you were in the Oval

22 Office there being any reference to the sound of the crowd outside or any either visual or

23 audio perception of the crowd just down from the Oval Office at the Ellipse?

2 A No. Now that you're saying it, | wouldn't have recalled that. But maybe it

25 was audible because it was close proximity, but don't know if that's just
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1 Q Okay. Atthistime there was a largecrowd assembled and the rally had

2 already started. There were other people already speaking beforeyourfather, who

3 was, obviouslya headliner, arrived.

4 Do you remember any reference to that, how large the crowd was and what the

5 people want, during any of the conversations in the residence or in the Oval?

6 A No.

7 Q Do you know if the door was open, the door that leads outside from the Oval

8 Office, when youwere inside that morning?

° A Between the Oval and theouterOval?

10 Q No, between the Oval and the -- and outdoors, like the backof the Oval

11 behind the desk

2 A recall it being closed, but that may be wrong. It may have been opened.

13 Idon't know.

1 Q Okay. Butit sounds ike you don't recall any discussionof the crowd or

15 hearing the crowd or anything like that?

16 A No.

uv Q Alright.

18 1 think Ms. Lofgren has joined us as well

19 Allright. And then before - one last question about this -- before everybody

20 wenttothe Ellipse, after the President finished the conversation with the Vice President,

21 do yourememberwhether you went back to the dining room and spoke to him at any.

2 point?

23 A Before the ~ before | went to the Ellipse?

2 Q Yes

2 A No,Idon'trememberthat. |don't believe | did.
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1 Q Its been reportedin the Leonnig-Ruckerbook that General Kellogg

2 encouraged you to go follow him back to the dining room before everyone left for the

3 Elipse.

a Do you rememberdoing that?

5 A Idon't believe that happened.

6 Q see. Okay.

7 Actually, you recall going out to the outer Oval in the other direction to Mr.

8 Scavino's office?

9 A Correct.

10 Q Okay. Alright. Let'stalka ttebit about the are you good to

11 continue? It's been about an hour and 20 minutes? Do we need a breakor should we

12 keep going?

13 A I'm okay fora litle bit longer, if that's okay.
1 Q Yeah, absolutely. Again, we will stop whenever, Ms. Trump, you need a

15 break. You just say the word, and we can -- we'll ecess briefly.

16 A Maybe we plan to stop in another 30 minutes for a quick break?

7 Q Yeah, that's great.

1 A Orearlier, if you prefer.

19 Q Yeah

1) So let'stalk about when you got to the Ellipse. Was theresortof a tented

21 backstageareawhere you were present?

2 A There was.

2 Q Who do you remember being back there with you?

2 A Iwas in the motorcade but arrived separatelyfrom the President and my.

25 siblings. When we walked into — when | walked into one of the tented structures where
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1 the President was, | remember a large number of people. It was just a few minutes

2 priorto him taking the stage himself to speak. There were many Secret Service agents,

3 and mysiblings were there. | remember Mark Meadows and Eric Herschmann being

4 there. But there were many more people than that. ~1just don't recall that it was

5 very- quite crowded.

6 So hopefully that answers your question.

7 Q Yeah. lappreciate that.

8 Did you have any direct communication with your father before he took the stage,

9 when you were back in this backstage area?

10 A He had entered the tent prior to me. And when | entered, | believe he

11 was he went out just minutes before. And | remember walking over, and | was

12 standing beside him at one point.

13 But | don't don't recall specifically what I told him. And it was a very short - |

14 mean, maybe a few seconds, maybe a minute. That's how | remember it, that he

15 was we were both in the tent together prior to his music starting and him taking the

16 stage.

7 Q What was his mood like at that moment as you were standing next to him

18 before he walked out on stage?

19 A Typically, before he would give a speech, hewould just sort of keep to

20 himselffor a minute and not be engaging with those around him and be, | would think,

21 reflecting on his remarks. But so thi, it felt -- it felt consistent with what he would

22 normally do prior to taking the stage ata rally.

23 Q Was he stil heated? He had finished this conversation with the Vice

24 President that you described as heated. Was that agitationor that frustration still

25 evident in his demeanor when you saw him at the tent?
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1 A I don't recall feeling that specific energy from him. | recall him being

2 focused. He was looking at the monitors, and the music had started playing for him to

3 take the stage.

4 Q Did you give him any advice or encouragement before he took the stage?

5 A Idon't recall what I said to him,if | said something to him before he took the

6 stage.

7 Q Yeah. Did youhear anyone else give him any advice or guidance before he

8 tookthe stage?

° A Ididn't

10 Q Allright. Where were you during the speech?

u A Shortly after he took the stage, |walked out ofthat tent and behind the

12 stage toa separate, much, much smaller tent where they had a heater and they had - |

13 believe it was the people operating theteleprompterswere back there. But it was a

14 much smaller it was a much smaller space. So| did not - that was the last time | was

15 withthe larger group.

16 Q Did everyone in the larger group, your siblings, go to this smaller area,ordid

17 you peel offfrom themat this point?

18 A No. When he took the stage, | peeled off and went.

19 1 remember periodically individuals coming into that smaller tent, staying fora few.

20 minutes, and leaving and rejoining thelarger group.

21 But I stayed there the ~I recall almost the entirety of the speech until towards the

22 speech's conclusion. 1left to find my car to make sure I'd be able to participate and join

23 the motorcade in exiting the venue. So | missed a portionof the speech at the end.

2 Q When you were in that smallerarea, could you both see andhear your

25 father as he delivered the speech?
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1 AI could see him on the monitors, and | could hear him -- | could hear him,

2 though. Itwas still you know, it was an outdoor - the tent was still pretty open to the

3 elements.

4 Q Yeah. And you indicated there was a monitor there where you could

5 actually see the feed of the speech.

6 A Correct.

7 Q Okay. Did you talk to anybody during that period of time as he was

8 speaking?

° A I recall people coming in and out of the tent. ~ There were, like I said,|

10 believe it was the folks operating the teleprompter, so | would not have disturbed them

11 while they wereperformingthat function. So | don't recall speaking with them. |

12 probably wouldn't have done that. But| do recall periodically people coming in and

13 comingout.

1 Q Did you have any role yourself, Ms. Trump, in the drafting or composition of

15 his remarks?

16 A No.

uv Q Do you knowwho did draft that speech that he gave at the Ellipse?

18 A Idon't know.

19 Q Did you get emailed a copyof it in advance?

20 A Idon't know.

2 Q It sounds like you don't recall any advice to him about things that he should

22 orshouldn't say?

23 A Only going backtowhat | said more generally. | think he would always

24 know my advice, and | would frequently say it, to focus on the incredible

25 accomplishments of the administration. But | don't recall specifically as it pertains to
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1 thatspeech

2 Q When you would give him this advice, the good advice to focus on the

3 accomplishments of the administration, would you also give him the advice about not

4 talking about certain things, the election fraud in particular? In other words, was, "Hey,

5 talkabout this, not that"your general advice?

6 A Idon'tknow. I thinkit would depend on the conversation.

7 Q Do you ever remember at any point giving him that advice, "Hey, talk about

8 this, the accomplishments, not that, the election"?

9 A Idon't remember it specifically as that type of comparison, no.

10 Q Let me show you exhibit 6, whichis a this is his remarks as prepared for

11 theEllipse speech.

2 And it looks like, Ms. Trump, you've got hard copies of the stuff that we sent in

13 advance. Isthat right?

1a A Idon't knowifI have all of it, but| have some of i.

15 This is exhibit 6,correctJl

16 Q Yeah. You'll see on the screen here what we've marked as 6 is the speech

17 draft titled "Save America March."

1 A Okay.

19 Q Okay. Sodoyou have any sense astothe red ~ this is a document that we

20 received fromthe Archives whether or not the red language was added by anyone in

21 particular

2 Any insight into sort of who wrote which portions of this?

2 A Idont know.

2 Q We've been told, for example, that the red was - these were late additions

25 from the President himself.
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1 Do you know whether or not that's accurate?

2 A Idont know.

3 Q Okay. Now, these were the remarks as prepared, but the remarks as.

4 delivered varied quite a bit from the prepared remarks.

5 Was that common at rallies, that your dad would ad-1ib or would gowell beyond

6 the prepared remarks?

7 A Itwas common, yes.

8 Q Yeah. Allright. Doyou remember at any point him referencing the Vice

9 President duringthe speech?

10 A I knowthat he did, but | don't know if | heard it real time or if | learned about

1 itafter the fact.

2 Q  Somy question. During the speech, do you remember-- you don't

13 remember actually hearing him talk about what the Vice President can or can't do?

1a A Aslsaid,I recall that he did say that and it's part of the speech, but | can't

15 recallif) heard that live as | said, | was moving between tents and people were coming

16 inand out orif just recall it because of the media reporting | saw subsequently.

7 Q see Okay.

18 Well, if you scroll downa littlebit,[II

19 The actual language in the draft speech that s in red - and, again, we have,

20 information this was added by the President.

2 Alittle bitfarther, JElll, where it says, "Today."

2 “Today, we will see whether Republicans stand strong for the integrity of our

23 elections. And we will see whether Mike Penceenters history as a truly great and

24 courageous leader. All he has to do is refer the ilegally-submitted electoral votes back

25 tothe states that were given false and fraudulent information where they want to
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1 recent.”

2 Again, do you remember reference to the Vice President's power to send electoral

3 votes back to the States?

a A Hearing this speech, as | said, | don't recall specifically if| heard him say this

5 or if | just saw it reported that he said this.

6 Q Okay. Did you have a reaction to that, when you either saw it or heard it

7 reported, that he, after the heated conversation withthe Vice President, talked again

8 about the Vice President having the power to refer illegally submitted votes back to the

9 States?

10 A Idon'trecall. Aslsaid,| don't even recall whether| saw this specifically.

n Q Later in the speech and, again, this is in red, and we understand it was an

12 additionofhis. It's all the way back at page 7.

13 And you don't really need to put it up, Jl. 1 can just read it

14 It says, "The only reason we lost is fraud,” refers directly to this contested States.

15 Do you remember hearing him, again, during the speech say, "The only reason we

16 lostis fraud"?

7 A don't recall that, no.

18 Q Okay. Atsome point in the speech the President talks about marching to

19 theCapitol and says, "I'll be there with you."

2 Do you remember hearing him declare his intention to go to the Capitol with

2 people attending or marching in that direction?

2 A No.

23 Q Did you read about that later, that he talked about, "I'll be there with you, I'll

24 gotothe Capitol"?

2s A dd.
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1 Q Did you have any reaction to that and the notion of him going to the Capitol?

2 A don't think that would have ~ just how| understand the movements of the

3 President, | think that would be very hard to have that have been something that could

4 have happened, based on his protective profile, being protected by the Secret Service.

5 Sohe didn't ~ I can't recall ever a time that he casually made a movement such as that.

6 Q Yeah. And!think you testified before that you hadn't heardat any point

7 before the speech of any discussion of him going to the Capitol or a movement to the

8 Capitol.

9 Is that right?

10 A Comet.

1 Q Allright. And you don't recall in the speechhearing that as you were

12 standing in the smaller tent?

13 A Imayhave. Butit was talked about quite extensively thereafter in the

14 media, sol'm not sure when| first heard that.

15 Q We have information that even after the President came off the stage, he,

16 himself, again raised the possibility of an OTR, you know, a movement to the Capitol.

7 Were you therefor any of those discussions about him declaringa desire to or

18 asking about going to the Capitol?

19 A didn't see him after the speech until we were backat the White House.

0 Sol, as|mentioned, left the smaller tent. He exited into presumably the larger

21 one, but don't know specifically.

2 And | went to join the motorcade in advance of the conclusionof the speech,

23 which was pretty common for staff to start to move out early so that they wouldn't either

24 hold up or, more likely, be left behind as the President moved.

2 Q Yeah. Do you remember hearing anything in particular during the speech
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1 that sticks out, any lines, any reference?

2 A Notspecifically, no.

3 Q When you went back to the White House, did you travel by yourself or were

4 you with someothers in the same vehicle?

5 A I would have been with my protective details, so Secret Service.

6 Q Yeah. Butnotanyofyour siblingsoranyoneelse?

7 A Idon't recall. |don't--I'm quite sure they were not with me. But I'm sure

8 Secret Service can confirm that. | don't think so. | don't I'm not sure that | saw them

9 againthat day.

10 Q Ise. Okay.

u Where did you go when you gotback to the White House?

2 A We got back to the White House and | went, | believe, directly up to my

13 office on the second floor.

1 Q Okay. Were you just going to go on with the rest of your regular business

15 fortheday? Orwhat wasyour sortofplan for the remainder of the day after the rally at

16 the Ellipse had ended?

1” A Well as I'd mentioned, | wasn't ~ | don't recall having planned to attend the

18 rally. Solwas,l recall, sort ofbeing pulled into the moving - the group that was moving

19 in that direction.

20 So we came back to the office. | came back to the office as part of the collective.

21 And went upstairs and | proceeded with various White House-related meetings that |

2 had

23 Again, there was no —in my wildest imagination,| couldn't have envisioned that

24 there would be any violence that day, so  - it was just not on my radar.

2 Q Yeah, I understand.
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1 Did you have a Twitter feed onyour phone? Were you able to see tweets or

2 monitor Twitter over the course of the day?

3 A lam. Idon't believe get notifications or anything of that kind. But

4 periodically | would look at it, not with tremendous frequency, though.

5 Q Yeah. Before the President even finished speaking, the Vice President

6 issued a Dear Colleague letter, a letter to Members of Congress, sort of making his

7 position about his authorityclear.

8 Do you remember seeing that or hearingthatthe Vice President had made a

9 public statement about the issue that he had discussed withyour dad in the Oval in the

10 morning?

u A ldo.

2 Q Do you remember whether your dad, your father, had a reaction to that?

13 Did you everspeak to him about the Vice Presidentissuingthis letter?

1a A Idon't recall ever having spoken to him about that letter, no.

5 Q When you saw it, what wasyourreaction?

16 A I don't recall what my specific reaction was. | think the letter and | have

17 not reread the letter since, but it was — I think he put forth his perspective and his

18 viewpoint

19 Q Do yourememberany discussion with anyone about the Vice President's

20 letter even before you left the Ellipse?

21 A I'm not sure when the letter was issued.

2 Q Yeah.

23 A Ibelieve you just said it was during the speech. But I'm not sure that |

24 interacted with anyone when | was walking to the motorcade or going back to the White

25 House. Soldon't recall any discussion of the letter.
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1 Q Okay. The letter was issued literally just a couple of minutes before 1 p.m,

2 which was when the joint session was scheduled to start. |thinkthe speech actually

3 wentalittle past 1 p.m. sol believe it was issued during the speech.

a But do you recall seeing it during the speech when you were at the Ellipse, the

5 notificationof theVice President's statement?

6 A don't get notifications.

7 Q Okay. Sowhen was the first time, Ms. Trump, that you knew anything

8 about unrest at the Capitol, violence at the Capitol, or people actually engaging in illegal

9 activity at the Capitol?

10 A After we got back, as | mentioned, | went upstairs to my office. | began the

11 meetings that were on the schedule for that whether they were for that morning or for

12 thattime, but it was internal, with people internal to the building.

13 I recall having lunch at some point in that time frame. And then at some point,
14 maybe anhouror so, giveor take, after we had arrived back, Eric Herschmann entered

15 my office and asked me to turn on the television.

16 The way my office was shaped is | tended to work ata long table, and the

17 television was sort of behind a wall that would jut out in front of it. So whether | turned

18 itonor tured it off, mute, either way it was outside my view.

19 Probably - | tended not to have my television on too often, so - but| remember

20 him coming in and telling me to turn on the television. And that's when | became aware

21 that there was violence that was taking place at the Capitol. That was the first time.

2 Q Ise. Soitwas Mr. Herschmann actually coming to alert you, "Hey, turn on

23 theTV, look what's going on"?

2 A Correct. |wasinameeting when he entered the office.

2 Q Yeah. What did he say,other than turn on the television? Did he give you
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1 any sense,areadout about whatwas going on?

2 A No. He said turn on the television. So | got up and |did justthat.

3 Q Do you know what particularnetwork you tured on?

4 A dont

5 Q What was going on, on the television? What did you see when you turned

6 ton?

7 A saw that there was a large crowd at the Capitol, and I saw reporting that

8 there it was unlawful in terms of a breach that had taken place.

9 And I believe that | saw that there was — there were violent incidents that had

10 occurred. But! don't my memory is really seeing the crowd at the Capitolfor the first

11 time and that becoming the first time | became aware of it.

2 Q Yeah. Soyou saw images of a crowd and it sounds like some violence that

13 hadalready been occurring?

14 A Itwas you probably remember the images from that day. So it was -- you

15 know, | don't know which channel | would have turned on, but oftentimes when |did turn

16 on the television, it was on sort of one of the split screens. So| think it was just the

17 immediate impact of seeing for the first time something that | never would've anticipated

18 would have transpired.

19 Q Yeah. Doyou know at that point, Ms. Trump, whetherornot people

20 were had already breached the interior, the windows or doors of the Capitol, or was.

21 the crowd stillon the outside, or do you know?

2 A Ifeel like my knowledge of the timeline comes from a later date, that maybe

23 that had even happened earlier when the President was speaking. But that ~ | became

24 aware ofallof those facts later. So in real time,| mean, the images kindof spoke for

25 themselves in terms of what was happening.
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1 Q Yeah. Ill note that Mr. Schiff has joined us now.

2 Allright. So, Ms. Trump, when you turned on theTV and you saw what was

3 going on at the Capitol, what did you do?

4 A probably within a few seconds walked with Eric down the hallway to the

5 OvalOffice. We didn't enter through the outerOval. As is customary, we entered

6 through the pantry, which connects to his dining room, and into the President's dining

7 roomarea.

8 Q What was yourintentionwhen you wentstraighttothe Oval upon your first

9 notice that there was violence at the Capitol?

10 A Well, obviously, it was shocking and completely unacceptable. ~ Any form of

11 violence is not something | would ever condone.

2 Sot was — it was | think | had -- my reaction was to quickly go to the President

13 toensure that he was awareofwhat was happening and to make sure he issued a strong

14 statement.

15 1 must have at some point walking down the hallway askedEric that question

16 about, you know,is the President aware? I'm sure | would have - I'm speculating a little

17 bit. This all happened real time, and it was, obviously, to me, like everyone else, quite

18 jarring to have somebody walk into the office in the middle of a meeting, tell you to turn

19 onthe television, and see those images.

0 So withina few minutes | would have been down in his dining room.

2 Q Yeah

2 A recall walking in and saying, "You have to put out a strong statement

23 condemning violence and asking for peace to be restored."

2 And he did. Within,| believe, a few minutes he had issued that - he put out that

25 tweet, aversion of that tweet. He started the processofdrafting it.
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1 Q Okay. What was he doing when you arrived into the dining room?

2 A He was sitting in the seat that he normally sits at when he's in the dining

3 room, atthe head of the table. As was typical, the table was stacked with paperwork.

4 He would often use that room as much as his desk as a working office and a desk.

5 1 don't recall who else was in the room when entered. | think Dan Scavino may

6 have been there, but| don't know.

7 Q Did Mr. Herschmann go with you? ~ Did the two of you enter together?

8 A Wedd.

9 Q Okay. And in addition to the President, maybe Dan Scavino? Anyone else

10 who may have been present?

1 A Idprefer notto speculate,but it wasvery small. It was -- it was and I'm

12 notsure if Eric stayed or we walked in together and he left. I'm I can't recall that.

13 But, obviously, you know, it was - I'm reconstructing this to the best of my

14 memory, sol'd prefer not to speculate. But | believe that Dan was there. ~ And Mark

15 Meadows may have been inand out. But the group did not extend beyond those:

16 individuals.

7 Q  lunderstand. Was the television on?

18 A don't recall

19 Q Do you know whether or not he was aware of the violence that you had seen

20 on your television when you first arrived in the dining room?

2 A don't know when he learned of the violence. |believe that he was aware

22 of itbecause he immediately started the process of crafting a statement, and | don't recall

23 me bringing him up to speed.

2 Like | think he generally was aware when | entered. | don't know when, though,

25 he became aware, and | don't know we didn't have a specific conversation about what
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1 he knewordidn't know.

2 | felt it was incredibly important that he issue a strong statement. Twitter was.

3 an obvious place for him to do t because it was authentic to his voice, He would often

a tweet. And it was fast.

5 So -- but | don't recall who said it should -- if there was a discussion about Twitter

6 versusnot. just recall the discussion of the statement itself

7 Q Okay. Sol guess my precise question is, were you telling him about the

8 violence or was it clear to you when you arrived that he was already aware of the

9 violence from his own observations on television or from some other source?

10 A Ireallydon't know. |feel that he was aware because we immediately

11 discussed what the statement should say. | advocated for him isuing a statement

12 immediately, and we started talking about what the words of the statement should be.

13 Like | believe | said, it wouldn't have beenlonger than a few minutes, maybe 5 at

14 the outside, from the time|learned of the violence to when he actually drafted the

15 statement. So it was a very tight period of time, and it was largely concentrated on

16 what the statement should say.

7 EE Ve:h. 'm going towalk you through the statement.

18 Yeah, Ms. Cheney, go ahead, please.

19 Ms. Cheney. | have several questions. Thank you.

2 [a

2 Ms. Cheney. | wanted to go back, Ivanka.

2 First of all, you mentioned tht you walked into the Oval Office and the

23 conversation was heated. And then you left, and Mr. Herschmann and Mr. Meadows

26 toldyouto comewith themto the Ellipse

2s Did you - how did you get to the Ellipse?
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1 Ms. Trump. | tookthe Secret Servicevehicle that | wouldtypically take that was

2 always parked outside of West Exec.

3 Ms. Cheney. And so you went in your own car, yourown Secret Service vehicle?

4 Ms. Trump, Correct.

5 Ms. Cheney. Okay. And did anybody go with you to the Ellipse in your car?

6 Ms. Trump. ~ Secret Service did. If anyone else joined me - | don't believe any.

7 of my believe all my siblings were in their own vehicles.

8 Ms. Cheney. What about Mr. Herschmann?

9 Ms. Trump. No. don't ~ I'm quite sure he was not with me, but - no, | don't

10 think he was with me. I'm not sure how he got there.

1 Ms. Cheney. And Mr. Meadows?

2 Ms. Trump. No.

13 Ms. Cheney. And when they said to you, "Come with us to the Ellipse,” did you

14 askwhy?

15 Ms. Trump. | didn't. They were moving down the hallway, and | just remember

16 them sort of putting their head in thedoor. | was standing in the door, andthey said,

17 "You should come."

18 It wasn'ta | don't recall it as being a discussion. It was more ofa comment.

19 Itwasn'tatypical for them, for Mark, to ask me to join him in various things. So | didn't

20 view that as an atypical request, but it also wasn't a discussion.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so did you go back up to your office first? Just walk us

22 through what you did then when they said, "Come with us."

23 Ms. Trump. | don't remember. | must have at some point gottenmy coat and

24 mythings, so but I don't know. | don't know when that would have been.

2 Ms. Cheney. And then I'm sure you've probably seen since then the video that
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1 wastaken in the tent backstage at the event. So it shows you and yourfatherwatching

2 thevideofeed.

3 Can you tell us about that?

4 Ms. Trump. |testified earlier that when | entered the tent, | was behind him.

5 He was already present with many people around. And there was a short period of time

6 from when | entered until he took the stage. And | remember at one point standing

7 near him, although| saw a photo of me, so maybe that's partially helping me remember

8 the exact details of it, but standing near him,

9 Typically, before he gave a speech, he would do that. He would sort of stand a

10 little bit away from the group and look at the monitors and, | think, reflect on what he

11 wasabout to say when he took the stage. It wasn't typically a time where he would

12 engage or want to be engaged in conversation.

13 Ms. Cheney. ~ So he thought deeply about what he was about to say?

14 Ms. Trump. | don't know that. That would be me ~ I've never discussed that

15 with him. It's just I've been to and seen him participate in many rallies, and this felt

16 ordinary to what he would do prior to taking the stage in front of thousands of people.

17 He would take a few moments where he was not off to himself, but there was kind of an

18 understanding just, you know, let him be before he takes the stage.

19 Ms. Cheney. Okay. And then going forward now to the period of time when

20 Eric Herschmann came into your office, who were you meeting with?

2 Ms. Trump. |believe | was meeting with Julie Radford, who was then my chief of

2 staff

23 Ms. Cheney. And do you remember where you were sitting?

2 Ms. Trump. | had a typical place that | would st, and |recall that | was siting in

25 that same spot, which was at the end ofa table in my office actually the same place |
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1 wassitting when you and | once met there, with my back to the windows.

2 I tended not to be at mydesk that often unless | was working on email. So | was

3 sitting with - towards the door.

4 Ms. Cheney. And so Julie Radford waswith you. Was anybodyelse meeting

5 withyou?

6 Ms. Trump. Rachel Craddock, who was my assistant, may have been periodically

7 inandout. can't recallif I can't recall how long she was present, if really atall. It

8 may have just been sort of in and out of the room.

9 Ms. Cheney. And do you remember what you were meeting about?

10 Ms. Trump. | vaguely remember that we were organizing someof the projects

11 we were working on in accordance with the transition process that was taking place.

2 Ms. Cheney. And when Eric came in, he told youto turn on theTV. Did he say

13 anything else?

14 Ms. Trump. He either told me turn it onor look at it. | mentioned earlier that|

15 don'tknow if itwas on. My back would have been tot. And evenif my back wasn't to

16 it it's sort of behind a, almost like a half wall, so it's not possible to see from that angle,

7 But he entered and told me to either turn ontheTVor go to the TV or turn on the

18 volume, whatever he had said.

19 But that was the first time | became aware that the Capitol had been breached.

0 Ms. Cheney. And then what happened? So just describe for us what happened

21 then. Youdid what?

2 Ms. Trump. 1 you know, it was incredibly shocking and dishearteningto see.

23 Ireally just recall seeing the imagery on the television, which | felt like gave me the

24 context! needed to understand that something was transpiring that, you know, should

25 not be happening.
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1 But it was quite shocking. | mentioned earlier| never would have imagined

2 something like that would have happened. So was truly, truly shocked.

3 It probably wasn't longer than a few moments, maybe a minute, that | was seeing

4 this footage before I turned around and walked out of my office with Eric down the hall,

5 down the stairs, and into the President's dining room.

6 Ms. Cheney. So what else did Eric say besides turn on the TV?

7 Ms. Trump. | don't recall him saying anything other than turn on the television.

8 And then we weretogether alone averyshort period of time. | was watching.

9 I'm sure he was maybe saying, "This is what's happening, you know. But | was

10 absorbing the images that, like| said, were incredibly shocking and unexpected. We had

11 beensitting there in a meeting moments earlier completely unaware anything like this.

12 was transpiring.

13 S0at some point, shortly after | turned on the television, we left my office and

14 started walking to the President. Whether| suggested it, he suggested it, it was sort of

15 aninstinct ora natural response. | don't know. But it was very quickly | left and went

16 tosee the President.

7 Ms. Cheney. So you mentioned that you were together alone, but there were at

18 least one or two other people that you mentioned had been in the meeting with you

19 whenhecamein. What happenedto them?

0 Ms. Trump. I'm not sure if | said — because I'm not sure if | was alone. | recall

21 that Julie left when Eric came in because he came in almost like, "I want to see you."

22 Youknow, think the natural instinctofall of us was to say what's - you know, it was

23 pretty unusual. He didn't knock. You know, he just sort of barged in.

2 1 don't know if Julie stayed in the room. | don't think she did. | think she eft

25 the room with Rachel, if Rachel was there. So | would say Julie. But it's possible she
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1 was still standing there when we left to go visit with the President,
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1

2 [12:00 p.m]

3 Ms. Cheney. Okay. But it sounds like he came in in a very unusual fashion.

4 And

5 Ms. Trump,~ Eric would come in - he would come in quite often, so it wasn't that

6 unusual, but it was | mean, in retrospect, yes. | mean, he kind of - he just kind of

7 burstin. Butif you know Eric, he kind of does thata lot outside of thesecircumstances

8 aswel

9 But, ves, it was -- that's why | feel lie they probably left when he entered. | just

10 don't know if that's I don't know if my memory is perfect on that.

1 Ms. Cheney. And so did he what else did he say to you besides "turn on the

2 We?

13 Ms. Trump. That's the only thing | recall him saying to me. |don't ~ recall

14 just--and maybe it's because | was absorbed in the imagery of what | was seeing for the

15 first time, but just don't ~ I don't recall him saying anything beyond “turn on the TV."

16 Ms. Cheney. Had he been in the dining room before he came up to see you?

7 Ms. Trump. | don't know.

18 Ms. Cheney. Did he indicate that he had been with the President?

19 Ms. Trump. | don't recallhim indicatingeither way.

0 Ms. Cheney. Did you normally - you mentioned that you went in through the

21 pantry. Did you know the President was in the dining room? Is that why you went in

22 through the pantry?

23 Ms. Trump. 1 often went in through the pantry, a lot of times just for ease of

24 accessand speed. Instinctively, that time of the day, he would often be doing - he

25 often used the dining room attached to thepantry as his working office, and he'd do
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1 paperworkthere,

2 I'm not sure if like| said, it was not atypical for me to enter that way. But I'm

3 notsureif | chose to godirectly that waythis time because |was following Eric, maybe he

4 wasleading, or because|knew he was there. So I'm not quite sure why | chose to enter

5 thatway, but! didenter that way.

6 Ms. Cheney. ~All right.

7 And the meeting that you described with Julie and Rachel, do you know what time

8 that meeting was?

9 Ms. Trump. It would've started more or less upon my return to the White:

10 House.

1 Sol entered the building; | went directly to my office after the speech. |arrived

12 separately from the President. don't know where my siblings were atthat juncture or

13 if they had come back to the White House. But he had already gotten out of thecar.

14 He was much earlier in the motorcade.

15 So recall going directly to the office and immediately sitting down and getting

16 intothe day's business

7 Ms. Cheney. So wasita regularly scheduled meeting that you had?

18 Ms. Trump. Well, we would often meet on a variety of topics that we were

19 workingon. I recall specificallythatthis one had to do with, actually, transition.

20 Because there was a process being run, | believe by Chris Liddell to ensure continuity of

21 various projects various offices were working on. So| believe we were meeting about

2 that,

23 Ms. Cheney. Did you see the President's tweet at 2:24 abouttheVice President?

2 Ms. Trump. | didn't

2 Ms. Cheney. You didn't see it that day?
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1 Ms. Trump. I'm sure I saw it that day. | didn't see it real-time or prior to

2 Eric Herschmann having come to my office.

3 Ms. Cheney. Okay.

a Thank you.

5 Ms. Trump. Thank you

6 Mr. Benson. Doyouwanttotake abreak?

7 Ms. Trump. Yeah, maybeifwe could have 5 minutes?

8 ME Yeah. was just going to ask, Ms. Trump, if now -- you had said

9 “about 30 minutes" about 45 minutes ago. So why don't we take 5 minutes or so now?

10 Orlonger. | mean, at some point, we could take more of a lunch-type break.

1 My intention is to finish here, sort of, by close of business. | don't want this to

12 drag out unnecessarily. But lalso want to give you the time to, you know, get a bite to

13 eatorwhatever.

1a So you tell me. We can take a short break now or longer, whatever is

15 convenient

16 Ms. Trump. What time do you have?

7 vs 12:05pm.

1 Ms. Trump. Shall we convenefor lunch, then, and reconveneat -whattime do.

19 youthink? 1245?

20 Mr. Benson. 12:45

2 E2057

2 Ms. Trump. Does that work for everyone?

23 MEE. veah. That's absolutely fine. Why don't we take 40 minutes,

24 and we'll plan on going from 12:45 until we finish.

2 Ms. Trump, Terrific.
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1 EEN Okey. Allright. Thankyou. Welllsee you at 12:45.

2 Ms. Trump. Thanks. Bye.

3 I
a (Recess)

5 IEEE. Aright. Let's go backonthe record.

6 Are the courtreporters ready to go?

7 The Reporter. Yes,sir. Thank you.

5 [ —

9 ovI

10 Q Allright. So, Ms. Trump, where we left off, we were talking about you

11 being back in your office in a meeting. | want to see if can geta ttle bit more specific

12 with respect to time.

13 So I'm going to ask[Ill to put back up on the screen exhibit No. 4, which is that

14 daily diary document. And just as a starting point, let's look at when the diary reflects

15 that the President returned to the Oval Office upon conclusion of the Ellipse speech.

16 Soit looks like at 1:19 p.m. the President returned to the south grounds at the

17 White House and went to the Oval Office.

1 AndI think you said, Ms. Trump, that he was ahead of you; that if there was, sort

19 of, a line of cars, hewas ahead of you inline, so that you would've returned shortly after

20 1:19. Isthat right?

2 A Correct,

2 Q Allright. And upon your return, you went immediately up to your office.

23 lsthat right?

2 A Iwent, to the best of my memory, right to the office

2 a okay.
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1 You said you got lunch. Did you personally go get lunch, or was lunch delivered

2 toyouinyouroffice? Do you remember?

3 A That's what don't know. When you walk into WestExec, the Navy Mess is

4 right there, and they have a takeout counter. So | may have stopped there to get my

5 lunch, or | may have ordered the lunch when | was already upstairs. Sol don't

6 Q Ise

7 A remember exactly if | went directly there or stopped in to take out my

8 lunchat the Navy Mess.

9 a okay.

10 And you said, when you got upstairs toyouroffice, you did notimmediately turn

11 onthe television, right? It wasn't until Mr. Herschmann

2 A I-

13 Q  --cameand told you to tum it on.

1a A Correct. And think|testified to the fact that it may have been on and on

15 mute. Butl'm pretty sure it was off and that | actually turned it on for the first time

16 when Mr. Herschmann came to the office.

uv a okay.

18 So Il just share with you some of the specific other evidence that the select

19 committee has obtained, just about pinpoint timing of when things occurred.

20 For example, FOX News reported at 2:04 p.m. that thousands upon thousands of

21 protesters had marched to the Capitol. ~The chyron said, "Protests erupt during electoral

22 vote count."

23 Right then, the Cannon House Office Building was evacuated, and there were.

24 reports of suspicious protesters and - suspicious packages and protesters pushing and

25 tryingtoenter.
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1 FOX also reported that police were using flashbangs and tear gas to respond to

2 the massive crowd. This was all immediately after 2:00 p.m.

3 At2:13 p.m, rioters actually broke into, for the frst time, the west side of the

4 Capitol, actually entered the Capitol Building.

5 And at 2:22 p.m, Vice President Pence was evacuated from the Senate, like,

6 moved toa secure location.

7 Now, Ithink your testimony was that, uponyour return toyour office, you started

8 ameeting with your chief ofstaff and your assistant. Is that right?

° A Potentially my assistant, but definitely my chief of staff, yes.

10 Q Andwas thatyourfirst meeting upon return to the Oval Office, the first thing

11 youdid I mean, excuse me, not Oval, your office - the first thing you did upon your

2 retum?

13 A Other than potentially picking up or ordering lunch, which | would've eaten

14 simultaneously during that meeting.

5 Q  lunderstand. Okay.

16 We've developed information, then, that, during the violence at the Capitol, that

17 your father was in the dining room watching television. ~ Multiple witnesses have

18 indicated that the television was on and that he was in the dining room watching

19 television

20 And it sounds like that's consistent with what was going on when you arrived

21 there after Mr. Herschmann came to get you. Is that right?

2 A Ibelieve that testified to thefact that, when | walked into his office, he was

23 seated at the end of the -- or walked into his dining room through the pantry, he was

24 seatedatthe endof the table. I~

2 Q Yeah.
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1 A don't knowif the television was on or not. And there was definitely not a

2 large convening of people. It was myself at that point and maybe ~ maybe Dan Scavino

3 and Mark Meadows.

a Q Was the television typically on whenyour dad was doing his work at the

Stable in the dining room, in your experience? Did he often have theTV on sort of in the

6 background? Was that standard practice?

7 A He often had it on, or he also often had it on pause, where it was on but not

8 playing.

° Q  Sothe TV had some sort of device that could rewind or fast-forward, sortof

10 aTiVo, for lack of a better word - forgive my tech literacy here - but some kind of

11 device that would allow him to move forward or backward in whatever program he was

12 watching?

13 A Correct.

1 Q Okay. And, again, you don't recall, when you arrived, whether or not the

15 TVwas on or paused or anything. Is that right?

16 A Oftentimes during conversations, he would pause it and then not resume it

17 for, you know, extended periods of time. But don't recall either way, if it was on,

18 paused, off. |wasn't thinking about that.

19 a okay.

1) We've developed information that Mr. Meadows immediately notifiedyour father

21 ofthe violence that was occurring at the Capitol and that he was watching it on the TV in

22 the dining room, and then he started issuing a series of statements.

2 Again, it sounds like you don't know whether or not that happened until you

24 arrived in his dining room?

2 A Thats correct. |don't know what he was made aware of, when, and by
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1 whom

2 Q Do you know, Ms. Trump, whether or not, when Mr. Herschmann came to
3 get you, whether he had already issued a tweet or a statement of any kind upon his

4 return to the White House?

5 A Well, I know that he issued a statement shortly after | entered the dining
6 room. We talked about how it was important to put out a forceful statement, and he

7 issued one within minutes.

8 So whatever time that statement was issued | believe you just said that the
9 Capitol wasbreached,as reported by FOX, at 2:00?

10 a Yes
n A Whenever that statement was issued, | had found out about it probably 5 to

12 Gminutes prior —

3 Q  Unhuh
14 A -andwent down tohisoffice immediately.

15 Q Alright.
16 Let's look at your phone records to see if that helps pinpoint time. Thisis

17 exhibit 27 again. We showed it to you earlier, but | want to move down in time a little

18 bit. And it looks ike there's a break from 11:30 until 1:12. So let's start at that 1:12

19 al
20 IEE,ifyou can zoominon this.

2 Sol think the first call reflected in your records, Ms. Trump, ater the Ellipse event
2 isat112. Anditisa cal, anincoming cal, to you from someone named

23 Rachel Oostdyk.

2 Do you know whothat is?
2s A I don't, but believe this is my mother-in-law telephone number.
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1 Q see. Okay. IEEE the number
2 A I'm sure we can confirm thatfor you, but --

3 a oy.
4 A --lam able to see the first digits.

< Q Allright. And it looks like it's only 2 seconds; maybe it didn't connect.

. Do you recall having any communication with your mother-in-law at that time, at
7 1:12onthe 6th?

8 A ldon't.

9 Q Allright.

10 Then, just a short time later -- or, actually, an hour later, 2:15, you place a call to

11 an unknown number, that[ll Do you know whose number that is?

12 A ldon't.

13 Q Allright. Not familiar to you?

1 A No.
15 Q Might it be in your telephone contacts now?

16 A It may be.

w Q Okay. Allright. Ifyou have it and can check. I'm just trying to geta
18 sense as to if you canidentify who it is that you called at 2:15 in the afternoon. This one

19 looks connected. It was 48second conversation
2 A Letmetryand find my phone. Hold on a moment.
2a Q Okay. Thankyou.

2 A Okay. Thenumberis?
23 Q lanreadittoyou. [ll

2 A Yep.
2s a -m—
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1 A don't have itin my contacts.

2 Q Okay. So, again, the records reflect that you placed a 48-second call to that

3 number. Norecollection, Ms. Trump, as to who that was?

a A No.

s a okay.

s And then the next one | want to ask you about is at 2:53. And thatisactually

7 after, believe, the tweet that we'll talk about in a minute. And that's an incoming call

8 toyou from afillnumber, and the subscriber information indicates i's Cassidy Marie.

9 D0 youhave any idea who that was or what that call was about?

10 A Cassidy works with Jared and

n Q see

2 A believe, was traveling with him, so

3 Q Oh okay. And that'sonlya 4-second call

1a And Il get to the SusanCollins callina ttle while. I'm just, again,justtrying to

15 getasenseofthe timeframe.

16 Let me call your attention to the first tweet that your dad issued that afternoon.

17 And thisis exhibit 7.

1 So, Ms. Trump, do you remember this tweet when it came out?

19 A Oh,sorry. Iwaslooking for the paper. see it on the screen.

2 Q Yeah. riljust readit toyou.

2 “Mike Pence didn't have the courage to do what should have been done to

22 protect our Country andour Constitution, giving States a chance to certifya corrected set

23 of facts, not the fraudulent or inaccurate ones which they were asked to previously

24 certify. USAdemandsthe truth"

2 And this was issued at 2:24 p.m. on January 6th. Do you recall when this tweet
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1 wasissued?

2 A Idont

3 Q  Isthisthe tweet that you helped him compose uponyour arrival at the Oval

4 Office with Mr. Herschmann?

5 A Itisnot.

6 Q Okay. Did Mr. Herschmann referenceto you, when he cametoget you in

7 your office, that the President had already issued some sort of statement or had said

8 something publicly before you were involved?

° A No.

10 Q Alright.

u This tweet was actually issued after the Capitol had been breached and after

12 Mr. Meadows had conveyed that fact to the President. Did you ever have any

13 discussion with him, Ms. Trump, about why he issued a tweet about Mike Pence after the

14 riot had begun?

15 A No.

16 Q  Thisisatweet that was issued after Vice President Pence had been

17 evacuated from the Senate Chamber. Did youevertalk to him or anyone else about the

18 effect that this tweet had on the situation at the Capitol?

19 A No. don't believe that | learned about this tweet until much later, when

20 1-

21 [Cross-talk.)

2 ovIE

23 Q When do you think - I'm sorry.

2 A upon learning. | was probably stil in my office, unaware, at this point, at

25 2:24. Butthe only tweet that | was focused on was one callingfor anyone engaging in
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1 actsof violence to immediately stop.

2 Q Uh-huh. Allright. When do you think you learned about the fact that,

3 even before that, the one that you worked on with him, which I'm going to get to, he had

4 alreadycriticized Vice President Pence, indicating that he didn't have the courage to do

5 what should've been done to protect our country?

6 A Idon't know.

7 Q Did you learn about it that day, sometime on the 6th?

8 A I probably would've learned about it from reporting. But | don't recall

9 having seen this tweet in real-timeoranything close to that.

10 Q Okay. Solguessmy question is whether or not knowledge of this tweet

11 somehow informed your advice to him, your suggestions about subsequent tweets, or

12 even your own tweets, which we'll get to.

13 A I don't believe it informed them, because |didn't know about it.

1 a okay.

15 Now, soon after he issues this tweet at 2:24, we have information that he called

16 Senator Mike Lee's phone actually looking for Senator Tubervill.

1” Do you know whether or not that call had been placed before or after you arrived

18 in the dining room with Mr. Herschmann?

19 A Idon't know.

20 Q Do you have any idea why the President reached out to Senator Tuberville

21 thatafteroon just shortly before you arrived?

2 A I don't know that he did. | don't know either way.

23 Q Okay. Soyou didn't have any discussion with him or perceive, yourself, him

24 tryingto reach Senator Tuberville?

2 A No.
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1 a okay.

2 And, again, Mr. Herschmann - he didn't convey anything about a tweet or a

3 phone call or anything that the President was doing when he came to get you in your

4 office?

5 A rememberhim simply, as | testified, coming in, saying "turn on the

6 television," absorbing that information in real-time, and quickly proceeding to the

7 President

8 Q Yeah.

9 A Ifthere was conversation on the way and thereverywell may have ~ 1

10 don't remember the substance of it.

n Q Okay. And, to be fair, you have testified to that several times.

2 It sounds like you don't recall anything Mr. Herschmann conveyed to you about

13 the situation or what was going on tohelp you approach the President when you got to

14 the Oval or, to the dining room?

15 A No. Ithinkwe

16 a okay.

FY A Ithink there was a shared sense of urgency. We walked quickly down the

18 hallway.

19 Q Let'stalk aboutwhat was going on, again, when you got there. Tell me

20 about what you observed in terms of your father's demeanororwhat his state of mind

21 appeared to be when you arrived.

2 A Iwas still personally in shock by what | had seen. That completely took me

23 offguard. And, like have testified, | had zero idea something like this could transpire

24 onthat day.

2 When entered the dining room, | wasn't absorbing a whole lot of ~ it was really
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1 with one goal, to suggest that there bea forceful statement put out.

2 Q  Ubhuh

3 A The President did not push back on that suggestion. As| have testified,

4 within minutes, he actually issued one.

5 And so, really, the whole time | was in the dining room, there was a general

6 back-and-forth on what the statement would say and phrasing it or, | assume, the

7 highest level of efficacy in terms of communicating directly the desired message.

8 Q Why did you, Ms. Trump, believe that you were the one that needed to

9 prompta statement or encouragea statement? He obviously had a communications

10 staff. He had Dan Scavino, who was literally his Twitter person. Again, whydid you

11 believe it was your role at that moment to encourage a statement?

2 A Well to the extent a statement hadn't been issued, | think it would make

13 sensetoissue one. Butldidn't view, necessarily, as | walked, that as my unique role. |

14 viewed that as any staff member who was present who had access would. You know, to

15 me,it's just what made sense.

16 Q  Unhuh

FY A And perhaps took alittle bit more liberty because | am related to him

18 Q Yeah.

19 A --toact upon the urgency that Ifelt.

2 Q And what specifically did you think the President, specifically, uniquely, was.

21 able todo with respect toa statement and the effect it might have on the rioters at the

2 Capitol?

2 A Well I think, you know, to the extent that there were supporters of his

24 there, he should be communicating to them directly. It could potentially only have a

25 positive impact. | didn't see much potential for it to have a negative one.
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1 Q Uh-huh

2 A But! think a message of condemnation for violence is always important, a

3 message of unity and respect for policeisalways important, and a request to stay.

4 peaceful. Sol believed it would be helpful for the President to articulate that, to the.

5 extent he hadn't

6 Q Yeah.

7 Tell us about the conversation with him about the statement. What do you

8 remember, if anything - and, again, I'm not looking here for specific words. I'm looking

9 generally for your description of the discussion of the statement. Whatdo you

10 rememberhim saying?

u A Very short conversation. | remember him agreeing when| said that a

12 statement should be issued and drafting a statement and articulating different ways to

13 express it that were all variations of what ultimately was put out.

1 Q Uh-huh. Who did the drafting?

15 A Idon't know. Idon'tknow. Typically, somebody would --1 don't know, so

16 I don't want to say, but

uv Q Was the drafting being done, Ms. Trump, on a piece of paper, or was it

18 literally being typed out on a device that could be used to hit "send" to deliver the tweet?

19 A He would doitin a variety of ways. That's why | just -inthis specific

20 instance, | was more preoccupied with what the message would say than to how it was

21 being formulated.

2 Q Yeah. Doyou remember there beinga piece of paper here in the afternoon

23 of January 6th, or was it someone literally typing on a device?

2 A Idon't know.

2 Q Okay. And who else was present for the conversation about this particular
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1 statement besides you and the President?

2 A Eric had walked in with me, but I'm not sure that he stayed for our

3 discussion. As! testified,| believe that Dan Scavinowasthere, but | can't say that with

4 100 percent certainty.

s Q  Ubhuh

6 A And, atone pointin time,|remember Mark Meadows being present.

7 But this could've been them being in and out of the conversation. | don't recall.

8 Youknow, there was one person that | was speaking with.

° Q Yeah. Youwere speaking with your father.

10 A The President, yes.

n Q Yes. lunderstand. Okay.

2 And, then, in terms of who was mechanically tasked with delivering the tweet or

13 posting the tweet, was that Mr. Scavino? Was that you? Was that the President?

1a A I know with certainty it wasn't me, but | don't know if it was drafted directly

15 intoTwitter or dictated. | can't recall.

16 Q Do you remember the President proposing any specific language, any
17 particularwords?

1 A Ithinkit was all largely his language. | remember at the end we said, you

19 know, in addition to the condemnation of violence and the need to respect law

20 enforcement, I remember there was a discussion about adding the words "be peaceful”

21 that! believe he suggested ~ he suggested or | suggested. You know, it was part ofa

2 discussion.

2 But | think the content was not in debate while 1 was present. It was just

24 phrasing and timing. And, like| said, it was issued very quickly.

2 Q Yeah. The words "stay peaceful," do you remember whether that was your
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1 suggestion or the President's?

2 A dont

3 Q We've received information from Kayleigh McEnany, who indicated that it

4 was you who advised him to write "stay peaceful” or to add "stay peaceful" to the end of

5 thatfirst statement. Does that help you recall whose idea that was?

6 A believe said earlier it may have been my idea, it may have been his.

7 Q Yeah

8 A There was agreement on the content and the message. And so she may be

9 accurate. I'm notdisputingthat. 1 just I don't know.

10 a okay.

1 Let's look at the statement. It's exhibit 8

2 This was a tweet and I'm going to put it up on the screen for you, Ms. Trump, so

13 wecanall see it, and Ill ask you a couple questions about it.

14 It looks like this was a statement that was issued at 2:38, so it's about 14 minutes

15 after the earlier tweet about Vice President Pence. And it is from the President's official

16 Twitter account.

7 “Please support our Capitol Police and Law Enforcement. They are truly on the

18 sideof our Country. Stay peaceful!”

19 Isthis the tweet, the message on which you worked with him uponyourarrival at

20 thedining room?

2 A Yes.

2 a okay.

23 And, again, you don't recall the President pushing back on any language, saying,

24 no, I dont want to say this, or, | don't want to say that? Do you remember him resisting

25 anything in particular?
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1 Aldon. Iwalkedin,, you know, echoed what | had seen, and said he

2 should put outa strong statement of condemnation calling for calm, and we started

3 workingonit. There was no «| - there was no pushback. I've seen that reported, but

4 there was no pushback to me.

5 Q Yeah.

6 Now, the statement doesn't ask people to leave the Capitol. It actually uses the

7 word "stay," "stay peaceful.” Do you remember any discussion aboutwhether the

8 tweet should directly encourage people to leaveordisperse?

° A Well, definitely the intention of "stay peaceful” was not to tell people to

10 remain. twas to - for anyone who was not being peaceful should stop, and anyone

11 who was, don't get involved.

2 Q Uh-huh

13 The tweet also says nothing about violence, doesn't condemn violence or

14 reference violence. It just calls on people to support law enforcement because they're

15 truly on the side of the country and stay peaceful.

16 Do you remember any discussions about more explicitly condemning violence?

1” A Thatwas the intention. And I believe that a subsequent tweet shortly

18 thereafterdid that. | think the immediate urgency was to try to deescalate the

19 situation--

20 Q Uh-huh

21 A -aseffectively as possible. So think everyone believed this would be an

22 effective way to doit.

23 Q Uh-huh

2 So, upon completion and issuance of this tweet, did you personally, Ms. Trump,

25 believe he had done what he could to deescalate or to have a positive effect on the crowd
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1 that was gathering inside the Capitol?

2 A believed this was an important statement and that, to the extent the

3 people there would listen to him, this would be very, very helpful, yes.

a Q So, upon ts issuance, did you stay with him in the dining room ordid you go

5 somewhere else?

6 A recall having stayed fora periodoftime and then having leftand, I believe,

7 gone just next-door to my husband's office fora few moments. Maybe at some point |

8 went back up to my office.

9 My husband wasn't present. He was still traveling. | don't believe he had yet

10 landed in America.

1 Sol had left, and at some point | went back and was present when he sent the

12 subsequent tweetaswell

3 Q Yeah. Iwan to get tothat, but before we leave this first encounter, do you

14 remember him saying anything after he issued the first tweet that we just looked at,

15 exhibits?

16 A No. Ithink-I perceived him to also be shocked by what was transpiring.

7 Q What behaviororwords did you observe that gave you that impression?

1 A We had all attended many ralies and had never seen anything any -really

19 any violence, but certainly nothing approaching this. So I think there was just a general

20 sense of shock that this happened.

2 1 mean, | knowI felt that, and i's my belief that everyone else fet that as wel,

22 They! have to speak for themselves on that front, and | don't want to put words in their

23 mouth, but it fel ikea collective sentiment.

2 Q Uh-huh. No, appreciate your - you canonlytalk about what was in your

25 headand your heart. I'm just asking more about behaviors or words that would
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1 manifest, with respect to the President, his state of mind, hs demeanor, his reaction,

2 emotional or otherwise, to what was going on at the Capitol.

3 A My experience was that he acted uponmyentering, whether he had

4 intended to issue a statement as | had testified earlier, | don't know when he became

5 aware and who advised him that the protests had turned violent and that someof the

6 people were engaging in unlawful actions and that individuals had breached the Capitol,

7 ljust—I can't answer what | don't know.

5 But my experience with him was that he concurred with the need to issue a

9 statement. Iwasthere. He drafted it; he sentit. I believe that he shared my

10 sentiment of shock that this was happening. And, you know, it was very emotional,

11 so--an emotional time. So, you know, I'm that's the best that | can help you in that

12 regard.

13 Q Yeah

1a A As testifid, after the tweet was issued, left. | was still trying to figure

15 outinreaktime. I'djust learned a few minutes prior that this was happening. Sol

16 think, you know, probably took a moment to regroup fora second. And | remember at

17 one point using my husband's empty office, because he was traveling on White House

18 business.

19 Q Yeah. Yeah. |understand.

1) ME 5cfore | move on to the second statement, which | want to talk

21 about the second tweet, let me stop and seeifanyof the members - | know Mr. Schiff,

22 Ms. Cheney, Mr. Raskin are present. I'm not sure -if you can scroll down

2 Mr. Schiff. Tim, | have a coupleof questions.

2 EE. Yeoh Mr. Aguilar and Mrs. Luria and Mrs. Murphy. Yep.

2 Sorry, Mr.Schiff. Please,go ahead.
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1 Mr. Schiff, Ms. Trump, thank you very much for coming in today. We really.

2 appreciate

3 And you've touched on this generally, but | want to see if we could drill down a

4 little further, depending on your recollection.

5 Mr. Herschmann comes into your office, tells you to turn on the TV. You're

6 shocked by what you see. Andyour first impulse is to head to your whereyour father

7 is— where the President s.

8 Can you tell us, as you entered the room where the President was, what is the first

9 thing that you say about what's going on?

10 Ms. Trump. | don't recall the specific words | used. Obviously, | was shocked.

11 Iwas focused in that moment on - and potentially when | was walking with Eric, | learned

12 that he was working on a statement or hadn't issued a statement or some of the details.

13 Because | remember the first thing that | said relating to the importance of issuing a

14 strong statement calling for peace and condemning violence.

15 Mr. Schiff, Was that the first thing you brought up with the President,ordid you

16 askhim--

7 Ms. Trump. | recall it being the frst thing. | recall just saying it. | don't

18 remember many people in the room, but | wasn't really focused on anyone else. And |

19 said what| felt was important and that needed to be done. And he agreed, and the

20 tweet was drafted.

2 Mr. Schiff, And what do you recall him saying? You say he agreed. What did

22 he say when you raised your concern about what was going on and the need for a

23 statement?

2 Ms. Trump. He immediately talked about what it should say. And testified

25 earlier that we were generally aligned in terms of calling for peace and supporting law
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1 enforcement, and so it was more just how to frame it for maximum impact and

2 efficacy ~ which| think, in a heated moment such as this, you want to delivera message

3 thatyou think will achieve the goal of calling for people to be peaceful. So most of the

4 discussion | recall being about what to say and phrasing it.

5 Mr. Schiff, So, when you entered the room with the President, was he already

6 aware of the violence going on?

7 Ms. Trump. | don't know. | have heard here today that maybe he was, but|

8 onlyknowwhatI know. And | think that, clearly, he had a general knowledge, because

9 he agreed that a statement was important, but the timing of that and who advised him

10 and when, don't know.

1 Mr. Schiff, Did you ask him when you arrived in the room, hey -- | don't know

12 how you address the President - Mr. President, have you seen what's going on at the

13 Capitol? Did youask himany question along those lines?

14 Ms. Trump. | don't recall having done that.

15 Mr. Schiff, And you said that, when you raised the need for a statement, he

16 began discussing what ought tobe in it. What, as specifically as you can recall, did he

17 say when you started talking about the statement? What did he say that he thought

18 should beinit?

19 Ms. Trump. Words roughly resembling what was ultimately put out. | don't

20 rememberif there were other suggestions or if they changed or ~ it was more of a

21 realtime conversation, and it happened very quickly. Iwas not in the room for very

22 long, as testified, so | don't recall how the statement may have changed in any when

23 westarted and concluded, it was roughly the same.

2 Mr. Schiff, When you raised the need fora statement, did he respond in any way

25 thatindicated to you that they had already been proceeding with one? Did he tell you,
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1 "We're already working on it" or anything along those lines?

2 Ms. Trump, Not that |recall

3 Mr. Schiff, And was there any discussion either between you and your father or

4 anybody else in the room about the statement including a condemnation of violence?

5 Ms. Trump. |believe that that was the idea, condemning - calling for peace,

6 respectinglaw enforcement -

7 Mr.Schiff. Didyou

8 Ms. Trump. ~~ craft something that would be heard, which is - you know, |

9 believe that was his point in putting out the statement.

10 Mr. Schiff, ~ But was there discussion of the statement including a condemnation

11 of violence?

2 Ms. Trump. 1 don't know.

13 Mr. Schiff, ~ You mentioned that this was an emotional time, a shocking and

14 emotionaltime. What did you see in the President that indicated what emotion he was

15 feeling at the time?

16 Ms. Trump. | think he was also surprised and -- | had testified earlier that

17 nobody foresaw any violence transpiring that day. It was outside of anything | could've

18 personally imagined, andIbelieve he felt the same way.

19 Mr. Schiff, Was he angered that thesepeople that had gathered at his rally were

20 attacking the Capitol?

2 Ms. Trump. In that moment, | found him to be focused on putting out a

2 statement.

23 Mr. Schiff, Any other light you can shed on whether he was pleased at what he

24 saw, angered by what he saw, confused by what he saw? Anything that he said that

25 would give you an indication of how he was processing what was happening at the
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1 Capitol?

2 Ms. Trump.~ After the statement went out, | had left the room, so f there were

3 other conversations that shed more light,|don't know. | believed he felt my a similar

4 feeling ofbeingdisheartened by what was happening

5 Mr. Schiff. You say you believe that. Is that based on anything he said, or is

6 that your supposition?

7 Ms. Trump. Thatwas my feeling.

8 Mr.schiff. Thank you,lll 1yield back.

9 IE honk, Mr. Schiff.

10 Other questions?

1 Mr. Raskin, | see you've come off of mute as well

2 Mr. Raskin. Thank you very much.

13 And thank you, Ms. Trump, foryour testimony.

1 You've indicated that your principal purpose in approaching the then-President

15 was to assure that there would be condemnation of violence. | wonder if you would

16 begin by just saying a word about why that was the essential point for you.

FY Ms. Trump. I'm not sure that | testified that it was the essential point. | think,

18 actually - obviously, condemnation of violence is important in any scenario where violent

19 actsare being perpetrated. | thinkin this moment, with the events ongoing, | think

20 probably the order of priority would be calling for peace and to respect law enforcement

21 and adhere to what law enforcement i instructing.

2 I think the condemnation, that definitely happened. It happened in another

23 tweet; it happened the next day in a formal speech. All of these things are important.

2 I think, in that moment, with it being an active scenario,|think probably the most

25 important is to call for peace and for people to stop engaging in unlawful behavior.
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1 Mr. Raskin. You stated that you were shocked that something like this could

2 happen. And | wonder whether you had ever spoken to the President before about

3 similar episodes of violence, ata smaller scale but similar in character, that had broken

4 outatpro-Trumprallies and marches.

5 For example, on November 14th of 2020, there was a MAGA march in Washington

6 that erupted intoviolent chaos afterwards, with fisticuffs and people being assaulted.

7 Two police officers were injured.

8 Then again on December 12th, there was another MAGA march where four

9 people were stabbed, many people seriously injured. Thirty-three people were

10 arrested.

1 Just wondering, did you have a similar reaction to those episodes? And did you

12 speaktothe President about it at that point?

13 Ms. Trump. | don't recall having spoken to him about those.

14 Mr. Raskin. Were you aware of those episodes of violence that took place?

15 Ms. Trump. | don't recall those. | recall the vast majority — all of our rallies

16 having been peaceful. So | was never aware of incidents like that that you're saying

17 transpired.

18 Mr. Raskin. ~ But were you aware of incidents when, as a candidate,

19 Donald Trump, at rallies urged his rally-goers to use violence against counterprotesters

20 who had arrived, saying that he would pay for their legal bills in the event they were

21 arrested or prosecuted for attacking them?

2 Ms. Trump. | don'trecall that.

23 Mr. Raskin. Were you aware —

2 Ms. Trump. | remember some wording to that effect, but | don't recall the

25 specifics. Never something that | attended or heard.
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1 Mr. Raskin. One of the things that Jared Kushner has said, | think in other

2 contexts, but — but | wanted to ask you about your response to what took place in August

3 of 2017 in Charlottesville and President Trump's response there, stating that there were

4 veryfine people on both sides, when the neo-Nazis went to Charlottesville and the local

5 community came out to protest.

6 Ms. Trump. Well, | unambiguously condemn any form of racism or

7 antisemitism. So, if that's the question, there's no ambiguity in my mind.

8 Mr. Raskin. Right, but | was curious whether you had spoken to Donald Trump

9 about his response to those events and had talked to him about the problem of racist and

10 anti-Semitic violent extremism in the country.

1 Ms. Trump. We've spokenmanytimes about condemnation of anti-Semitism,

12 and he had given many speeches on that subject.

13 1believe, in the case you're referencing, his words were misconstrued to mean

14 something that he had not intended, whichwas that the good peopleon either sides

15 related to the people debating over whether or not statues should continue to remain in

16 publicplaces. That's how | perceived it.

7 Mr. Raskin. Okay.

18 And then |don't know if you're aware of what took place on June 1st,

19 when Donald Trump and William Barr had organized a paramilitary unit to unleash

20 violence in Lafayette Square. Are you aware of that episodeon June 1st of 2020, when

21 he crossed over tothe St. John's Episcopal Church?

2 Ms. Trump. Yes, I'm aware when he crossed over.

23 Mr. Raskin. Were you afraid that he might unleash a similar kind of violence

24 against the protesters orthe rioters who had gathered on January 6, 2021? Were you

25 afraid that he might escalate the violence by unleashing the police ora paramilitaryunit
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1 against them?

2 Ms. Trump, | disagree with your framing of the question, because | don't believe

3 hedidthat. The

4 Mr. Raskin. Okay. The-

5 Ms. Trump. The clearing of Lafayette Square was ordered long before he

6 decided to go over, in accordance with thecity curfews. So disagree with the framing,

7 But, no, I've stated and have complete conviction in the fact that Inever would've:

8 imagined there to have been any violence that took place on January 6th. And | don't

9 believe anyone that | knew of believed that there would be.

10 Mr.Raskin. ~ Uh-huh.

1 He had tweeted out before, "When the looting starts, the shooting starts." Were

12 youafraid that he might send out a tweet to that effect because there was massive

13 looting in addition to violence that led to death for people on January 6th? Did you

14 have to talk him down from sending out asimilar tweet?

15 Ms. Trump. No. |wasn't 1 wasn't thinking about 1 was only thinking about

16 the fact thata strong tweet should be sent, and it was.

7 Mr. Raskin. Okay. Thank youvery much

18 Ms. Trump. Thank you.

19 Mr. Raskin. |yield back.

20 EE. Thanks, Mr. Raskin.

2 Allright. ~ Any other members have questions before we move on?

2 No? Okay.

23 ovI

2 Q Allright, Ms. Trump. I'm just looking at my notes. ~ A couple of additional

25 things about this.
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1 We've developed some information from an assistant to Ms. McEnany who

2 indicated that the President was resistant at first to putting anything about "peace" into

3 thatstatement
a "They went through different phrasing of the mention of peace in order to

5 encourage him to include it. Ivanka Trumpwasthe one who came up with the 'stay

6 peaceful line.”
7 Do you recall any resistance that the President had to the use of the word "peace"

8 or any other particular message during your conversation with him about this first

9 statement?

10 A Mo.
1 a oy.
12 Going to the timeline, the tweet is issued at 2:38 p.m., and then FOX News reports

13 the use oftear gas in the Capitol at 2:39 and at 2:42 p.m.

1 And then, at 2:44 p.m. just a short time after, that is when the Capitol Police had
15 the deadly encounter with Ashli Babbitt.

16 Do you remember hearing about that soon after it occurred, the fact that there

17 had beena gunshot fired inside the Capitol?
18 A ldo.

19 Q Okay. How did youhear about that?

2 A Ibelieve via news reporting.
2 a okay.
2 Let me show you here what we've marked as exhibit 9.
23 [I i you can call that up.

2 This is a document, Ms. Trump, that we received from the Archives, and i's just
25 a looksike this is a card, lie, that - | understand, at the White House, there were
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1 these, sort of, heavy-paper-cardstock small documents with "The White House" on the

2 topthat were used to, you know, take notesor convey messages. Is that right?

3 A Some people used them,yes.

4 a okay.

5 And this document just looks to be a report of that shooting inside the Capitol. It

6 says, "1xcivilian gunshot wound to chest @ door of House Chaber." It's supposed to be

7 "Chamber," I assume.

8 Do you remember seeing this on January 6th? Did this come across your desk or

9 yourattention?

10 A No.

u Q Do you recognize the handwriting?

2 A Idont

13 a Okay.

1a 50 do you believe you heard about the shooting from someone inside the White

15 House or from news reporting, or do you know?

16 A Idon't know. |think from news reporting, but I'm not 100 percent certain

17 ofthat.

18 a okay.

19 Soonafterthis first tweet is issued at 2:38, we have information that

20 Representative McCarthy actually spoke to President Trump by phone. Were you

21 present when Kevin McCarthy called and spoke to President Trump that afternoon?

2 AI remember it being reported that they had a conversation, but don't

23 believe | was present.

2 Q Okay. Didyour father ever tell you that McCarthy had called or report to

25 you that he'd had a conversation with Leader McCarthy?
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1 A don't believe so.

2 a okay.

3 The reporting about that call indicates thatyour father said something like, "Well,

4 Kevin, | guess these people are more upset about the election than you are."

5 My guess is you're familiar with the reporting about that. Did you ever hear your

6 father or anyone else describe that orother statements made during a phone call with

7 McCarthy?

8 A don't believe | was present. But there's been a lot of reporting on that

9 phone cal, so it sounds familiar, but | don't believe that | was present.

10 Q Yeah. | understand you weren't present, butI'mjust wondering whether

11 you've had any conversations with people, with the former Presidentor others, about the

12 content of that conversation with Mr. McCarthy?

13 A No, not that recall

14 a okay.

15 Now, also, we've developed information from a couple of sources, Ms. Trump,

16 that there were several people that encouraged you to go back to the dining room or

17 back to communicate withyour father after the issuanceof that first tweet. In

18 particular, both Mr. Meadows and General Kellogg sort of solicited your assistance in

19 further conversations with him. Is that right?

0 A 1don't recall ever having spoken to General Kellogg about this. | remember

21 seeing him early in the morning, as | had testified earlier, prior to the speech. | don't

22 recall having seen him the restof the day. But t's possible. People were coming and

23 going. Andis possible we could've had those conversations after the first tweet, prior

24 tothe second tweet.

2 1do recall seeing Mark during the course of the day and just discussing generally,
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1 youknow, if there are additional things that could be done. ~ But it was more ofa

2 general conversation within the White House that day.

3 Sol can't fully dispute it, butit was not — it was not prior to the first time | went

4 intothe dining room.

5 Q understand. But after the first time you went in the dining room, it

6 sounds like you went to your husband's office - you said it was empty, but to catch

7 your breath or to compose yourself, but then you had subsequent conversations with the

8 President? Is that right?

9 A There were sortof, at that point, there were a lot of people, kind of,

10 millingaround. All the conversations | remember with the President were in much more

11 intimate settings, in that dining room.

2 Q Yeah. And! guess my question is whether or not

13 A just don't recall a specific - and definitely, you know - yeah, don't recall

14 the specifics of those conversations

15 And | don't recall having spoken to General Kellogg after the morning. It's

16 possible. There were alot of people. There were a lot of - there were a lot of

17 emotions. Butldon't recallit.

18 Q Yeah, understand. And | guess my specific question is whether anyone

19 directly solicited your involvement, came to you and said, "Ivanka, we need your help,

20 please gotalk to the President," and brought you affirmatively into a discussion with him

21 atany point after that initial conversation in the dining room.

2 A Ifeel that, at that point, | was present in my awareness of what was

23 happening, and | was making myself available should | be needed. So I don't it

24 wouldn't have beennecessary for somebody to cajole me. Like, | understood the gravity
25 of the situation and was attempting to be helpful in any way that | could.
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1 Q  Unhuh

2 A So,ifthe conversations | had with people it was more echoing what was

3 already transpiring, which is tring to put out trying to calm the situation that was

4 ongoing.

s Qo General Kellogg, as you know, has appeared before the select committee.

6 He's been under oath, he's sworn to tell the truth, and he has provided information

7 directly on this point.

5 He indicated, for example, that he asked you to go talk toyour dad about the riot

9 inthe Capitol. He testified that he recommended that you, quote, “go back and talk to

10 yourdad

n And he said he specifically asked you to talk to "your father," as opposed to "the

12 President," because "when daughters talk to dads, generally they listen to daughters,

13 more than they listen to their sons. ~ During the campaign, when she said" ~ Ivanka

14 said "Mydad wanted this, we really listened. So | knew - there was a phrase that we

15 used. Ithinkyou had to make it personal."

16 So he testified before the select committee that he solicited your involvement

17 uniquely, Ms. Trump, because you had the ability to communicate with him in 2 way

18 different than he did or other members of his professional staff did.

19 Again, do youremember General Kellogg encouraging you, because of your

20 unique role asa family member, to talk to your father that afternoon about anything?

2 Aldon

2 Q So General Kelloggs testimony, you're saying it didn't happen that way, or

23 you don't recall that?

2 A lam not saying it didn't happen. 1 ike General Kellogg very much. And

25 it's possible that he was one of many people who, like me, was, you know, upset and
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1 passionate about doing everything we could in this situation.

2 Q Uh-huh.

3 A Sol have no doubt he may have felt all of those things. A lotofwhat you

4 just relayed to me was his feelings aboutmyunique role as my father's daughter, but

5 thoseare his feelings.

6 Do recall him specifically coming tome that afternoon? No, I don't. But | was

7 already— Iwas there. | don't recall ever having been in the dining room with him. |

8 just recall having seen him that morning, as | testified earlier.

9 Q Yeah.

10 A I'mnotdisputingit. |justdon't don't

u Q Yeah.

2 A remember that.
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1

2 [1:43 p.m.)

3 oI

4 Q  lunderstand

5 Separate from General Kellogg, did you have that kindofunique ability to get

6 through to the President because ofyourclose family relationship? Did you, yourself,

7 Ms. Trump, consider your ability, your access, your persuasiveness with him to be greater

8 than others that were professional staff?

° A That's an interesting question. | never thought about it like this. | gave

10 him the best advice | could.

u 1also recognize, in addition tobeing his staff and his daughter, | love him very

12 much, he loves me very much, the same as all of my siblings. | believe he trusts and

13 respectsme,as|do him.

1a So neverI never really --| never parsed it like that. | think that he's President

15 ofthe United States, and I'm one of many people who would share my opinion with him.

16 You would have to ask him if he took my opinion more seriously than the opinion

17 of others, but did my best to give him the best advice that | could when it was asked of

18 me and sometimes when it was not.

19 Q Allright. No, appreciate that. And | know you can't put yourself into his

20 head or the heads of others.

21 1 guess 'm just wondering whether you personally felt like you had a unique

22 opportunity, you had a unique access, you had, among a cacophony of people that were

23 involved that afternoon, you personally could get through or could get something done

24 because of that personal relationship than others and whether that informed any of your

25 actions that afternoon.
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1 A No. Ifeltthat| did what | thought was right and prudent, as | always tried

2 todoas his advisor, and long before he was President, as | always tried to do as his

3 daughter.

a EE o-

5 Ms. Cheney, | see you've come off of mute. Do you have any question you want

6 toaddhere?

7 Ms. Cheney. Thanks verymuch,Jill

5 1 wanted to goback just a moment, Ivanka. So you after this discussion about

9 the tweet, then you said that you left the dining room pretty much immediately, | believe

10 yousaid?

1 Ms. Trump. It was not | don't know when exactly | left but it was pretty

12 shortly after he had issued the tweet.

13 Ms. Cheney. So you waited until the tweet had been actually sent? Is that

14 correct?

15 Ms. Trump. | don't know. ~ Because | don't 1 don't know if it was drafted and

16 thensent. But the tweet was finalized when left. Whether somebody had pressed

17 send, | don't know, but it would have happened within, you know, seconds or minutes

18 thereafter

19 Ms. Cheney. Okay. And then when you left, you said that you went into Jared's

0 office?

2 Ms. Trump. | remembergoing into Jared's office. | may have returned briefly

22 upstairs or not, but recall

2 [Brief interruption on audio feed.]

2 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. | think somebody is not - I think, Adam, you're not muted.

2 viel Mr. Schiff, if you can mute. Yeah.
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1 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. Soyouwent to

2 Ms. Trump, So Jared's office was located directly next door to ~ I think| heard

3 that started to be part ofa question - but it was the room next to the dining room, so it

4 wasin close proximity. But | also knew that it was empty because Jared was returning

5 from White House business overseas.

6 Ms. Cheney. And why didn't you stay in the dining room?

7 Ms. Trump. 1 don't know.

8 Ms. Cheney. And given everything that was going on and, you know, as you've

9 testified, it was traumatic, id you not think maybe you should stay?

10 Ms. Trump. Everything happenedvery quickly, from the time |realized, to the

11 time went down, tothe time the tweet went out. | believe|testified earlier|may just

12 have needed a moment to catch my breath and to try to fully understand what had

13 happened,

14 I thought the most importantthing was to issue a public statement, and he had

15 doneit. The nextstep was, is there anythingelse he should do? And | don't know why

16 Ileftin that moment, but presumably to think about that and reflect on that for a

17 moment and also to catch my breath.

18 Ms. Cheney. And then did you go back up to your - your office was up on the

19 second floor, correct, not on the - so did you go back upto your office?

0 Ms. Trump. At some point in the day| did go back up briefly, but | was around

21 hisoffice alot in the event that | could be helpful. So I stayed in close proximity.

2 Ms. Cheney. And then you mentioned that — you said several times that one

23 goal was to suggest that there needed to be condemnation. And I'm struck by, when

24 youread the tweet, there really isn't any condemnation.

2 Can you explain the disconnect there?
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1 Ms. Trump. |think when you're in an active situation like this you want to

2 communicate most effectively, and there was plenty of time for condemnation, and

3 condemnation happened.

4 Whether it should have happened in the first tweet, second tweet, which | believe

5 affirmatively said that,ora subsequent speech the next day, that's a judgment call.

6 I believe that t's part of what needed to be communicated. | don't recall a

7 conversation about the timing of when that would be most effectiveorwhy thatwasn't

8 saidin the initial statement.

9 1 do believe that calling for peace is - was very, very important in that moment,

10 with rioting still occurring. But | don't know --you know, | can't share any light on the

11 timingof orwhy that wasn't inthefirst statement versus the second.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so the rioting was underway, and the tweet, as we've been

13 through, doesn't tell people to leave. It actually says, "Stay peaceful!”

14 Was there any discussion about the necessity of stopping the riot?

15 Ms. Trump. |think that was the collective goal of the first tweet. | think that

16 the second tweet underscored it. | mean, there's a balance between speed and

17 perfection. And the tweet went out very quickly from when we entered. And I think

18 the purpose of the second tweet was to reinforce and underscore.

19 1 don't know if it's intheexhibits here what exactly that second tweet said, but it

20 wasto underscore that these messages we've been talking about here today that were so

21 important to communicate.

2 Ms. Cheney. And just to be clear, the fist tweet was actually the 2:24 tweet

23 where the President said that Mike Pence didn't have the courage to dowhat should have

24 beendone. So-

2 Ms. Trump. And it would be the second tweet and the third tweet then. |
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1 hadn't seen that real time, what you're calling the first tweet.

2 Ms. Cheney. Yeah, right. ~The first tweet -

3 Ms. Trump. Yes.

4 Ms. Cheney. ~ is the tweet that, yeah, that the President put out moments after

5 the Vice President had to be evacuated because his life was in danger and because there

6 were rioters in the Capitol chanting, "Hang Mike Pence."

7 So that was the first tweet, and then we're talking about the second tweet.

8 1 guess my question is - | know, because you certainly as a family member and as

9 someone who served as an advisor to the President, you must have seen sort of close up

10 whatit means to be Commander in Chief. | would assume you did. Is that right?

u Ms. Trump, Correct,

2 Ms. Cheney. And so as Commander in Chief, is it ~ well is it your view that as

13 Commander in Chief the President has an obligation to defend all three branches of our

14 government?

15 Ms. Trump. Its,

16 Ms. Cheney. And so interms of his obligation and his responsibility to defend

17 the Congress, was there discussion about that? | mean, he's not just a bystander, right,

18 he'sthe Commander in Chief who has an obligation to actually take action to defend the

19 branches of government.

0 Did you view a tweet as sufficient?

2 Ms. Trump. The tweet was the first statement on the subject after the violence

22 hadbegun. The second tweet was a subsequent statement underscoring it. ~ And then

23 the following day, in the aftermath, there was a much longer speech which articulated all

24 ofthe things that we've been discussing here today, plus called for and affirmed the

25 peaceful transition that was taking place.
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1 1 view all of those things as having been important and strongly advocated and

2 supported each ofthem.

3 Ms. Cheney. Have you seen the video of the people at the Capitolreading the

4 first tweet, the 2:24 tweet, out loud, saying, “President Trump has just told us that Vice

5 President Penceis a coward so we must go into the Capitol"?

6 Are you aware of those videos?

7 Ms. Trump. | have not seen them.

8 Ms. Cheney. And so are you aware ofthe distinction between statements put

9 outafterthe fact, after the deadly violence, and an obligation that a President as

10 Commander in Chief has to take action to protect the different branches of government?

11 You're aware of the qualitative difference?

2 Ms. Trump. Could you reframe the question for me, please? Am | aware -

13 Ms. Cheney. Do you believe that there's a - sure.

14 Do you believe there's a difference between the obligation that a Commander in

15 Chief has to defend the Congress from violent assault and statements of condemnation

16 thatare put outafter the fact?

7 Ms. Trump. Well, | think the statement was put out while the events were

18 ongoing.

19 Ms. Cheney. The statement about Mike Pence being a coward?

0 Ms. Trump. | agree that the President has an obligation to defend the country

21 against any threats, and so do the police and so do the Capitol Police. And so believe.

22 that, yes,| do believe that, of course.

23 Ms. Cheney. And certainly you're awareof the bloody hand-to-hand combat

24 thatthe Capitol Police engaged in, in fact, that the Capitol Police were engaged in while

25 the President was sitting in his dining room?
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1 | mean, I'm certain go ahead and answer the question.

2 Ms. Trump. | don't know about the specific time frame or what transpired and

3 where the President was at that moment in time. But, of course, I've heard of the acts

4 ofviolence that happened, and they're inexcusable and should be condemned.

5 Ms. Cheney. So just | want to make sure you're not suggesting that the

6 Capitol Police failed to carry out their duty that day.

7 Ms. Trump. I'm not suggesting | did not say that, no. 1 said that |feel every

8 member of law enforcement, and, of course, the President, feels an obligation to

9 maintain order and peace in different scenarios as it relates to them.

10 Ms. Cheney. And so the Capitol Police were engaged in unbelievable bravery

11 and courage. Some lost their lives. Many prevented thousands more violent

12 protestors from invading the Capitol. ~ And while they were doing that, the President

13 initially sent out a tweet saying the Vice President didn't have the courage to do what had

14 tobedone.

15 Ms. Trump. | agree that the Capitol Police were incredibly courageous. |

16 completely concurwith your sentiment on that front.

7 1 wasnotwith my ~ | was not with the President when he sent out the tweet, so

18 can't say where he was or what his head space was or what his knowledge of the events

19 were,as testified earlier. | can only represent facts as | understand them, and I'm

20 doingthe best]can to be as thorough as | can to assist in this inquiry.

2 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

2 Ms. Trump. Thankyou.

23 IEE. Any other members have questions before | get back into it?

2 Mrs. Luria, yeah, go ahead.

2 Mrs. Luria, | want to start by saying thank you for agreeing to talk to the
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1 committee today.

2 And | want tojust go backa tle bit in the sequence, because in the response you

3 made to the most recent question you said you weren't sure what the sequence of events

4 were

5 But it appears to me, from what yousaid justa litle bit ago, that you were

6 present with your father after the violence had happened and that's when what is

7 actually the second tweet in the series was sent.

8 50 can you confirm that you knew and he knew that violence had started when he

9 sent what you're referring to as the second tweet?

10 Ms. Trump.~ Sorry if | wasn't precise about that.

1 The whole larger timeline of the day was not known to me real time or isn't

12 committed to memory for me now. So some of the events that were stipulated to were

13 and relayed a timing in the question | presume to be true, but | do not know.

14 Butyes. No, when testifiedearlier that my belief when | entered the dining.

15 room was that he knew of the riots at the Capitol, and | further articulated the fact that

16 don't know what period of time he learned those in. |had just learned them minutes

17 prior. Solcan'tassistin that ineofinquiry.

18 Mrs. Luria, Okay. And did you feel it seems that you're saying that from your

18 own perspective you felt a sense of urgency that something needed to be done.

0 Did you feel that he shared that same sense of urgency?

2 Ms. Trump. 1 did in view of the speed in which he responded. Whether he had

22 already started writing something or not, | don't know, but within minutes he had put out

23 astatementto that effect. Sol presume that he felta similar sense of urgency. But

24 that'sa presumption. | don't know.

2 Mrs. Luria, Okay. And then after putting out that statement, what additional
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1 stepsdidhetake? Was he making phone calls? Was he calling additional members of

2 the administration, his Cabinet, to determine what other steps could be taken to stop the

3 violence?

4 Ms. Trump. 1 don't know. He was

5 Mrs.Luria, Is thatbecause you left the room or

6 Ms. Trump. left fora period of time, and | would assume he was engaging with

7 different advisers at different periods of time.

8 And you mentioned several phone calls that|was either not present for or don't

9 remember. But-Idon'tknow. Ionly know what |was present for.

10 Mrs. Luria, Okay. So youleft fora period of time and came back. ~ This

11 violence lasted for over 3 hours.

2 At the time when you returned, were there additional efforts? | mean, now it's

13 gone on for some period of time. I'm not sure how long you were gone. But was there

14 aperception that things had changed, they were calming down, that more actions should

15 be taken beyond the tweets?

16 Ms. Trump. When |went back, we were talking about additional ways to

17 decrease and deescalate, decrease the tension, deescalate the situation, which is when it

18 was decided that another tweet should be issued, the third tweet, and it was. That was

19 nan hour of the first one - within an hour, | believe, maybe less than an hour.

0 Mrs. Luria, Okay.

2 Ms. Trump. Andthen --

2 Mrs. Luria, I'msorry. Goahead.

23 Ms. Trump. No. You can go ahead.

20 Thank you.

2 Mrs. Luria. No. And so beyond the mechanismof a tweet to send information
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1 broadly to a wide audience that would receive those, were there any other steps included

2 in that discussion that you mentioned to quell the violence?

3 Ms. Trump. There was a taped message, but - and that there was discussion

4 around that [audio malfunction].

5 Mrs. Luria, I'm sosorry. t's breaking up. | don't know if it's my connection or

6 if others are having the same difficulty.

7 IE ve:h. Ms. Trump, it looked like there was just a break in your

8 video. Would you mind restating your last response? | think Mrs. Luria was asking

9 about additional efforts beyond that third tweet.

10 Ms. Trump. There was some discussion around whether a video statement,

11 some form of either video or live statement, should take place in the immediate — in that

12 immediate moment.

13 And | recall generally there being some debate as to whether or not that would be

14 more effective than the two prior tweets and if it would be helpful, generally speaking.

15 Asorder was slowly starting to be regained, | don't recall when the decision

16 Mrs. Luria, And who was engaged in that conversation besides you and your

17 father?

1 Ms. Trump. |just remember in general. | recall Mark Meadows having been

19 partof that conversation. Itwas still a small group,but there were people kind

20 of - there were people walking in and out. | think Kayleigh had been part of some of

21 those conversations about is there -arethere additionalstepsthat should be taken.

2 You know, at that moment, everyone was trying to figure out whatisthe best

23 thing to doin this circumstance. And therewas a debate over whether it should be a

24 video ora live statement

2 Mrs. Luria, Okay. And don't have the tweets right in front ofme,INS.
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1 Doyouhavethose? Can you read the third tweet? Is this the one where

2 EE Mrs. ria, | was just
3 Mrs. Luria, ~~ he said something like "you're special" to the rioters?

4 IEE. vas just about to marchthrough these. I'm happy to doit now.

5 Mrs. Luria. All ight. Then | can stop and let you pick up then, because | just - |

6 did want totalk about whether -- what my recollection of the third tweet is, and |guess

7 well get there on the screen, if that seemed like effectual language to accomplish the

8 goal of quelling the violence.

9 But 1turn it backover to you,IN

10 EE. Ai cight. Thanks, Mrs. Luria. And | will cover that here just in

11 the nextsection.

2 But before | do that, are there any other members who have questions that want

13 tojumpinatthispoint?

1a Mr. Raskin, yep, go ahead.

15 Mr. Raskin. Thank you much.

16 Ms. Trump, did you talk to the President about his statement criticizing Vice

17 President Pence for not having the courage to dowhat needed to be done?

1 Ms. Trump. No.

19 Mr. Raskin. So did you talk to him at all about the situationofthe Vice President

20 and the danger that hewas in?

2 Ms. Trump. No.

2 Mr. Raskin. Were you concerned about the Vice President's safety?

2 Ms. Trump. | was, yes. | was concerned about everyone's safety.

2 Mr. Raskin. Why did you choose not to talk toPresident Trump about it?

2 Ms. Trump. |recall in that moment al of the conversation was about and |
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1 don't think had seen that tweet until later that evening, the first tweet — all of the

2 conversation was about quelling the violence to protect everyone involved, very much

3 including the Vice President.

4 Soit's not that that wasn't on our radar. It was that there were many people,

5 many Members of Congress, many

6 Mr. Raskin. Gotcha. Did President Trumptryto call [audio malfunction].

7 Ms. Trump.~ (Inaudible] you broke up.

8 Mr.Raskin. I'm sorry.

9 Ms. Trump, Hello?

10 Mr. Raskin. Yes. Did President Trumptry to call Vice President Pence when

11 youwerein his presence that day?

2 Ms. Trump. Not that | remember, no.

13 Mr. Raskin. ~ And did you suggest that he should try to cal him?

14 Ms. Trump. |don't recallwhosuggested that, no.

15 Mr. Raskin. Okay. And, finally, the President, of course, is the Commander in

16 Chiefof the Army and Navy in timesofwarand insurrection.

7 Did you find it odd that the whole panoply of actions being discussed was within

18 the realm of Twitter and tweeting? Ordid you talk to your father about other things he

19 might be able to do to quell the violence?

0 Ms. Trump. Well, | testified earlier that there were - there was a conversation

21 about - everything was a conversation after that second tweet about what more could

2 bedone.

23 1 dothink Twitter was a platform that was deeply authentic to my father. He

24 useditwith some frequency. Oftentimes it would be heard quicker and more credibly
25 than statements issued from the White House. We experience that time and time
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1 again. You know, people responded to his tweets.

2 S01 think | don't recall why that decision was made, but it felt like a good one

3 duetospeed and authenticity of a voice, meaning it was coming from him

a Mr. Raskin. Gotcha. So it could have been like the floor of action and there

5 could have been other actions taken.

6 Do you remember President Trump suggesting other things that could be done

7 using the Armed Forcesorany other part of the government to put down the violence at

8 the Capitol?

9 Ms. Trump. | don't recall, no.

10 Mr.Raskin. Thank you so much.

1 Yield back.

12 MEE. Any other members have questions?

13 Ms. Trump, howare you doing in terms of pace here? Do you want a break now

14 or should we keep going? You tell me.

15 Ms. Trump. |think let's keep going, if that's okay.

16 MEE. Yeah, absolutely, we certainly can. And, again, wheneveryou do

17 needa break, just let me know.

1 Ms. Trump. My kids are getting home very soon. So if we can try to conclude.

19 as expeditiously as possible, that would be great.

2 ovIN

2 Q understand.

2 Let's goback to what| believe, Grant, you already put on the screen. That's

23 exhibit 10.

2 And I want to ask you about this next tweet. We are sort of walking forward in

25 time
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1 And this is a tweet, Ms. Trump, that is issued about 35 minutes after the one we

2 justdiscussed, at 3:13, and it's from the same account, the President's official account.

3 It says, "| am asking for everyone at the U.S. Capitol to remain peaceful. No

4 violence! Remember, we are the party of law and order - respect the law and our great

5 menandwomeninblue. Thankyou."

6 Were you involved in any way in the composition of the specific language used in

7 this tweet?

8 A Iwas. Iwas present when the tweet was and the statement was being.

9 drafted. |believel testified earlier that it was important to underscore the goal. Here

10 he says, you know, very specifically, "No violence!" with an exclamation mark.

u So, yes, | was present.

2 Q Do yourememberany specific language being discussed with the President

13 that should or should not be included in this message -- "Hey, you got to say this or you

14 can'tsaythat" ~ that sortof thing?

15 A That was common when he was drafting statements, but | don't remember

16 specifically, no.

uv Q Okay. There's no reference here to asking people to leave the Capitol. As

18 amatter of fact, you could read this by essentially - as encouraging people to stay but be

19 peaceful

20 Do you remember any discussion about whether or not the tweet needed to ask

21 people toleave or disperse?

2 A No.

23 Q Was the President at all resistant to saying anything about that, about

24 leaving or dispersing?

2 A No. Ibelieve that that was his goal with this tweet. But, no, | don't know
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1 eitherway.

2 Q Did the President ever express reluctance to criticize these people because

3 somanyofthem were his supporters?

4 A Not that recall, no.

5 Q Did he push back in any way, Ms. Trump, that you recall about any particular

6 language or any particular message being included in this tweet?

7 A No.

8 Q Allright. Again, but you said before that the goal was to condemn

9 violence. The word "condemn doesn't appear. There's no condemnation other than

10 a prospective encouragement to people to remain peaceful.

u Again, do you remember any discussion about whether this went far enough to

12 condemn violence?

13 A No. Ithought we collectively thought this was an important message. It

14 was only, to your point, 30 or so minutes after the first one and underscoring it.

5 Q Yeah. Why, in your view, was it important to issue another tweet after just

16 35 minutes before he had issued a very similar message? Why was it important to say.

17 something else?

18 A Ithink the gravity of the situation.

19 Q Andwasthat discussed, "Hey, we need to say something else, the gravity of

20 thesituation calls for more"? Tell me more about the discussionwhether we needed to

21 send--you needed to send a second statement,

2 A I don't recall what the discussion was. | remember feeling that it would be

23 helpfulto tweet again. Why, meaning what was the exact? | think just mainly because

24 it's something you can do real time that only had the ability to be helpful and not

25 harmful
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1 Q Yeah. Anythingdifferent about the process with this one from the one

2 35 minutes before in terms ofa piece of paper or typing t nto a telephone? Was the

3 process the same orwas itdifferent in anyway?
a Aldon recall

s Q Do youremember who else was present forthediscussionof this tweet, the

6 third tweet in sequence from that day?

7 A Idon't. feel that there were more people present, but it was still

8 small itwasstilla small group.

° Q Yeah. Okay. And didthat conversation about this tweet take place in the

10 dining room, much like the discussion of the prior tweet?

1 A Ibelieve so.

2 Q Do you rememberatthat point whether the television in the dining room

13 wason?

1a A Ibelieve that t was.

15 Q Okay. So during the discussion of this tweet, were you and everyone in the

16 room able to actually watch the violence that was occurring at the Capitol on the

17 television on the wall?

1 A Ibelieve that the television was on, yes.

19 Q Okay. Soyou recall it was onby this time?

1) A Without complete certainty, but believe that it was.

2 Q  Itcould have been on earlier, you just don't recall right?

2 A Yes

2 Q Okay. Now, rightafter this tweet s issued,Ms.Trump,at3:13,you

24 personally, from your Twitter account, issued a tweet. Is that right?

2 A don't recall the specific timing, but | did put out a tweet, yes.
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1 Q Why, after your father, the President, had tweeted, do you two minutes

2 later decide that you personally needed to issue a statement via Twitter?

3 A Well, up until this point, | hadn't been focusing on myself. | thought that

4 his voice was the most important. ~ And that's where my energies was — were ~ that's

5 where my energies were geared.

6 After the second tweet | felt it was important for me to personally say something.

7 aswell, obviously condemning the violence.

8 But that wasn't my that wasn't thefirst thing | thought about. ~ You know, his

9 voice would -- had the potential to be far more powerful than mine in the circumstance.

10 And didn't want to take anyofthe time that | was with him working on these thinking

11 about crafting my own. So it wasn't until shortly after.

2 Q Did you feel that you needed to say something beyond what the President

13 had said, that you needed to sort of amplify the message or go further somehow and that

14 informed your decision to issue your own statement?

15 A No. Ifeltthatitwas I mean, | think many people should have issued a

16 statement. |think that felt that it was important to also opine. But, as | said, the

17 President's statement was the top priority, and subsequent statement.

18 1 was with him most of the time, and | don't make it a habit of keeping my phone

19 with me when I'm with him. | had stepped out periodically or | had stepped out,

20 think, once during this period of time between the second and third tweet. But | don't

21 recall having my phone with me until later.

2 Q Yeah. Sowhen you issued your tweet, did you just literally do that on your

23 Twitter app on your personal phone at some point in the White House at some point?

2 A don't remember,but | believe so, yes.

2 Q Did you talk to anyone abouteither the fact that you were going to put out a
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1 statement or the specific words that you were going to use?

2 A I mentioned in passing to Julie that now that the President had put out a

3 statement, you know, was going to put something out, but it was more just I'm - it was

4 more mejust speaking out loud.

5 Q Did you ask Mark Meadows for anyeither advice or insight into whetheror

6 what you should post on Twitter yourself?

7 A No, not that | remember.

8 Q Yeah. |appreciate that.

° A Ibelieve my tweet was really -- | don't want to say an afterthought. It's

10 important for all of us to condemn violence. But it was not my priority that day.

u Q Okay. Soitsounds like nota lot of lengthy deliberation ormultiple voices

12 inthis. This was just sort of off the cuff how you felt when you issued it? Is that

13 generally accurate?

1a A Yeah. Imean, definitely no lengthy deliberations.

5 Q Yeah. Let'slookatit. It's exhibit 11.

16 Sots issued at 3:15, just two minutes after the tweet about, "We're the party of

17 lawandorder.” And it's retweeting the President's 2:38 statement, right, the statement

18 that we talked about earlier about, "Please supportour Capitol Police and Law

19 Enforcement.”

20 And your language is very simple. It says, "American Patriots - any security

21 breach or disrespect to our law enforcement is unacceptable. ~The violence must stop

22 immediately. Please be peaceful."

23 Let'stalkfrst about your decision to use the term "American Patriots.” What

24 was your intention characterizing the audience for this tweet as patriots?

2 A I wasintending to communicate that American patriots don't disrespect law
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1 enforcement and don't engage in acts of violence. That's why | said sort of American

2 patriots, like in the way that | framed it. And then, of course, the violence must stop

3 immediately and please be peaceful

4 Again, my message was very secondary. | think that's probably why | retweeted

5 the President. |think the more people that saw his message on this front, the better.

6 Q So your use of the term "patriots" was sort of aspirational or sort of

7 encouraging people to behave like patriots, nonviolent protests?

8 A believe that | was intending to say that American patriots don't engage in

9 unlawful behavior and don't disrespect law enforcement.

10 Q Now, what you don't - again,Ms. Trump, what you don't say, much like we

11 talked about with the other tweets, is go home or leaveoryou say the violence must

12 stop. |appreciate that that is a sort of condemnation, but did you think at all about

13 encouragingpeopleto leave the Capitol?

14 A felt that that was understood. |felt that that was the intention and the

15 spiritof what | was writing. But certainly | could have added that. |felt that this

16 was articulating that. You know, in this moment violence was still ongoing. So felt

17 the primary messagewas about stopping the violence

18 But this was not - | didn't have people working on this. ~ This happened I put

19 this outasa statement pretty quickly. | didn't think - you know, | certainly did think

20 about what | was saying, but | didn't spend a whole lot of time composingit. | felt it was.

21 pretty self-explanatory, please be peaceful, the violence must stop.

2 Q So the tweet immediately received some pushback or some criticisms. Is

23 thatright? Doyou remember that?

2 A recall ambiguity about - or, like, while | was, you know, just had posted it,

25 shortly thereafter, | saw that a reporter was asking if | was | believe you have itn the
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1 exhibits, sof you don't mind pulling it up.

2 Q Yes, absolutely. was just about to do that. Its exhibit ~ it's actually the

3 sameexhibit No. 11, just further down.

a I, if you can just scroll

5 So! think what you're referring to, Ms. Trump, is

6 A I5aw this comment just | mean, | don't know how many minutes this is

7 after, but right then I was probably still holding the phone saying, "Clarifying, Ivanka

8 Trump, you're saying these people are ‘patriots'??" with question marks.

9 I felt it was really important. ~ At least | couldn't even have conceived that that's

10 how that would have been interpreted. That was clearly not my intention. But at least

11 anyoneelse was interpretingit likethat.

2 1 do not make it a habit of responding to reporters on Twitter. I'm pretty my

13 Twitter feed is pretty straightforward. But | ~ and this maybe the only time I've ever

14 done that ~ but | thought it was important, if there was2 confusion about my intention,

15 that! had an obligation to set the record straight and be artful in my words.

16 Sol said, no, that was | was not saying people - those people were patriots. |

17 was saying that peaceful protest is patriotic and violence is unacceptable and must be

18 condemned in the strongest possible terms.

19 Q Allright. And then did you actually delete the 3:15, the earlier tweet?

1) A Idid. believed that if there was alack of clarity on my part that would

21 cause any kind of confusion in a situation like this, t'smyobligation to fix it.

2 1 thought it was pretty clear, but given the fact that she tweeted at me

23 questioning my intention, there was I had no interest in being ambiguous in my

24 intention. | wanted to be direct andas clear as possible.

2 Sol left up the tweet where | said, no, | was saying peaceful protests, and
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1 American patriots don't engage in unlawful behavior, and then, of course, violence is

2 unacceptable and here condemned it in, quote, "the strongest possible terms."

3 Q Yeah. Iunderstand. So you took down the one that had been

4 misinterpreted by Kate Bennett and left up, "No. Peaceful protest is patriotic.

S Violence is unacceptable and must be condemned in the strongest terms."

6 Fair to say that that more accurately captured your personal sentimentatthe

7 time, more affirmatively?

5 A felt that my first tweet was pretty clear. But ike I aid, if, you know, if

9 there is confusion, I'm its fine by me to rectify that. And I feel like the responsibility is

10 onmetodoso,and |did

1 Q Okay. Sothisis at 3:29 p.m. that you, from the date stamp and the time

12 stamp here, that ths second tweet was posted, the one that's on the screen.

13 50 500n thereafter you got a phone call from Senator Collins. ~ Do you remember

14 Susan Collins calling you soon after this tweet was posted?

15 A Irememberhercalling me, yes.

16 Q Tellme about that conversation.

FY A Itwas a brief conversation. |recall her saying that the President needed to

18 engage in stopping what was happening, generally speaking, echoing the sentiment of

19 many, that we should all be doing everything that we can

1) I told her that the President had just issued a second tweet. | believe | old her.

21 Iknow Isentit to her or I think  sentit to her. So it was a short conversation, but |

22 understood why she was calling me, and | agreed with her sentiment.

2 Q Did he call you, Ms. Trump, because her perception was that the prior

24 tweets had not been enough, had not worked, there needed to be additional statement

25 more strongly encouraging people to leave or condemning violence?
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1 A No,I think she thought | know she had seen the first tweet, and | thought

2 she think she thought it was good. 1 think she thought there should be additional

3 statements

a And I believe I told her about the second tweet. | was left with the impression

S  thatshe may not have seenit yet. It was | think he had just issued it. Its possible,
6 though, she already knew about it, but felt that | was informingherof it. It was a

7 very twas actually a very quick discussion, though.

8 Q Yeah. Fromyour phone records it looks lke it wasonly about 18 seconds.

9 long, 50a verybriefdiscussion.

10 Is that consistent with your recollection?

1 A tis

2 Q Okay. And, again, during that conversation did she convey to you any

13 sense that what had been said thus far was not enough or he needed to go further? Did

14 she say anything critical of the sort of words that were used or not used in the prior

15 statements?

16 A Ithink, as | testified earlier, she | wasn't sure that she had seen the second

17 statement, and | do think she thought there should be additional follow-up.

1 The next day sent to her the longer form statement that he put out where he

19 articulateda condemnation. He talked about the tragic events thathad transpired, and

20 heaffirmed the importance of a peaceful transition of power, and she fet that was a

21 good statement.

2 But, no, | did get the sense that she was looking for something more, which is why

23 told her about the second tweet.

2 Q Yeah. Let me show you exhibit No. 25. And thisis one, Ms. Trump, that

25 you provided to us, which we appreciate.
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1 This looks like a screenshot from a text exchange that you had with Senator Collins

2 ontheafternoon of January 6th. ~ And this looks like it's taken from your phone, and in

3 your contact you recorded "Senator Susan Collins."

4 And it looks like she texted you at 3:37, justa couple of minutes after her phone

5 calltoyou, which was at 3:33, "The President needs to put out a very strong tweet telling

6 people to go home and to stop the violence now. ~ Susan Collins."

7 And you responded, at least, we can't tell th time stamp, but somewhat later by

8 attachingalinkto the President's Rose Garden statement, which we'll get to. ~ It wasn't

9 posted until 417. Soa least 40 minuteslater or so you responded to Senator Collins

10 withalink to the video.

1 A Ibelieve that | responded almost immediately tohertext message telling me

12 the President must put out a strong tweet.

13 1 think when | wrote back, "He just put one out," it was just a few minutes later.

14 And was referring to thestrong tweet he had just put out, because it was directly.

15 responsive to that question. | think later | also sent herthevideo from the Rose Garden.

16 Q see. Sowhen you respond, "He just put one out," your recollection is

17 that's moments after receiving the 3:37 tweet and your references to the statement,

18 guessit wasthe third tweet, the one we

19 A The third, right.

0 Q Okay. Now, to be fair, Ms. Trump, in the third tweet there was no - he

21 didn'ttell people to go home. There was no direct direction, invocation,

22 encouragement for people to go home. It was stay peaceful, respectlawenforcement,

23 noviolence. Butit's one that you could easily read as encouraging people to stay and

24 peacefully protest.

2 A Idon't readitas that. | thought it wasvery direct and calling for no
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1 violence. Sol read tI viewed it as an important and strong tweet.

2 Q Okay. But tobe clear, Senator Collins encourages the President, through
3 you toissue astrong tweet telling people to go home. ~And that is when she sends you

4 after the first two had been or excuse me, the three tweets had been sent by the

5 President earlierthat day. Is that right?
5 A Yes.

7 Q Okay. Now,alotof people were calling—

8 Imsorry. Ms. Cheney, goahead. Yes.
9 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. Thanks,Ill

10 1 just because we're now up to 3:37, | just want to go back even an hour earlier.
11 wanted to see, Ivanka, if you were aware ~ i's been public now, obviously, text

12 messages that Mr. Meadows turned over to the committee that indicate that, you know,
13 asearlyas 2:32, | believe, Laura Ingraham was texting, teling him the President needed
14 totell people to leave, to go home. Anumberofpeopleweredoing that. Oneofyour

15 brothers was doing that

16 Were you aware that beginning as early as 2:30 on that day people were urging
17 Mr. Meadows to get the President to tell people to go home?

1s Ms. Trump. | wasnot,notuntilafterthe fact.

19 Ms. Cheney. Did anybody besides Susan Collins reach out to you?
2 Ms. Trump. Lindsey Graham called, but | don't believe -1did not have my

21 phone withme. And believe that somebody else took the call. | believe it may have
22 actually been Eric Herschmann because my phone was outside of was outside of the
23 Oval Office, the dining room. But | don't recall actually having spoken to him that day.

2 Ms. Cheney. And did Mr. Herschmanntell you whatLindsey Graham said?
2s Ms. Trump. He - | remember him saying something to the effect of — and a lot
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1 of people, you know, were feeling some variation of this -- what can we do? Is there

2 anything more we can do, you know.

3 So he communicated to me the fact - Eric communicated to me something about

4 how Lindsey Graham was calling about the situation and to urge the President to get

5 involved and help create some semblance of order. But |don't believe | actually ever

6 spoke toLindsey that day.

7 Ms. Cheney. Was there anybody else that you recall?

8 Ms. Trump. No. didn't have my phone with me mostof the day, though.

9 Ms. Cheney. Sodoyou in termsofanyofyour siblings?

10 Ms. Trump. No.

1 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. Did you - why didn't you have your phone?

2 Ms. Trump. | tended not to have my phone with me when | was with the

13 President. It was considered a best practice - there would be a box outside of his

14 office ~ to not bring telephone devices in with the President.

15 Ms. Cheney. And where were your siblings while this was going on?

16 Ms. Trump. | don't know. I didn't see them after | didn't see them after we.

17 leftthe Ellipse. actually think | saw thempriorto the speech beginning, and then|

18 believe periodically Kimberly and Lara would come into the separate tent that | was in

19 andsortofcomeinandout. But! didn't see either | don't recall having seen either of

20 mybrothers or having heard from them after the speech.

2 Ms. Cheney. And did Mr. Meadows tellyou that he was receiving text messages

22 from people urging the President to tell people to go home?

23 Ms. Trump. He didn't.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did he tell you he was receiving text messages from people about

25 whatwas happeningatthe Capitol?
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1 Ms. Trump. No.

2 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

3 Ms. Trump. Thank you.

4 ovI

5 Q So, Ms. Cheney, | want to go back just quickly to the questions about Senator

6 Graham

7 And, Ms. Trump, just call your attention, Senator Graham actually spoke to The

8 Washington Post just 5 days after January 6th. There's an article from January the 11th

9 of 2021 in which he indicates that he reached out to you while sheltering in a secure

10 location. And I'm going to quote him from the article.

n According to Senator Graham, he imploredher for help. Quote, "They were all

12 trying to get him, the President, to speak out, to tell everyone to leave," he said, referring.

13 to President Trump's aides.

1 And ths s Senator Graham's quote: lt took him, the President, a while to

15 appreciate the gravity of the situation. The President saw these people as allies in his

16 journey and sympathetic to the idea that the election was stolen."

w And he was explaining that the President was, therefore, resistant to a stronger

18 statement and that that's why he reached out to you.

19 Do you recall any conversation with Senator Graham about the President seeing.

20 these peopleasallies or sympathetic to the idea that the election was stolen?

n A No. recall that Eric Herschmann had told me that Senator Graham had
22 called my phone while | was there, while | was inside with the President, and relayed

23 some element of what you describe. But | don't — and | speak to — | spoke to the

24 Senator often, | don't recall that day having spoken to him directly.

2s Q Yeah. Separate from whether you remember the conversation with
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1 Senator Graham, did you, yourself, Ms. Trump,atany point believe that it did take the

2 President, your father, a while to appreciate the gravity of the situation? He saw these

3 people, people at the Capitol, as allies in his journey and sympathetic to the idea that the

4 election was stolen.

5 Did he say or do anything, the President, consistent with what Senator Graham

6 said to The Washington Post?

7 A Notinmy presence.

8 Q Did he ever praise the spirit or the valor of anyone at the Capitol?

° A No.

10 Q Did he ever talk about how much they were fighting or how much they

11 strongly supported himor sayanything positive at all about people at the Capitol?

2 A Ihave seen reporting to that effect, but I've includingwhatyou just

13 read but I've not - | did not experience that

1 Q Allright. And I'm not just isolating this to Senator Graham. But did you

15 ever, from any other, at any point during the day, or even after, hear your father, the

16 President, talk about these people being sympathetic to the idea that the election was

17 stolen or seeing themas allies?

18 A I never had that conversation with him, no.

19 Q Okay. Allright. Was there any discussion - Ms. McEnany also recalls you

20 atsome point that day saying that you needed to speak to Senator Graham because there

21 was some misreporting as it pertained to the National Guard that you needed to correct.

2 And according to Ms. McEnany, you got Lindsey Graham on the phone and said

23 something -- Graham said something to you about a rumor that the White House had

24 denied the National Guard, and you wanted to essentially correct that andsay that that

25 wasn'ttrue.
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1 Do you remember any discussion with Ms. McEnany or Senator Grahamoranyone

2 about pushing back on some notion that the Guard had been delayed?

3 A No.

4 Q Okay. Anydiscussion inside the White House that you recall about the

5 speed of the National Guard response or doing anything to facilitate the National Guard

6 response?

7 A remember there being general conversations about the National Guard, but

8 thatwasnotpartofmy purview. That was notsomething | wasdirectly involvedin, no.

9 Q Okay. And do you remember hearing others discuss that, Mr. Meadows or

10 Mr. Herschmann or General Kellogg or anyone else?

1 A Ithink just general conversations. | can't be more specific than that.

2 Q Okay. And any information about anyone purposefully just delaying or

13 slowing down the National Guard?

14 A No.

15 Q The opposite? Was the conversation about affirmatively getting the

16 National Guard or trying to provide support to law enforcement at the Capitol?

7 A With regard to status of the National Guard, that was the general discussion,

18 but not denying the National Guard, no.

19 Q see. Okay.

0 Allright. Do you remember any other Members of Congress calling you or calling

21 the President or the President calling them at any point during the afternoon in the midst

22 of the unrestattheCapitol?

23 A Calling sorry. Can you repeat the question?

2 Q Yeah. We've talked about Senator Graham. We've talked about Senator

25 Collins. I'm just wonderingifyou recall any other conversations or attempts at
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1 conversations from Members of Congress?

2 Start with you. Anyone try to reach you or you try to reach any Members of

3 Congress the rest of that afternoon?

4 A I remembera conversation again with Senator Collins that evening. | can't

5 recall who initiated it, but it was after | had left the White House. | was back at home.

6 ltwasquitelate. Andl believe shewaswith Senator Murkowski,

7 Q Tellus what you remember about that. It's alittle bit out of order, but I'm

8 curious what did she call - did she call youordid you call her?

° A Idon'tknow. |don't remember. But! recalla conversation with

10 them -- really with Senator Collins, but Senator Murkowski was there. And they were

11 together, | believe, at Senator Murkowsk's apartment and were understandably quite

12 shaken by the events of the day.
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1

2 [2:39 p.m]

3 oI

4 Q What do you remember them, either of them, saying?

5 A Asisaid, | remember them being quite shakenbythe events that had

6 transpired, which of course was understandable. Sol listened more than spoke.

7 At that point in time, we were starting to think about — and maybe itd already

8 begun formal remarks for the following day.

9 Q Uh-huh. At that point, had the joint session reconvened? Do you know.

10 whetheror not the proceeding had been resumed and was continuing when you spoke to

1 them?

2 A don't know.

13 Q Okay. Did they mention that, finishing the work or certification of the

14 electoral college results?

15 A Ibelieve they were - I believe they were home when | spoke to them. But |

16 don't recall the timing,other than | was homeaswell.

7 a okay.

18 Did they ask you to do anything, again, along the lines of a statement or any action

19 that they were, sort of, looking for your assistance to take?

0 A Asi said,| did alittle bit more listening. And| may have mentioned that

21 the President was planning an address the following day. But | don't know - 1 don't

22 know that it had begun to be drafted yet, because | can't recall the exact timing of

23 this conversation. It was late, and itd been a long day for everyone involved.

2 Q understand. Did theyencourage that statement to include any particular

25 words, a commitment to the peaceful transfer of power, anything along those lines?
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1 A don't recall specifically, no.

2 Q Did yougive them any information about what you would advise the

3 President say the next day, during that nighttime call with Collins and Murkowski?

a A Idon't remember.

5 Q Do you remember anything they said about their experience on January 6th?

6 Yousaid that they were - | forget the word you used, but they were shaken by the

7 events. Didthey give you any specifics about their personal experience that day?

5 A Ithink that they were, as |said, just very shaken by what had occurred.

9 And, you know, this was the aftermath of that, so they were now reflecting upon

10 it-upon the day.

1 Q Allright. Anything in particular that they said that you recall, other than

12 being shaken and reflecting?

13 A Notspecifially.

1a a okay.

15 EE. Vs. Cheney, did you

16 (cross-talk)

FY Ms. Trump. ~~ bottle of wine.

1 IE. Theywere drinking wine. | see.

19 Ms. Cheney. Thanks,Ill

1) Ivanka, did they ask you did they raise the issue of the 25th amendment with

a you?

2 Ms. Trump. No.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did they ask you about the President's commitmenttothe peaceful

24 transition of power?

2 Ms. Trump. | don't recall if they did. ~ But in the aftermathof January 6th,
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1 starting that evening, there was starting to be speculation as towhetherthat would be an

2 issue. Anditwas one of the reasons | thought a formal address on January 7th was very

3 important, to assure the American public that there would in fact be a peaceful transition

4 of power, lest they assumed otherwise, and to quell any speculation on that front.

5 Ms. Cheney. Did

6 Ms. Trump. | don't know if they brought it up, though.

7 Ms. Cheney. Did they talk to you about impeachment?

5 Ms. Trump. No, not that | I'm quite sure no, but

9 Ms. Cheney. So they — it was a call just to express their concern?

10 Ms. Trump. | don't know who initiated it. It may have been me, because our

11 call had been so short earlier in the day, maybe to check in. | consider Senator Collinsa

12 friend.

13 As said, | tried to do more listening. | think, for them, thiswas the moments of

1 decompressionafier something thet was quite terifying for them.

15 So that's I've relayed the best of my memory. It wasn't a long call.

16 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

FY IE Other members, questions before we continue?

1 Mr. Raskin, yep. Go ahead.

19 Mr. Raskin. ~ Thank you.

1) Ms. Trump, if | could take you back to the discussion of the tweets that went out

21 thatday. And you explained to me, in answer to a question, that everything came down

22 tothetweets. Because of the immediacy of the situation, you thought this was the

23 quickest way to get the word out, rather than the President, you know, operating through

24 the Armed Forces or the official channels of power.

2 But, then, within the category of tweets, there does seem to have been this
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1 difference of opinion among some people who were saying tweet out immediately that

2 everybody's got to go home, send everyone home, versus the message that President

3 Trump settled on, which was stay peaceful, you know, stay nonvielent with respect to the

4 police, don'tattack thepolice and so on,

5 And | wonder - | see this in the context of thestatements that President Trump

6 was making both at the rallypriorto the violence and in the weeks leading up to i, things

7 like: we will stop the steal; we won this election, and we won it bya landslide; we will

8 never give up, we will never concede, it doesn't happen; you've got to fight like hell; if you

9 don't fight like hell, you're not going to have a country anymore; and so on.

10 S01'm just wondering, when the messages went out, not telling people to go

11 home but, rather, telling them to stay calm or stay peaceful, did you interpret that as

12 indicating permissionfor people to stay in the Capitol as a formof civl disobedience, the

13 waythat there's been civil disobedience in American history, but not going sofaras to try

14 tosend them home?

15 Ms. Trump. | didn't | wasn't parsing it in that way. | think that and | don't

16 recall a debate where people were saying "say go home” and there was pushbackon that

17 particular language. | think everyone who was present agreed that these tweets were

18 positive, and | don't recall anyone being disappointed that certain phrasing wasn't used.

1 1-

0 Mr. Raskin. Well, you were aware at the time oh.~ Forgive me.

2 You were aware at the time that therewas an effort to get Vice President Pence

22 todeclare his power to reject and nullify electoral college votes, to return them to the

23 States, and then to exercise such power, right? You knew about that partof the events

24 of the day?

2 Ms. Trump. | knew generally. 1 wasn't involved in those efforts.
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1 Mr. Raskin. But do you think that the idea of not telling people to go home but

2 implicitly indicating permission for them to stay if they were being peaceful was related

3 tothe continuing postponement of congressional counting of the electoral college votes?

a Ms. Trump. That had never — that has not occurred to me. |don't know, but

5 that has not occurred to me.

6 Mr. Raskin. Yeah. Did you think - did you ever speak to President Trump

7 aboutthat?

5 Ms. Trump. No.

9 Mr. Raskin. Okay. And so, in other words, you didn't find it curious that there

10 was no effort to actually tell people to leave the Capitol, which had been invaded and laid

1 siegeto?

2 Ms. Trump. |believed that there was. | thoughtthatthiswasallan effort to

13 get people to act responsibly and lawfully and so - but| appreciate the distinction

14 you're making, but it did not occur tome. | believed that this was partof that same

15 effort.

16 Mr. Raskin. Okay. Thank you much.

FY And Il yield back.

1 Ms. Trump. Thankyou

19 EE Other member questions?

2 Alright,IESE. | know you had a couple of things you wanted to follow

2 upon

2 EE. sue. Thankyou BEL

23 oI
2 Q just wanted to make sure, for my own sake andforthe record, that I'm not

25 conflating the communications that you had with SenatorCollins during the afternoon.
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1 So, based on the call logs that we've shown you, my understanding is that she.

2 called you at 3:31 and told you that the President needed to release some sort ofa

3 statement. Is that correct?

4 A Correct yes.

5 Q And, during that call, you referred her to the tweet that the President had

6 issued at 3:13, believing perhaps that she had not yet seen it. Isthat accurate?

7 A Yes.

8 a Okay.

° So, then, at 3:37, 50 6 minutesafter that phone call, Senator Collins sent you a text

10 message, writing that the President needs to put outa very strong tweet telling people to

11 gohome and tostop the violence now.

2 And then you responded, inyour words, you know, shortly thereafter, saying, he

13 justputoneout. Isthat accurate?

1a A Correct.

5 Q And you were also referring to the 3:13 p.m. tweet in that text message?

16 A The third tweet.

uv Q Correct. Yes. We're talking about the same thing. | was just using the

1B time.

19 That's helpful. Thank you.

20 1 only have one other question. So, earlier, you mentioned that it was.

21 considereda best practice for staffers not to bringtheircell phones into the Oval Office or

22 the dining room or meetings with the President.

23 In your times in the dining room that day, did you see other staffers with their

2a phones?

2 A Idon't recall,
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1 Q The reason I askis that we understand that, you know, phone calls were

2 happening that afternoon, and it doesn't appear to us that they went through the White

3 House switchboard.

a And so, maybe generally, it would be helpful if you could tell me, even if not in the

5 contextofthis afternoon, but if the President wanted to get someone on the phone, how

6 would he dothat?

7 A Typically, through his assistant or the White House operator.

8 Q And when you say “through his assistant," does that mean he'd call the

9 assistant in and ask them to get someone on the phone for him?

10 A Itdepends. If they were right outside the door, he may use his voice and

11 say, get XYZ person on the phone. Ifthey were further away and outside of earshot, he

12 may pick up the phone and go through the White House operator. In the residence,

13 they had a separate set of staff to handle his communication. So it was a variety of

6 ways.

15 Q And when you say pick up the phone and go through the operator to one of

16 his assistants, is that his White House cell phone, or is that, like, a desk phone or phone in

17 thedining room?

18 A Often the landline. That's when he'd pick up the landline phone in his

19 dining room or in the Oval Office.

20 Q  Andif President Trump was meeting with someone in the dining roomor the

2 Oval Office, say, would he ever ask a staffer just to usetheir own phone to connect him

2 with someone?

23 A Inever sawthat.

2 a okay.

2s And I'm sure thatJESSEN hsalready asked this, but just to clarify for my own
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1 understanding: Do you recall phone calls happening that the President was onat any

2 point that afternoon or even any discussions of getting people on the phone?

3 AI recall that there were various phone calls, but don't recall the specifics of

a them or who initiated them, if they were incoming or outgoing, no.

5 Q Do you know who any of the phone calls were with?

5 A No. Iwasn'tprivy to them.

7 Q Were you present when he was speaking with anyone on the phone that you

8 can recall?

9 A just remember it was a busy day, so, like | said, people were coming in and

10 out, and maybe I'm just assuming that there were phone calls being made. But, no, |

11 don't have specific recollections.

12 Q Do you recall anyone else in the room — not President Trump, but any of the

13 other staffers in the room being on the phone?

14 A No.

15 a okay.

16 That's all I have.

7 EE. 1s. Trump, we've been goingfor a litle over 2 hours. Is now a

18 good time for a short break, 5 minutes or so?

19 Ms. Trump. Sure. And are we wrapping up? Are we getting close to having

20 concludedtoday?

2 IE. |con't think we're close to wrapping up. I'm goin to try my best

22 to finish by 6 o'clock, but if you need to make other plans with respect to your

23 childcare -- and I'm sorry for this. | really appreciate your cooperation. We really want

24 to finish this in one sitting and not have to come back with any followups. So, if

25 possible,I'd like to shootforfinishingby 6:00.
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1 Ms. Trump. Allright

2 EE eokvou

3 Ms. Trump. Thank you. We'll take § minutes.

a BE Three o'clock, wellstart back. Thankyou.
s Recess.)
6 EE. Sowell go back on the record.

7 ovI

8 Q want to turn your attention now, i | can, to the recording of the President's
9 statement in the Rose Garden.

10 Do you remember, before the actual recording was made, discussions with him
11 about what he might/could say ina now taped - not a tweet, buta taped statement that

12 he could release nthe midstof the riot?

3 A Mo.
14 Q Did you have anydiscussions with him prior to him recording - about that

15 statement,prior to him recording it?

1 A No. Iwasnt-
7 Q  Who-

1 A involved in that

19 a som.
20 A in that video recording.

2 Q Okay. Doyou know who was?
2 A idont

2 Q Do you know if Mr. Herschmann, for instance, was involved in drafting or
26 helping craft that message?

2 A idont
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1 a okay.

2 It sounds like, just in terms of your presence, you were there in the dining room

3 forthe compositionof those two 2:38 and 3:13 p.m. tweets. Did you then leave the

a dining room and go back to your office or go elsewhere?

5 A Idon't recall, but | was not -- | did not know -- have prior knowledgeof the

6 video statement before seeing it released.

7 a okay.

8 So, if you go all the way back to the timeline -- and this, | think, was exhibit 4 -- it

9 indicates -- and Grant can call it up on the screen -- that the President went to the Rose

10 Garden at 4:03 p.m.

n IL this is on page 3, most of the way down the page.

12 The President went to the Rose Garden at 4:03. From 4:03 to 4:07, he

13 participated in a videotaping session of a message to supporters, asking them to

14 peacefully leave the US. Capitol. And then at 4:07 he returns to the Oval Office.

15 So it sounds like, Ms. Trump, you weren't with him orpresentat any point during

16 him going to or from the Rose Garden. Is that right?

FY A Iwas not with him when he went to the Rose Garden, and I'm not sure if

18 was with him afterwards.

19 Q Okay. And even though you weren't with him, you didn't have any

20 knowledge that he intended to do something like this, a taped statement, before he did

nw

2 A No.

2 a okay.

24 Let me just show you quickly exhibit 12. Thisis a draft of, we think, the remarks

25 that were made in the Rose Garden.
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1 So, even though you weren't present or aware, do you remember seeing this or

2 anydraftofa statement that the President himself might issue other than the tweets that

3 we've discussed?

4 A No.

5 Q So you don't know who was involved in drafting these remarks?

6 A ldont.

7 Q Okay. These are not the remarks that were ultimately given. He gave, we

8 have been told, sort of an ad-libbed version or an off-the-cuff versionof the remarks in

9 the Rose Garden.

10 Do you know who was present with him at the time that he taped that statement

11 inthe Rose Garden?

2 A Idont

13 Q Okay. We've been told, for instance, that Mr. Herschmann was with him.

14 Did Mr. Herschmannever tell you later about thefact that he was with the President in

15 the Rose Garden or talk about that statement in particular?

16 A No.

uv Q We've been told that Mr. Herschmann actually criticized an initial practice or

18 aninitial version of that, indicated that it needed to be stronger, more forceful and

19 affirmative in telling people to go home.

20 Did you ever hear about that from Mr. Herschmannor others?

21 A ldidnt.

2 Q Did anyone, Ms. Trump, tell you - this is a broader question - that the

23 President was resistant, whether it was in the Rose Garden statement or other

24 statements, to use particular words, to tell people to go home,tocriticize people? Are

25 you awareofany such resistance at any time?
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1 A No.

2 Q You never heard that from any source?

3 A No.

4 Q Didn't perceive it yourself, inyour interactions with him, with the President?

5 A Ididnot.

6 a okay.

7 When did you first see the statement itself, the taped statement from the Rose

8 Garden?

° A Isawit sometimethatafternoon,afterithad become public.

10 Q  Ibelieve it was postedat4:17 p.m. via Twitter. And so it sounds like you

11 didn't know anything about it until it was posted?

2 A That's correct.

13 Q Allright. So do you have any idea how manytakes there were or whether

14 anyofit was edited, any of those details?

15 A Idon't know.

16 a Okay.

1” Do you know whether or not there were discussionsafter the release of the Rose

18 Garden about a second, a subsequent videotaped statement? Do you remember

19 hearing anythingaboutthat?

20 A There were discussions. | don't recall when they started, | think much later

21 that evening, but intendedfor the following day

2 a okay.

23 A January 7th.

2 Q  Ididn't meantointerrupt you. I'msorry.

2 Okay. So the discussion you heard was about what he should say on January 7th,
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1 notanother statement during the course of the events at the Capitol.

2 A Correct.

3 a Alright

a Were you aware of any other discussion,after the ones that we've already talked

Ss about, about the President saying additional things about the Capitol on January 6th?

s A I'm sure there was general discussion, but | wasn't - no, nothing specific.

7 a okay.

5 He issued one more tweet, which | guess is tweet number four. ~ Let's put that up
9 onthescreen. That's exhibit 13.

10 So,after the Rose Garden speech was released, there's one more tweet from the

11 same the President's official account. And it reads, "These are the things and events

12 that happen when a sacred landslide election victory is so unceremoniously & viciously

13 stripped away from the great patriotswho have been badly & unfairly treated for so long.

14 Gohome with love &in peace. Remember this day forever”

15 D0 you remember when - first of al, being involved in any way incrafting the

16 language of ths tweet that was issued at 6:01 p.m. on the 6th?

FY A Iwasn'tinvolved in the composition of this tweet.

18 Q Okay. Doyou know who was?

19 A ldont.

2 Q Did you have any knowledge that t was coming before it was posted at

a eon?

2 A ldidnot.

2 a okay.

2 Now, heusesthe term "patriots," the same term that you had used earlier. Any
25 discussion with himover the course of the day about the useof that term, informing him
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1 of the reaction that your use of it had gotten?

2 A No.

3 a okay.

4 Allright. And when he talks about going home with love and in peace, do you

5 remember any discussion with him at any time about using words like "love" and “peace”

6 inthe midst of a tweet abouta riot?

7 A No.

8 Q Alright.

° Where do you recall, Ms. Trump, spending the rest of the afternoon after your - |

10 thinkwhere we last eft off, when you were with the President, it was before 4 o'clock

11 when you were talking aboutthat tweet. Did you ever see him again the rest of that

12 afternoon,after you helped him craft that 3:13 p.m. tweet?

13 A Idon'tbelieveso.

1 Q Okay. Were you aware of what he was doing or where he was going?

15 A lwasnot.

16 a Okay.

1” What did you do? Ifyou weren't with the President, how'd spend the rest of

18 yourday?

19 A Idon't recall. |went back tomyoffice at some point.

20 Q Uh-huh

21 A He went to the residence at some point in the evening. | went hometo my

22 children,

23 Q Uh-huh. About what time do you think you left the White House complex

24 togo home, roughly?

2 A Idontknow. Prob--Idon't know. |don'tknow. I'm surewe could find
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1 outor Secret Service could inform you.

2 Q Yeah. lunderstand,

3 Now, at some point, your husband got there, right? ~ He returned from his trip

4 andactually came to the White House? Do you remember that?

5 A I recall him, of course, returning, landing, and speaking to him very briefly.

6 Q Uh-huh

7 A And then at some point he came into —to the White House, yes.

8 Q Do you remember, that first conversation when he was landing, was that the

9 firsttime you had spoken to himduring the events at the Capitol?

10 A Correct, yes.

u Q Was there already violence at the Capitol when you first spoke to him on

12 that day, that afternoon?

13 A There was.

1 Q Did you give him any information about what was going on at the Capitol in

15 that brief conversation?

16 A He hadtheoutlines of an understandingof what was going on. Secret

17 Service had, |believe, advised him to go directly to the residence and not to come into.

18 thearea. And—

19 Q When you-- I'msorryto interrupt you, but when you say "residence," you

20 meanyour home, not the residence at the White House, but

21 A Yeah. No-

2 Q in Kalorama where you guys live. see. Okay.

23 A so

2 The Reporter. Excuse me. | couldn't hear the end of the answer. Could you

25 please repeat that?
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1 MEE. Yosh. That's because | was speaking over the witness, as tell

2 people not to do all the time. | apologize, ma'am. I'll restate.

3 oI
4 Q Sot sounds like the Secret Service directed your husband to go to the

5 residence you shared with him in the Kalorama neighborhood, not the residence of the

6 White House. Isthat right?

7 A Correct.

8 And | spoke to him, and he | can't recall the exact conversation. It was very

9 short. But | let him know that the President had put out a statement seeking for the

10 violence to stop and asking people to remain peaceful and that we were doing everything

1 thatwe could.

12 Q Yeah. Sodo you remember any discussion with him about whether it made

13 sense for him to come to the White House to somehow help or contribute to the efforts

14 inwhich you were engaged?

15 A Iremember telling him to heedtheir advice. |didn't fully understand what

16 was happening outside of the White House any more than anyone did. This was,sortof,

17 realtime. And that, you know, the President had put outa strong statement, and

18 50 -- but to -- | didn't feel it was appropriate for me to overrule the advice ofhis

19 protective detail

2 Q Yeah. Okay. Butatsome point, he did come to the White House, right?

2 A Heid.

2 Q  Didyou see him there?

23 A lactually think | may have left prior to his arrival or we passed very briefly.

24 | was exhausted. It had been a very long and taxing day. So | don't recall if we

25 overlappedfor a short period of time orif | left prior to his arrival.
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1 Q Did you have any substantive ~further substantive discussion with him

2 about what was going on at the White Houseorthe Capitol when he arrived?

3 A The next conversation I recall with him waslater that evening, back at our

4 home, where we were talking about the concept of the President giving an address the

5 nextday going over what had transpired, articulating it in a longer format than anything

6 that had been put out, and also assuring the American people of his commitment to an

7 orderly and peaceful transfer of power.

8 Q Uh-huh. Yeah. And |want to get to the statement that you encouraged

9 along those lines that occurred on January the 7th.

10 But when you spoke to your husband later that night, did you share with him your

11 experience about what had happened overthe courseof the day at the White House?

12 Obviously, avery difficult and emotional day.

13 A Ithink for both of us - he had just been - he had just gotten offa very, very

14 long flight and was quite fried. 1 had had along day. | think there was an

15 understanding between the two of us that it was a very difficult day, and we were really

16 focused on the next day.

7 At that point we were home, and we were saying, okay, what happens tomorrow

18 and what can we - what can we help do?

19 Q Yeah. Did he share with you anything that he had done during his brief

20 time at the White House that afternoon, that he had done with respect to the events at

21 the Capitol?

2 A don't recall

23 a okay.

2 Do you know who your father was speaking toafteryour last contact with him

25 over the courseof that aftermoon and evening?
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1 A Dol recall what he once he was in the residence?

2 Q Yeah. Doyou have any information about who he spoke to or his efforts

3 with respect towhatwas going onat the Capitol?

a A No.

s Q Do youknow if he spoke to his lawyer, Mr. Giuliani, or others on the legal

6 team about the certification proceeding?

7 A Idont know.

8 Q Do you knowif he spoke to Members of Congress about what might happen

9 with respect to objections to particular electors or the reconvened joint session?

10 A Idon't know.

n Q Let me just show you, back to exhibit 4, the daily diary. And it has some

12 information about those activities.

13 And, Grant, if you start on page ~ the very bottom of page 3 indicates that he

14 went between 4:07 when he returned to the Oval Office and 6:27 p.m. there's no

15 entry.

16 Do you have any idea what the President was doing during the 2 hours and

17 20 minutes reflected there between 4:07 and 6:27

1 A Idon't know.

19 Q Anyone who he spoke to or anybody that he met with? ~ Any idea at all?

1) A Idont know.

2 a okay.

2 And then the next two pages complete the day, and they just indicate a series of

23 telephone communications that the President had. And I asked you I mean, the

24 names are that he spoke to Dan Scavino, Pat Cipollone; that he talked with the

25 switchboard operator, who informed him of a series of pending calls; that he talked with
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1 Kurt Olson, with Mark Martin, with Cleta Mitchell, with Rudy Giuliani, with Kayleigh

2 McEnany, Jason Miller, Mark Meadows, Steve Bannon, Eric Herschmann, Sean Hannity,

3 and Johnny McEntee.

4 Do youhave any idea about the substanceofany of those conversations that are

5 reflected in the daily diary of the President?

6 A No.

7 Q Did you ever speak to any of them, Ms. Trump, over the course of that

8 afternoon or evening? | know you've indicated you spoke to Mr. Herschmann,

9 obviously, during the time you were in the White House, but any phone contact with any

10 of those people that you recall?

u A Idon't recall,

2 Q Allright. Do you know if Sean Hannity, for instance, ever texted or called

13 or reachedouttoyou?

1a A Not that | remember.

5 a okay.

16 Johnny McEntee - he's indicated that he had a long conversation, or some

17 17-minute, looks like, conversation, with the President about resignations.

18 Do you remember any discussion with anyone that night about who had resigned

19 from the White Housestaffor the Cabinet as a result of the events of January 6th?

20 AI remember general conversations, many being reported real-time in the

21 press, but nothing specific, no.

2 Q Did anyone call you about his or her decision to resign, either someone who.

23 did resign or someone who thought about it but did not?

2 A Notthat recall, no.

2 Q Do you knowwhether or not Stephanie Grisham, for instance, ever called
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1 youto notifyyouor talk to you about that?

2 A Shedidnot

3 Q Any of the more junior folks that resigned? Sarah Matthews resigned.

4 Anydiscussionsof resignationsthatyou recall?

5 A No

6 a okay.

7 Did anyone talk to you abouta resignation that they had ended up not submitting

8 or people that stayed but might've contemplated it, at any point, not just on the night of

9 the 6th but at any point thereafter?

10 A Notthatl recall, no.

u a okay.

2 Allright. ~The joint session of Congress resumed at about 8:00 p.m., and it

13 continued until about 3:00 a.m., when ultimately the electoral college results were

14 certified and President Biden obtained the requisite number of electors.

15 Do you remember any - were you paying attention to the joint sessionor any.

16 discussion of what was going on in the reconvened session as it took place?

7 A Notthat! recall

18 a okay.

19 Sollt'stalk about the discussions -- well, before we do that, let me go back to

20 your phone records and just see if youremember any of theseparticular calls. This is

21 exhibit 27, Ibelieve.

2 To just complete the day, Ms. Trump, of the records from your phone ending in

23 6030, think we left off with the Susan Collins call at 3:33.

2 It looks like there's an 8-second call at 3:40 that you received from a 917 number

25 that's listed to Jared Kushner. Do you remember, is that the call you indicated earlier
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1 that you had with your husband when he had returned from his trip?

2 A Ibelieveitis.

3 Q Allright

4 And, then, at 3:54 and 4:30, there are two calls, oneoutgoing and one incoming,

5 from that same White House cell phone, | think you said earlier, that 8941 number that

6 youdon'trecall. That may have been your chief of staff, but you don't remember. Is

7 thatright?

8 A Ibelieve that tis.

9 Q Ise. Okay. Oneof them's lengthy. It's 250 seconds, so about 4,

10 Sminutes. Soyou believe that was talking to Jule, your chief of staff?

u A Ibelieve so. We can confirm that number, though.

2 a okay.

13 And, then, later on, there's a 5:37 outgoing call that you placed to a 202 number

14 endingin1220. Do you recall, was that - do you remember what that call was about?

15 Itindicates it might be your own home phone line. Is that right?

16 A I don't know. I'mnotquite sure what that number is.

uv Q Okay. Soyoudon't have any it wasa 31-second call. You don't have

18 any recollection at 5:372

19 Aldon, no.

20 a okay.

21 A I'm not sure what that number is.

2 Q Yeah.

23 And then there's two more at the very end that -- one is an incoming call

2 A Possibly our caretaker.

2 Q Ise. Sothat phone that's listed as your possible home line could've been
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1 achildcare call or someone who - person who was with your children?

2 A That would've made sense, yeah, but I'm not quite sure.

3 Q Okay. Well,itlooks like 5:37. Was that around the time that you think

4 you might've left to go home?

5 A That's I'm not quite sure when | left.

6 Q Yeah

7 A Potentially around that time.

8 a okay.

9 And, then, probably upon your return at home, your cell phone records reflect just

10 two additional calls, one that was an incoming call and one an outgoing call to someone

11 named John P. Matthews. Do you remember who is Mr. Matthews? Do you

12 remember calls with him or someone using a phone in his name that night?

13 A don't know who John Matthews is. |believe that is Julie's phone number

14 aswell

15 Q see. Julie, your chief of staff?

16 A Comet.

7 Q Okay. Alright.

18 The call with Senator Collins is not reflected here. Do you know whether that

19 was made using your White House device or your landlineor some other device?

0 A don't know.

2 Q Okay. Alright.

2 IE. A right, Ms. Cheney, |see you came off of mute. ~ Did you have

23 someother questions here?

2 Ms. Cheney. Yeah. Thanks,Ill

2 Ivanka, in terms of that eveningwhen you got home, |think you mentioned that
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1 youand Jared had talked about the day. Can you give us some more information about

2 that? Did youtalk to him about what had happened that day?

3 Ms. Trump. |didn't. | think he understood what had transpired. He had

4 come into the office himself.

5 We were more focused on thefollowing day, January 7th, and we were starting to

6 talkabout potential ideas for what the President could say, starting later that evening,

7 really into the next day.

5 But he had just gotten back from extensive travelsin the Middle East as partofhis

9 joband had gotten off a long flight and was exhausted. It had been a long day for me.

10 think we just took - were just happy to be in each other's company that night and put

11 our- you know, our kids were probably in bed by the time he got home, but just be at

12 home with our kids.

13 Ms. Cheney. In the time since, have you talked to him about your experiences

14 thatday?

15 Ms. Trump. No.

16 Ms Cheney. Why I'm justcurious, why not?

FY Ms. Trump. |thinkwe both — you know, we know each other. We know how

18 we felt and how it impacted us and how surprised we both were by it

19 You know, this period of time also was right prior to leaving Washington with our

20 family. We had alot of work that we were doing to wrap upour4years, professionally,

21 with the transition process. We were actively involved in countless commutation of

22 people serving in some cases really egregious sentences and were forcefully advocating

23 theircases. And we were preparing to move our family on the 20th of January.

2 50 there was - it was a there was a ot going on inour jobs and in our personal

25 ves.
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1 Ms. Cheney. And so, you just lived through what is understandably very as

2 you've explained, an experience that | think was incredibly traumatic and involved you

3 trying to get yourfather to stopamob that was assaulting the Capitol trying to get us to

4 stop counting electoral votes.

5 You'd been directly involved in that. It was exceedingly intense. And you

6 haven't talked to your husband about it since?

7 Ms. Trump. We were working incredible hours, trying to accomplish as many

8 things as possibleduring those final days. It was an incredibly stressful time. And our

9 focus were on the things we could do, not on and, to the point | made earlier, | think we

10 know how we both feel. articulated it today.

1 Ms. Cheney. Has anybody advised you not to talk to each other about the events

12 ofthat day?

13 Ms. Trump. No.

14 Ms. Cheney. And just goingback to the day itself, soafter the third tweet came

15 out, then you did not speak to the President again that day?

16 Ms. Trump. | don't recall having spoken to him again that day. | may have

17 beenin his presence at some point, but | don't recall

18 Ms. Cheney. And given how concerned you were about making sure that

19 everything that could be done was being done, what made you come to the

20 determination that it was being done? It seemed like you engaged and then you

21 stopped, so I'm wondering what caused you to decide you could stop engaging.

2 Ms. Trump. |think the statements had been issued and law enforcement was

23 restoring order. Somy focus shifted to what could be done on January 7th

2 Ms. Cheney. And so --

25 [Cross-talk.]
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1 Ms. Trump. ~~ you know, following the crisis itself.

2 Ms. Cheney. Was there a time when -well, | know you talked about a

3 discussion that went on about whether or not the President should make a statement,

4 should do something live. Can you tell us more about that discussion?

5 Ms. Trump. | have really relayed all there was tot. |think there were a ot of

6 opinions being offered by people real-time. Some people felt that there should be a

7 recorded statement. I've seen press reports about other people suggesting that he go

8 tothe press briefing room. There were other suggestions about a long-form address.

9 S01 think there were several suggestions being made, specifically by whom, | don't

10 know, but there were a whole series throughout the day of suggestions being made by

11 various people to various people.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did youeverconsider that heshould just simply go to the briefing

13 room, goon camera live?

14 Ms. Trump. |didn't, no

15 Ms. Cheney. And why didn't you think that would be a good idea?

16 Ms. Trump. It would be pretty unusual, but | can't really say why. | don't recall

17 that being discussed as an option.

18 Ms. Cheney. Okay. Thank you.

19 oYI
0 Q Ms. Trump, |asked you some questions before about efforts that others

21 have reported that they made to solicit yourassistance. | think|read you some things

22 that General Kellogg said about how you had this unique ability, potential ability, to get

23 throughto him.

2 After you last spoke to the President, did people come to you and ask you to

25 speak with him that you did not do? Did those questions about, hey, we need your
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1 help, could you speak to yourfather about this, did those efforts continue after you last

2 sawhim?

3 A No, not that recall

4 Q Do youremember anyone else besides General Kellogg ~ well, to be fair, |

5 don't think you recall General Kellogg doing this either. But did anyone else specifically

6 askyou to go to the President at any point during the day to encourage him to make a

7 statementor totake anyparticular action?

8 A Ithink there was a lot of collective conversation about what would be the

9 most effective and beneficial thing for the President to do to help in this situation, but |

10 don't recall those specific requests. I've seen several of them reported -

u Q Uhhh,

2 A but! don't recall them being made to me directly.

13 Q Yeah

14 A Andall of these conversations, they're sort of in that pre-third-tweet

15 timeframe.

16 Q There's beena lot of reporting, for instance, that Mark Meadows would

17 consistently askfor you and would clear the room or would want just you and he to be in

18 the room with the President. Do you recall anything like that, where Meadows pulled

19 youintoa conversation and wanted it to be a more private one?

0 A Mark would often ask for my guidanceor - he had asked me to join that

21 morning when we went to the Ellipse. And so it’s possible he had said that in front of

22 other people. | mean, he never said in front of me, "| need you to be here with me

23 alone," butit's ~ I'm not refuting that; | just wasn't present when he said that, if he said

a that.

2 a okay.
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1 In your interaction with the President, did his emotional state or his demeanor

2 change or waiver over the course of the day, in your personal interaction with him,ordid

3 itremain consistent?

a And mean | shouldn't say "over the course of the day." I'm talking about

5 upon return to the White House after the Elipse speech, when the riot was taking place.

s A I would say it remained relatively consistent

7 Q Uh-huh. There was never an increase or a decrease in concern oremotion

8 orany change in his demeanor over the course of that afternoon?

9 A Ithink the collective arc of emotion was, as people were learning more

10 information, they were more concerned for everyone present.

n Q Yeh

2 When I've asked you this question a number of ways, you've given me the

13 conclusion - sort of, the sum without the math that informs it, right? ~The conclusion

14 without the manifestation.

15 Vim just wondering if there's anything to which you could point — statements or

16 behaviors - that inform yourviewofhim being concerned.

FY A No. Itwas just the sentiment as | felt it in the room. People weren't

18 expressing themselves like that. You could just you could read their energy or | could

19 interpret t, but ~ and that's what I'm doing for you here today, to the best I'm able.

1) a ven

2 Taking a step back, Ms. Trump, is there anythingat al that you wish you had done

22 differentlyover the course of the day on January 6th?

2 A Ifeel that | did what | could as timely as | could that day.

x Q Uh-huh. Is there anything that you wish that the President had done

25 differentlyover the course of that day, upon reflection?
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1 A It's hard for me to answer that question without knowing the specifics of

2 when he was made aware of the events transpiring. But my experience with him was

3 that he acted immediately upon entering his dining room. But | do think that urgency is

4 important

5 Q Is there anything at all that you recall from that day that we haven't asked

6 yousabout that you think is important, that might be relevant to the select committee's

7 inquiry?

8 A No.

5 EE. A cist. | think wants to talk to you starting about

10 the next day, January 7th, and some of the conversations that you started to talk about

11 with respect to what the President did say or should say the next day.

2 Solet me turn it over toyou,Ill

13 EE hooks,I

1 ovIN

15 Q And !'ll actually, unfairly perhaps, start again on the evening of the 6th.

16 Ms. Trump, earlier, you toldJESSbout the conversations that you and Mr.

17 Kushner had that evening abouta statement that President Trump could release on

18 January 7th. Is that right?

19 A I'm not sure when those conversations began, because they could've started

20 early the next morning, but | believe they started that evening, on theeveningof the 6th.

21 Q sure.

2 And justforclarity in the record, I'm only referringto that evening colloquially.

23 So, if it was before midnight or after midnight, I'm only asking whether they happened on

24 that day. But that sounds like it --

2 A Olay.
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1 a Great.

2 So, during those conversations, do you recall what specific messages you thought

3 were importantfor President Trump to convey in his statement?

a A Ithink echoing in a longer format than Twitter and social media, generally

5 speaking, allows, for him to speak directly to the American people to condemn the

6 violence and those engaged in unlawful acts, to praise law enforcement for their heroic

7 efforts, and to affirm his commitment to a peaceful transfer of power.

8 Q Okay. Whydid you think that a longer format was important in comparison

9 tothe statements that had been released throughout the day on the 6th?

10 A Well the violence had stopped, and so the 7th was a day of reflection for the

11 Nation, and it was an opportunity to reinforce, outsideof the heat of the moment, the

12 sameprinciples and themes.

3 Q Understood.

1a You mentioned that there were some discussions about the possiblity of a video

15 statement on the 7th, during the course of that day.

16 At the point when you and Mr. Kushner were talking about those messages, was it

17 your understandingthata message was already going to move forward on the 7th?

1 A Ibelieve that was the goal. Oftentimes speechwriting would start to draft

19 remarks and solicit feedback prior to something definitively occurring, to begin to

20 prepare. So that, until remarks are done and made public, | wouldn't say | knew with

21 certainty that would happen, but we thought it was important to have something

22 prepared for the President to review.

2 Q  Soisit correct to say that it wasn't definitively decided that a statement

24 would be made on the 7th, at least that evening?

2 A Ithink 1 guess that's a far thing to say. | think, until the statement's
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1 made, you don't know what events could prevent that from happening.

2 Q And do you know when itwas decided, other than the moment that the

3 statement on the 7th was released?

4 A Well, I think the remarks were reviewed by the President thefollowing day,

5 andatime was allotted tofilm. So, presumably, while he was reviewing and editing and

6 the videographers and team were setting up, | would say it's safe to assume that at that

7 pointit was going to happen.

8 Q That makes sense. Understood.

° Before | move off the evening of the 6th or the early morning of the 7th, did you

10 and Mr. Kushner discuss any other, you know,actions that might be necessary in the days

11 following January 6th, other than the video statement?

2 A Not that recall

13 Q Okay. Soyourmain focus,at that point in time, was on thestatement that

14 was tobe released the next day.

15 A Correct.

16 Q Alright,

1” So did you go into the White House on January 7th?

18 A ldid.

19 Q And did you speakwithPresident Trumpat anypoint during that day?

20 A ldid.

2 Q Whenwas thefirst time that you recall speakingwith him?

2 A I don't remember.

23 Q Do you rememberwhat you discussed?

2 A I rememberourfirst conversation - | don'trecall what timeit was - relating

25 tothe remarks that hewas going togive.
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1 Q Andwhat about theremarksdid you discuss with him?

2 A twas a group conversation. ~ Speechwriting was there; a couple other

3 people was there. Soit was more him providing feedback to the team and us being, sort

4 of, presentfor that process, which was pretty typical for him, in that he would receive a

5 firstdraft ofa concept and he would make sure the phrasing suited him and the words

6 reflected the message he sought to communicate.

7 Q Do you remember any of the feedback that he provided during that

8 discussion?

9 A rememberthat generally he thought the remarks were good.

10 Q Doyourememberanything else he said about them?

1 A No.

2 Q Any words or phrases that he thought were important to include or that he

13 didntwantto say?

1a A No.

15 a okay.

16 You mentioned that the speechwriting team was there. Do you know who

17 prepared the remarks that he ultimately delivered?

1 Aldon

19 Q Okay. And other than the speechwriting team and you, do you know

0 who

2 A Ishould probably clarify, when| say "speechwriting team,” a member of the

22 team, potentially more than one, but there wouldve been a member of the team

23 reviewing the remarks with him. I'm not sure how many people were there.

2 Q And do you know if anyone else provided input onto what should go in the

25 remarks,either during that meeting or otherwise?
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1 A 1know my husband also provided input and was present, but no.

2 a okay.

3 Did you convey to President Trump what messages you thought were important

4 during that conversation?

5 A Ithink what we collectively felt was important was reflected in the draft that

6 he was reviewing, so it would've been redundant. So | don't recall specifically doing

7 that. Ithink we I think that was obvious in the context of the speech.

8 Q Do yourememberMr. Kushneror anyone else providing input on what, you

9 know, message was important in that discussion or otherwise during the day?

10 Aldon

n a Alright

2 I think it makes sense to pull up exhibit 14 for you, Ms. Trump.

13 And while we're pulling it up, Il represent that this is a hard-copy document that

14 appears to be remarks titled "Remarks on National Healing." And then thereare a

15 number of revisions to the text that are made in marker, it looks like.

16 00 you recognizewhat this is?

FY A Itlooks ike a copy ofa draft of the remarksfor that day.

18 Q Okay. And,as you can see, throughout the document there are lines

19 crossed out, there are some words added in. Do you recognize the handwriting?

1) A Itlooks ike my father's handwriting.

2 Q Okay. And outside the contextof these remarks specifically, is tis

22 consistent with his practice whenever he edited remarks, to sort of have a hard copy and

23 then work through them, you know, with a marker, adding and removing things?

2 A Yes

2 Q Alright.
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1 Sol want to directyourattention to a few of the lines specifically. And | know

2 they're hard to read, so | will read them for you.

3 The first one that's crossed out substantively i in the third paragraph, and it

4 reads, "am directing the Department of Justice to ensure all lawbreakers are prosecuted

5 tothe fullest extent of the law. We must send a clear message - not with mercy but

6 with JUSTICE. Legal consequences must be swift and firm."

7 Do you recall anydiscussions about whether or not to include that sentence in the

8 remarks

° A No.

10 Q  --orthat sentiment in the remarks?

u A No.

2 Q Did President Trump ever say anything about whether he thought something

13 like that should or should not be included?

1a A Not that recall

5 Q Do you have any idea why he wouldn't have wanted to include that

16 sentiment in the remarks?

1” A No.

18 Q  Sothe next revision is in the next paragraph. And it looks like crossed out

19 isthe sentence, "| want to be very clear: You do not represent me. You do not

20 represent our movement."

21 Do you recallany discussions about whether or not to include that line or that

22 sentiment?

23 A No.

2 Q  Doyou have any idea why President Trump would or would not have wanted

25 toinclude a sentiment like that in the remarks?
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1 A Itwas quite common for him to take remarks and make the wording sound

2 more his own. Like, he says "will pay" here instead of "belong in jail" Like, it was very

3 common for him todo that. But! don't know specific to that, no.
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1

2 [3:48 p.m.)

3 ovI

4 Q Okay. Further down -this isn't reallya revision, but in the fourth or fifth

5 paragraph it contains the line, "But THIS election is now OVER. Congress has certified

6 theresults. Anew Administration will be inaugurated on January 20th. My focus now

7 turns to ensuring a smooth, orderly and seamless transition of power."

8 Did you have any role in ensuring that that sentiment was included in the

9 remarks?

10 A Ithink we collectively thought that was an important sentiment in response

11 tomedia speculation following January 6th.

2 Q And did President Trump have any position on including those remarks?

13 A Actually, could you scroll down, because | can't see the text that you're

14 referencing. |could hear

5 Q Yeah. Ithinkit should be visible on the screen. It's -- you can kind of see

16 it's there s like a set ofadditions that he included, a mark he crossed out. It's the

17 paragraph right above that.

18 A Oh gotcha. Okay.

19 Q  Itstartsout, "Butthiselection is now over."

20 A Isee. lIseeitnow. Sorry. Ithoughtitwas you said it was written in.

21 Imisunderstood.

2 And what was the question?

23 Q othe question was whether President Trump expressed any views about

24 including that kind of language in the remarks.

2 A Ibelieve he said that, he spoke those words, or something very similar.
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1 Q  Youmean he spoke those words in the video statement?
2 A believe so, or they were communicated in here. | don't see it crossed out.

3 Q Okay. Soin the discussion at I believe you just said something to the
4 effect that we collectively felt that this was an important sentiment to include in the

$ remarks given the media speculation about peaceful transition of power.

6 During that discussion, did President Trump say anything, indicate how he felt
7 about it one way ortheother?

8 A Well, he was part of the "we." | think he agreed that it was important to

9 include that sentiment.

10 Q Did he say that?

1 A That was just my general understandingof the purposeofthese remarks
12 that| articulated earlier.

13 Q And why was that your understanding?

1 LikeINNi,rm skin for how you came to the understanding that it
15 was his belief that this was important to include.

16 A Well, he went on to articulate that sentiment, and he wouldn't do so if he

17 didn't think it was important, especially in the aftermath of January 6th.
18 Q Okay. Soother than agreeing to deliver the statement and uttering the

19 words in the statement, can you recall any discussions that you had or any statements he

20 made to you where he indicated that he agreed with that sentiment?

2a A Not specifically, no.

2 Q What about generally?
23 A believe I've already testified that | -- my understanding. | don't specifically

24 know why | felt that way. But | think my feelings were validated by the fact that he

25 ultimately he ultimately delivered a speech in some format that expressed many of
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1 these same sentiments that we collectively thought were important.

2 Q Understood.

3 D0 you ever recall him being resistant at any time to committing to a peaceful

4 transition of power?

5 A No.

s Q Do yourecall any other discussions about an orderly transition at any point

7 after January6thinvolving him?

5 A We were all in the process of transitioning, and Itestifiedearlier that, on

9 January 6th, | was in a meeting about it. So think that wasour collective expectation.

10 a okay.

n A Including his. That was what we were operating under.

2 Q Allright. 1 want to move on to another discussion that we've heard about

13 that's been publicly reported.

1a Do you recallafter January 6th but before the end of the administration, speaking

15 in your office with General Kellogg about the events at the Capitol?

16 A No. Irecall speaking with General Kellogg about the relationship between

17 the President and Vice President.

18 Q And tell me about that conversation.

19 A Ithinkwe both felt that it would be good for them to heal that relationship

20 that had beenverystrongbetween them.

2 Q And what made you feel that the relationship needed to be healed?

2 A Itwas being reported, and | believe General Kellogg may have affirmed, that

23 they had not spoken ina numberof days.

2 Q Understood

2 So'm going to read through some things that we've heard were discussed in that
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1 conversation, and I'm just going to ask you ifyou recall them.

2 So General Kellog reportedly said something to you along the lines of, "I believe

3 inthe Presidentof the United States, am a deep believer. | always have been. |

4 support DonaldJ. Trump asa loyalist. | take himfor the good and bad. | have made

5 that decision."

6 D0 you recall him expressing sentiments to that effect?

7 A No. Iknow that he cares deeply about the President and the country, but

8 phrased ike that conversation, no.

° Q Okay. It'salso been reported that General Kellogg said to you, quote, I

10 just wish the calmer heads had prevailed. There were some voices that | wish weren't in

1 theroom."

2 Do you remember him expressing any sentiment like that to you?

13 A Itspossible. But, no, | don't recall him expressing that.

1 Q  Isthata sentiment that you shared? Did you wish that calmer heads had

15 prevailedin the room?

16 A testified earlier that | hadn't been privy to conversations prior to my.

17 entering, and there were tended to be more intimate groups of people.

1 S01 do think, on that day, there were alot of people milling around in some form

19 of proximity to the President, some further away at various areas of the West Wing and

20 some closer.

2 But | don't know how to interpret his words when he talks about calmer heads. |

22 don't know who he'sreferencing.

2 Q Well let's just look at it from your perspective, | suppose. In your

24 experience in your interactions with the President on the 6th were there voices in the

25 room that you wished weren't there, that you felt were unproductive?
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1 A No.

2 Q And at any pointafter the 6th did you ever learn of any voices in the room

3 thatyou felt might be unproductive?

4 A I'm not sure how to answer that question, because there were

5 not-- everyone was aligned in their sentiment in every meeting that | was in. So don't

6 know who these voices are. I'm sure they were out there, but | wasn't privy to those

7 conversations or party to them.

8 Q Okay. It'salso been reported that you replied to General Kellogg and said,

9 quote, "You know he's a very stubborn person."

10 Do you recall expressing anything like that to General Kellogg?

u A ldont

2 Q Do youthink of your father as beinga stubborn person?

13 A He can be stubborn, yes.

1 Q And do you think hewas stubborn at any point on the day of the 6th?

15 A That's not how | would characterize it, so no. If did say that to

16 General Kellogg, | don't think it would have related - that's not how| would characterize

17 those events. They're too serious to be sort of dismissed like that.

18 Q Understood.

19 Finally, t's been reported that General Kellogg replied to you, | suppose referring

20 tostubbornness, "Runs in the family," which | take it is a reference to you, Ms. Trump.

21 Do you think of yourself as being stubborn sometimes?

2 A Notoverly. I'm-lcanbe. Icanbe stubborn. Butlwouldn't

23 characterize myself as that. |think I'm appropriately stubborn.

2 [Laughter]

2 Q think that's understandable. |think many of us would say that we're
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1 appropriately stubborn

2 A This conversation would be in the context of the relationship between two.

3 men, Mike Pence and the President. It sounds more the use of language and even sort

4 of the teasing remark he recalls seems like it would have been more appropriate In the

5 contextof that rather than the circumstancesof January 6th.

s Q And did you feel like President Trump was being stubborn in any way with

7 respect to his relationship with Vice President Pence?

5 A That wasn't my word, so| don't know |was thinking about it ike that

° Q Okay. So, since you mentioned it, you mentioned that you and

10 General Kellogg both felt that President Trump and Vice President Pence needed to heal

1 their relationship.

2 Do you know when they spoke for the first time after the events at the Capitol?

13 A ltwas acouple of days later. | can't recall the duration, but it was afew

14 days later.

15 Q And did you have any role in making that conversation happen?

16 A Yes

7 Q What was that role?

1 A Ispoke with both the President and Vice President independently, urging

19 them to reconnect with one another privately and try to heal their relationship.

2 Q Okay. And this, | take it, was after your conversation with General Kellogg?

2 A twas. | don't know that one catalyzed the other, but it was - it probably
22 would have been after, yes.

2 Q Alright. So you mentioned that you spoke with both President Trump and

24 Vice President Pence. Tell mealitte bit more about that. What order did you speak

25 withthemin?
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1 A Ibelieve spoke to the President first and asked him if he'd be willing to

2 speak to the Vice President, and then spoke to the Vice and he said yes -- and spoke to

3 the VicePresident and urged him -- asked him if he'd be willing to meet with the

4 President, just the two of them, directly to speak.

5 They were both serving the countrytogether and had had a very, very strong and

6 positive relationshipfor 4years. | care about them both very much, and|

7 communicated that to them.

8 Q Okay. Sol just want to dig invery quickly into both of these conversations.

9 50 the first one with President Trump, were you alone for that conversation, or

10 were other people there?

1 A Ibelieve | was alone. Mark Meadows may have been present.

2 Q Is there any reason that you fel like it was important totalkwith

13 President Trump one on one during a closer setting about this?

14 A Ithink generally i's often better to do that, just on a human level, when

15 you're talking about relationships between two people.

16 But I'm not sure that | planned that to be the case. It may have just been 1

17 believe it was just an evening when he happened to - but |, of course, wouldn't have

18 broughtitup ina in the middle ofameeting on a separate topic. So | don't recall why

19 he was why itwas just us and potentially Mark.

0 Q That makes sense.

2 Do you remember -other than what you have conveyed to usjust now - do you

22 rememberwhat you expressed to him when you went to him?

23 A Really what | just conveyed to you, and the strong relationship that they had

24 had over the past 4, really 5 years, on the campaign prior, and also the importance of

25 them reconciling, at least through the remainder of their time in office.
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1 Q And how did he react?

2 A Hewasopentoit. Itwas actuallya rather short conversation. ~ He said,

3 “dbe happy to meet with him."

a Q Did hesay anythingelse?

5 A Notthat remember. It was pretty brief. | didn't knowif the Vice

6 President ~I had heard that he was in the building, which s, think, why| brought it up.

7 then.

5 S01 went to when he said that he was happy to have that conversation, | went

9 toseethe Vice President. Jared was with me during that part of the conversation.

10 Q So, just to make sure | understand, you more or less went directly from your

11 conversation with President Trump to Vice President Pence to speak with him?

2 A Yes

3 Q And tell me about that conversation. ~ What did you and Mr. Kushner say to

14 him?

15 A Itwasa similar conversation. We shared our respect for him, the great

16 work he had done alongside my father for the American people over the past 4 years, our

17 sadness on what he had experienced on January 6th. | had spoken with his daughter in

18 the days prior and expresseda similar sentiment, Charlotte.

19 And he agreed that it was time to st down with the President one on one and

20 havea conversation, as colleagues, but also as friends.

2 Q What was his demeanor like during that discussion? This was the frst time

22 that you spoke with him in person after the events at the Capitol, | take it?

2 A Uhhh

2 Q And how was he inthatdiscussion?

2 A similar to how he always is. Very earnest and steady.
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1 Q Okay. Sowhen did President Trump and Vice President Pence speak at,

2 once Vice President Pence agreed to speak with him?

3 A Thatafternoon.

4 a okay.

5 A Within probably an hour. He went over to the Oval Office, and they shut

6 the door, and they had what,byall accounts, was a very positive conversation between

7 thetwoof them.

8 Q Did you ever hear anything about what was said during that conversation?

9 A No.

10 Q  Soyoujustsaid: By all accounts, it was a very positive discussion. How

11 doyou know that?

2 A Because | believe it was public thereafter, and | believe the Vice President's

13 office confirmed exactly that, that it was a very positive conversation.

1a That was, | think, everyone's understanding. And, when | say everyone, |, you

15 know, I don't want to speak for everyone, but the people in the aftermath of the

16 conversation. His team. My father.

7 Q Okay. Did you ever speak with President Trump about what they discussed

18 during that conversation?

19 A No.

0 Q Okay. Sol just have acouple of questionsin —

2 Ms. Cheney. I've got a coupleof questions on that issue just before you move

2 forward.

23 MEE. Oh, please proceed, Ms. Cheney.

2 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

2 Ivanka, did you — are you aware that recently Vice President Pence said that what
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1 your father wanted him to do on January 6th was un-American?

2 Ms. Trump. | don't know exactly what his words were, butI recall him having

3 delivereda speech recently

4 Ms. Cheney. And soare you —you're familiar with the fact that what your father

5 was asking that he do would have violated the Constitution?

6 Ms. Trump. | am not familiar with his specific speech. I've moved to Florida

7 and been focused on my family, so | have not been following it as closely. But I'm

8 generally aware that that was a sentiment that he communicated.

9 Ms. Cheney. And were you present -- are you aware that Pat Cipollone advised

10 that what your father was pressuring the Vice President to do was illegal?

u Ms. Trump. No.

2 Ms. Cheney. Did you ever talk to your father about the fact that what he was

13 advising, pressuring Vice President Pence to do was illegal?

14 Ms. Trump. No.

15 Ms. Cheney. Did you ever hear anyone in the White House Counsel's Office or

16 Mr. Herschmann say that what the President was pressuring the Vice President to do

17 would be illegal?

18 Ms. Trump. No.

19 Ms. Cheney. And are you aware thatrecently Judge Carter ruled that, in fact, it's

20 morelikely than not that the efforts that were underway that your father had undertaken

21 involved violation of Federal statute -- Federal criminal statute?

2 Ms. Trump. I've seen some reportingto that ruling, but I've not reviewed it.

23 Ms. Cheney. So when you were playing the role of peacemaker, did you discuss.

24 atall with your father that this was perhaps more than just a, quote, "difference of

25 opinion,” but that he had, in fact, been engaged in trying to get the Vice President to do
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1 something that would violate his oath of office, the Vice President's oath of office, the

2 law?

3 Ms. Trump. No.

a Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

5 IE. Gcore | move on, do any of the other members present have any

6 questions? Allright

7 So, Ms. Trump,justa few final questionsonmy end. | know Mr. Heaphy has

8 more questions for you after | conclude.

9 Have you had any conversations with President Trump after January 6th and, you

10 know, including past the end of the administration, have you had any conversations with

11 him about what happenedonJanuary 6th?

2 Ms. Trump. No. | came to Florida. I'm here in Miami. | was away from my

13 familyquite alotover the 4 years of service, and I've really been prioritizing and focusing

14 on making up for lost time with them. So, no, | haven't been involved in these type of

15 conversations.

16 I. 0c ou speakwithyour father regularly?

FY Ms. Trump. Ifwe could just take a 5-minute break, if that's okay?

1s EE soe sue

19 EE veo. We'll resume

20 Ms. Trump. Is that all right?

2 IE. ver. In aboutS minutes,

2 Ms. Trump. Thank you

2 EE Of course

2 (Recess)

2s oI
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1 Q Allright. Justa few more questions for me, Ms. Trump.

2 So what just asked you before we went off is whether how often you speak

3 withyour father since the endof the administration.

4 A Depends on the week. But | speak to him afair amount, and Il take my

5 Kids down periodically to visit with him. Its roughly an hour-and-a-half, two-hour drive,

6 sohe's not toofarfrom me here in Miami. So Il most often tryto go down with the

7 kidsand family.

8 Q Okay. And! believe you saidearlier that you haven't everdiscussed what

9 happened on January 6th with him. Is that right?

10 A We 1 mean, obviously, generally there was a lot of discussion that day, in

11 thedays that followed. Butin the past several months aswe've started our life here,

2 no.

13 Q Do you recall anything about those discussions in the days after, any

14 sentiments that he expressed about January 6th?

15 A He's expressed some sentiments publicly, but it hasn't been the focus of our

16 conversations, which are right now really more about family, and now that we're out of

17 politics | certainlyam - about more family-related topics.

18 Q Sure. Have you ever heard him express any regrets for what happened on

19 January 6th?

0 A Ithink he — what tried to communicate before was a feeling that he was

21 disappointed and surprised. And don't know how to be moreclear about the fact that |

22 believe and have total conviction that henever could have anticipated something like

23 that having happened. | certainly know that | didn't anticipate any form of violence as

24 something that was evena possibility of transpiring.

2 Q Sure. And did he express to you that he was disappointed and surprised?
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1 A He—ljustfelt that. |know himreallywell, so | just |felt that,that he

2 was, in the aftermath.

3 Q Okay. But he didn't say anything specifically to that effect. twas, | think

a as you've said earlier,it was your read on his energy.

5 A On his his disposition, yes. And, obviously, he crafted the words that he

6 spokepublicly and, generally speaking, wasreaffirming that privately.

7 Q Okay. Has he ever expressed to you any sentiment that he did or did not

8 do therightthing in how he responded on the day of the 6th?

5 A No.

10 Q Okay. Has he ever expressed any sentiment about something that he

11 wished he had done on the day of the 6th?

2 A No.

13 Q Okay. Has he ever said anything to you about the people who were injured

14 orwhodiedthat day?

15 A No.

16 Q Okay. Has he ever said anything to you about whether he should or should

17 not continue to talk about the 2020 Presidential electionafterthe events on the 6th?

1s A No.

19 a okay.
20 I That'sal 1have,so will pass it back toIN.

2 EE. ech. Thanks IEEE

2 ovI

23 Q  Sojusttofinish this last line, Ms. Trump, back to the conversation you had

24 withyour father about hs potential receptivity to meet with Vice President Pence. You

25 know, at that point you had witnessed a heated conversation between them. You had
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1 perceived this tweet about Mike Pence is a coward.

2 Given that levelofdiscourse, did you give him any adviceor encourage him to

3 takea particular approach to a discussion with the Vice President before it actually

4 occurred?

5 A No. Ibelieved thatifthey met they wouldhavethe conversation that they

6 neededtohave. But,no, | didn't suggest a particular way of pursuing the conversation.

7 Q  Andin the conversation with your - with the President about his possible

8 meeting with the Vice President, did he express further frustration, you know, was.

9 he did he express anything that suggested he was still heated or frustrated with the

10 Vice President about what had occurred on January 6th?

u A No.

2 Q In your conversation with the Vice President was there any discussion about

13 the rhetoric, the heated conversation, orthe tweet indicating the President's view that he

14 had beena coward?

15 A No.

16 Q And did you give him any advice or suggestion as to how he should approach

17 the conversation?

18 A Apologies.

19 Q  Blessyou. Noproblem.

20 A Could you repeat the question, please?

2 Q Yeah. Imsorry. just wondered -a similar question about the

22 conversation you had encouraging the President to meet with the Vice President.

23 When you talked to the Vice President, was there any discussion of the sort of

24 ongoing animosity, the rhetoric, the heated conversation, orthe tweets, anything along

25 thoselines?
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1 A 1don't recall him bringing up the tweets. | think it was a more general

2 sentiment of the strong friendship between the two of them preceding recent days.

3 Q Yeah. Andadid either of them in those conversations express any

4 reluctance or any sort of lingering animosity that had developed in theprior days?

5 A No, Iwas really - | was encouraged that both of them wereverywilling and

6 open-minded about meeting with one another.

7 Q Okay. Allright. The last section of this that | want to ask about has to do

8 with some things that occurred between the election and January 6th. And I'm

9 confident can finish this by the 6 o'clock deadline that we gave you.

10 want to take you back in time, if you can - and these are events that sort of led

11 uptowhat occurredat the Capitol all the waybacktoelection night.

2 Do you remember where you were on the night of the election, November the

1B 3@

14 A lwasat the White House.

15 Q Do you know where specifically over the course of that night you spent your

16 timewithintheWhite House?

7 A There was an event that was organized in the residence. So moved

18 between the residence, a room sort of off the residence, where some family members

19 were. My children were present for a portion of the evening nti it started getting

20 later. Periodically, the Map Room on the first floor.

2 Q Were you going back and forth between the Map Room, where | understand

22 alot of the campaign officials were sort of looking at results and numbers, and the

23 residence, that was more ofa social event? Did you sort of go back and forth?

2 A Iwas, yeah, basically going back and forth.

2 Q Okay. At some point that night, the FOX News called Arizona for then Vice
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1 President Biden

2 Do you remember when that occurred, when FOX made its projection that Biden

3 was going to win Arizona?

a A Yes

s Q  Didyou see it when it happened on television, or did youhear about it from

6 someone else?

7 A Nolsawit

8 Q Allright. And what wasthe reaction in the room?

9 First of all, which room were you in? Were you in the residence or were you in

10 the Map Room?

1 A cant recall.

2 Q What was the reaction in whatever room you were in?

13 A Shock. People were pretty incredulous that the call was made so early.

1a Sol think there was a lotof surpriseby the call.

15 Q Yeah. Who doyou recall being surprised that the call - that FOX had made

16 the callso early?

FY A Iremember membersof the campaign team. ~ Other networks had not

18 made the call. | believe they waited many days to come to that viewpoint. So| think

19 there was just a generalsenseof surprise.

2 Q Yeah. Do you know who toldyour father about the FOX News call?

2 A Noldont.

2 Q Do you know whether it was your husband who was sortofdispatched to

23 notifyhim abouttheFOX call?

2 A Ibelieve that everyone learned about it on the television as the results were

25 comingin. Butldon't know.
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1 Q Do you recallanydiscussion about reaching out to FOX, to Rupert Murdoch

2 orhis son, in the wake of their call of the Arizona results for the President - forVice

3 President Biden?

4 A No.

5 Q Allright. Do you know whether or not your husband actually did reach out

6 toMr. Murdoch that night?

7 A Ibelieve that he did. | found that out after the fact, though.

8 Q Yeah. What doyou know about that conversation, about Mr. Kushner's

9 conversation with Mr. Murdoch?

10 A They spoke with somefrequency, so | don't knowall that much other than |

11 thinkhe was expressing surprise that it had been called so early.

2 Q And did that conversation, was thereanask to retract it orto reverseitor

13 tosayitwasstill too early?

14 A don't know.

15 Q Okay. Doyouremember Mr. Giuliani being presentatthe White House

16 thatnight?

7 A lbelieveso.

18 Q In one or both of those rooms that you described earlier?

19 A don't know.

0 Q Do youremembernoticing whether or not he had been drinking, drinking to

2a excess?

2 A don't recall that.

23 Q Were you involved, Ms. Trump, inanydiscussions with the President about

24 what he should say to the Nation that night --oractually it became early the next

25 morning — the morning of Wednesday, November 4th?
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1 A Iwas present as those discussions were happening. There were many,

2 many people around at that moment in time offering advice, and he was editing the

3 speech. There were multiple drafts of the speech. | remember there were - was a lot

4 of -alotof input.

s Q Yeah. Do you remember whether or not people were encouraging him to

6 declare victoryatthat point?

7 A Idon't recall

8 Q  Doyouremember anyone inparticular giving him any specific advice in the

9 midstof those discussions, "You should say this," or, "You can't say that?

10 A Oh, remember everyone having ideas on what he should say, because there

11 were so many people around because of it was sort of ~ it was the party at the

12 residence. Soalot of people had come, were coming in and out and - but not specific

13 towhatyou just asked me, no.

1 Q Did you give him any advice, Ms. Trump, about what you thought he should

15 say to the Nation in his first remarks after the polls had closed on election night?

16 A I'm not sure that gave him advice that night on what he should say. |

17 don't recall anything specific.

18 Q What was yourview at the time as to what he should or shouldn't say?

19 A Idon't know that I had a firm view as to what he should say in that

20 circumstance. The results were stil being counted. It was becoming clear that the

21 race would not be called on election night.

2 S01 don't recall having a strong opinion as to what the right political message was

23 for that moment of uncertainty for everyone.

2 Q Yeah. We have been told byanumberofpeople whowere involved in

25 those discussions that they advised the President exactlythat, that the race would not be
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1 called, that it was too early to make anydeclarationeitherway about a win or a loss.

2 D0 you remember that being discussed and being conveyed to the President?

3 A dont

a Q Do you remember Mr. Stepien, for example, the campaign manager, telling

5 yourfather, "Hey, it'sjust too early, you've got to go out there and say it's too early, we

6 don'tknow exactly how this is going to go ultimately"?

7 A Idon't recall

8 Q Do you remember anybody giving him that advice, that it would be

9 premature to make a declaration of victoryordefeat?

10 A Idon't remember that.

n Q Do you remember any discussion, even before election night, that the

12 President intended to declare victory regardless of the results?

13 A No.

1 Q Allright. Let me just show you quickly an exhibit. I's No. 15. And this is

15 anews article, and I'm not sure you've seen it, but | think sent it to you your

16 lawyer-inadvance. Maybe you've seenit. But in the event you haven't, Ms. Trump,
17 Viljust putit upon the screen.

1 It's an article from Axios that's written by Jonathan Swan. ~ Mr. Swan actually is

19 one of the people in text communication with Mark Meadows over the course of this

20 periodoftime.

2 And he says in the very first paragraph - if you can scroll down,

20 IEE "President Trump has told confidants that he'll declare victory on Tuesday night if

23 itlooks like he's ‘ahead, according to three sources familar with his private comments

24 That's even if the Electoral College outcome still hinges on large numbers of uncounted

25 votes in key states like Pennsylvania."
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1 And this was an article datedNovemberthe 1t, several days before election day.

2 Do you recall any discussion in advance of election daythat the President should

3 declare victory regardlessof whether or not there were large numbers of uncounted

4 votes inkey States?

5 A No.

s Q Allright. And, again, that nigh, do you remember any discussion of

7 something like this, a declaration of victory, despite the fact that the votes were still

8 outstanding?

9 Aldon

10 Q Alright. And doyou remember Mr. Giuliani specifically and what advice

11 he gave to the President that night?

2 A No. only vaguely recall that he was there. | don't remember.

3 Q Okay. One of the books, one of the many books that's been written about

14 this, the Leonnig-Rucker book, indicated that the President was frustratedat the FOX call

15 and generally the numbers he was seeing and said things like, "Howdid we loseto Joe

16 Biden?" and, "What happened?"

FY Did you ever hear the President on election night say, "How did we lose to Joe

18 Biden? or ask, "What happened?"

19 A ldidnt.

2 Q Allright. At the speech, at the end of election ight and it's actually the

21 next morning, it's 1:46 a.m. you indicated that there were people working on a draft

22 ofthe speech. Do you know who those folks were who were involved n drafting his

23 remarks?

2 A You're talking about on election night?

2 Q Yeah. Yes. It'sactually the next morning. But, yes, the speech that he
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1 gave, the frst speech he gave after the poll closed on election night?

2 A don't know specifically, no.

3 Q Okay. Were you involved in any way in seeingadraft or shaping it in any

4 way?

5 A Iwas present and for parts of i. But, no, | wasn't involved in drafting it.

s Q Okay. We have an actual transcript of it. Its exhibit 16. And there are

7 justa couple of small parts that | want to cal yourattention to, see f you remember how

8 they came about.

9 50thisIsa transcriptofyour dad's speech. It was given at 1:46 a.m. on

10 November dth. It's the first speech after the polls closed.

n In the very first paragraph, at the end, he says, "A very sad group of people is

12 trying to disenfranchise that group of people and we won't stand for it. We will not

13 standforit" And he goes on to talk about allegations of ~ well, of voter fraud.

1a D0 you remember any discussion about the President's statements about people:

15 being disenfranchised or not standing forvoter fraud?

16 A No.

7 Q Toward the end of the speech, if you go to the next page, he says, “Because

18 you know what happened? They knew they couldn't win, 5 they said, Let's go to

19 court! And did predict this, Newt? Did say this? I've beensaying this from the day

20 heard they were going to send out tens of millions of ballots."

2 Alitle further down, "This is a fraud on the American public. This is an

22 embarrassment for our country. We were getting ready to win this election. ~ Frankly,

23 we did win this election. We did win this election. So our goal now is to ensure the

24 integrityfor the goodofthis nation. This sa very big moment."

2 Again, he declares victory.
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1 Do you remember there being discussion in advance of him uttering these words

2 about whether it was or wasn't the right thing to say, "We did win this election"?

3 A No.

4 Q Do you knowwho pushed him to say that that night?

5 A Idont

6 Q Okay. Now, the election was called by the networks just several days later,

7 onSaturday, November 7th.

8 Do you remember where youwere when, | believe, al the networks, roughly the

9 same time, when the results came in over the course of that week, that Saturday, the 7th,

10 actuallydeclared the projection or that President-elect Biden had won the election? Do

11 yourememberwhere youwere when that happened?

2 A Iwaswith my husband, | believe, in New Jersey.

13 Q Okay. And do you knowwhether or not either of you spoke to the

1a Presidentafter the networksmade that call?

15 A Idon't recall our conversation. I'm sure we definitely spoke after.

16 Q Yeah.

1” A Some pointafter. But |don'trecall the specificsof the conversation. My

18 husband wasn'tfeeling well, so Iwaswith him.

19 Q Okay. Andthat, you believe youwere inNew Jersey at the time. Were

20 youat the President's club in New Jersey?

21 A Ibelieve so, yes.

2 Q Okay. Were youwithhim? Was he there as well, the President? 1 know

23 your husband was there.

2 A No. Idon'tthinkhe was. Ithink the President was in Washington.

2 Q Okay. Were youa party, Ms. Trump, to any meetings or any discussions.
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1 with the campaign staff looking at the data, looking at the numbers in particular States,

2 and trying to analyze what had happened with respect to the results?

3 A Iwasn'tinvolved in that. | don't believe | was ever a party to any of those

4 conversations.

5 Q Allright. Do you remember ever hearing from your husband, for example,

6 orothers, in terms of sort ofa postmortemor an assessment as to where the votes had

7 come in orwhere they had not come in after the networks had made the call?

8 A Ithink there was sort ofa national dialogue about the votes coming in and

9 what was happening invarious States and process, but not specifically with the campaign,

10 no.

u Q Yeah. Are you were you familiar with the meeting that your husband had

12 with the President and the campaign's pollster, with both Bll Stepien, with Jason Miller,

13 with Justin Clark, and with Oz the President's pollster, in which they went over the

14 numbers and sort of gave him an analysis of where the votes had or had not occurred?

15 A I'm not familiar with that meeting.

16 Q Allright. Well, do you rememberwhether your husband or others told you

17 essentially the sum and substance of that analysis?

18 A No. Idon'tremember that.

19 Q Your husband actually gave us a document which indicates that the

20 assessment was that the votes in urban and suburban areas were radically different than

21 they had been in 2016 andthat that was essentially the explanation for the results in

22 seven battleground States.

23 Do you remember hearing discussion of that fact or that assessment in the days

24 following the election?

2 A Notspecifically, no.
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1 Q Do you remember generally discussion about what changed or what went

2 wrong with respect to the -- where the votes were or were not in 2020 compared to

3 2016?

4 A Ithinkin the aftermath of an election it's pretty common for there to be lots

5 of discussion and lots of opinions on what transpired.

6 Q Yeah.

7 A So,yes, of course. There was a lot of information flowing on that front.

8 Butldon't--Idon't-- wasn't privy to those discussions

9 Q Okay. Did you talk to yourfather about this, after the networks had called

10 itand the internal campaign folks had done an analysis, about what he should do, what

11 the next step would be for him, the appropriate next step would be for him?

2 A Well, | understood that there was a legal challenge that was underway,

13 potentially several in various States. But | wasn't involved in those challenges and was

14 expecting them to run their course.

15 Ireturned my focus to the priorities that | was working on. We were very

16 actively involved also, in addition to our existing portfolio of responsibilities, to

17 commutations. We began to discuss transition process, which we were complying with

18 the process laid out by Chris Liddell in -- who wasdeputychief of staff.

19 S0 we - you know, that that was really sort of a campaign-related and legal

20 contest that Iwas not engaged in, in my work at the White House.

2 Q Allright. Did you ever have any discussions with yourfather about

22 conceding, about acknowledging President Biden's victory in November or December, like

23 early after the election returns were analyzed and the networks had made the call?

2 A lunderstood that there were legal challenges that were ongoing, as was

25 their right, and that there were recounts that were ongoing in several States.
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1 50 that was - you know, my focus was not on that, nor was | privy to those

2 discussions. But that was my understanding.

3 Q You're exactly right. There were several recounts, there were a lot of cases

4 filed, all of which essentially affirmed President Biden's victory by early December.

5 Do you remember, after the recounts all were completed, after, | believe, 62

6 lawsuits were filed, noneof which resulted in any ruling verifying election fraud, having

7 discussions with yourfather about, "Okay, now i's time to concede, now it's time to

8 move forward"?

9 A don't recall

10 Q  Atany point, Ms. Trump, did you have those discussions with him before

11 January 6th, advising him to concede and commit to moving forward and committing to a

12 transfer of power?

13 A Itwas my understanding we were actively, during the contests, legal

14 challenges, and after them, embarking on a transition process, a formal one organized by

15 the White House, and meeting with incoming members of the Biden administration.

16 Sot was my understanding, as a WhiteHouse, that's what we were preparing for

17 unless one of the legal challenges changed that.

18 Q Yeah. Whenin your mind, Ms. Trump, did you realize that the

19 administration was coming to an end between election night and January 20th? In the

20 course of the legal challenges, in the course of the recounts, in the courseofall of the.

21 activity, when did you personally, in your own head, realize that it was coming to an end?

2 A don't know specifically. It took several days for the election to be called,

23 and then there was a series of these challenges.

20 1 was preparingfor it once the election was called. | have the responsibility for

25 myfamily, and | was contemplating moving with them and next steps. So | you know,
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1 forme, Iwas Iwas planning that.

2 Q Yeah. Iappreciate ~I'msorry. Goahead.

3 A No. Iwasfinished.

a Q Okay. Iappreciate that you had a lot to finish with respect to the

important work you were doing and a lot of personal transition.

s Vim just trying to get a senseofwhen that started. ~ Did you start planning to

7 move and start, "Hey, we've gota limited time left rightafter the election in November,"

8 ordidyou not reall start that process until after January 6th, or when in between?

9 A We started prior to January th, but when specifically, | don't know.

10 Probably attheconclusion ofthe legal challenges. But | would have been planning
11 before, asthatis prudent

2 Q December 14th was the day on which the electoral college met, when these

13 electors around the country met and cast the electoral votes consistent with the popular

14 votein each State, and it was, obviously, a public proceeding or a series of proceedings,

15 that President Biden had obtained the requisite number of electors.

16 Was that an important day for you? ~ Did that affect sort of your planningoryour

17 realization as to whether or not there was going to be an end of this administration?

1 A Ithinkso. think it was my sentiment probably prior as well. But, like |

19 said, | was moving forward subject to being told otherwise as a result of successful legal

20 challenges that | was not involved in.

2 Q Yeah. All the legal challenges, think, but for one, had been resolved by

22 December 14th, and all the recounts were finished.

2 Do you remember having any discussion with your father about the significance of

24 December 14th andthe fact that those challenges and those recounts had run their

25 course?
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1 A No.

2 Q Did you ever have a discussion with him in which you encouraged him,

3 Ms. Trump, to accept those results, start talking about the record of accomplishment, and

4 prepare for life post-administration?

5 A Ithink, as we had discussed earlier in the day, | often had discussions with

6 him about talking about the great accomplishments of his administration and the great

7 progress that the country had experienced under his Presidency. So that was a

8 continuous conversation that we would have. He knew my viewpoints on that

9 Q Yeah. Inthe Woodward and Costa book "Peril" they report that you and

10 Mr. Kushner used a light touch with Trump, with Kushner telling aides that it was Trump's

11 Presidency and he alone should be the one to decide how to finish it.

2 Is that a sort of fair characterization of yours and your husband's views about your

13 approach to the President in this post-election period, a light touch, that he alone should

14 decide what tosay and how to finish it?

15 A Ihave not characterized it as such, nor do | know who would have told that

16 totheindividualswriting this book.

1” And | don't necessarily agree with that sentiment. | think I'm forthright. But |

18 also respect the fact that he is President of the United States, he was President of the

19 United States, and it's hs Presidency.

20 1am one opinion. | have a strong opinion sometimes, and |share that opinion

21 with him, and he respects my honesty. But it's his Presidency.

2 Q Yeah. I've heardhe can

23 A Ultimately it's his decision.

2 Q Yep. I've heard he can bestubborn apparently.

2 A That's what somebody has said.
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1 Q  That'sajoke. Sorry.

2 Now, we understand from the campaign leadership -- Mr. Stepien,

3 Mr. Miller - that Rudy Giuliani sortofcame in with other lawyers and pursued a legal

4 strategy, that soonafter the networks made the call, that they essentially took over

5 campaign-related efforts and a legal strategy.

6 Is that consistent with your understanding, that Stepien and the folks that were on

7 the campaign stepped back and that Giuliani and the lawyers stepped forward?

8 A Generally speaking. There was a legal challenge ongoing that the lawyers

9 were involved in and many of us at the White House were not.

10 Q Yeah.

u A Itwas-

2 Q Did you have a I'm sorry.
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1

2 [4:50 p.m.)

3 Ms. Trump. It was independent from our work there.

4 ovIN

5 Q Yes. Did you have a view, though, as to whether that was a good idea,

6 whether that was the right decision, to have Mr. Giuliani and his team takeover a legal

7 strategyatthat point?

8 A I have no background whatsoever in election law or in law generally, and so |

9 didn't have 1 didn't offer legal advice on this topic, strategy or otherwise.

10 Q Did youtalk to your father, the President, about Mr. Giuliani's legal

11 challenges, him assuming control of the campaign apparatus?

2 A No.

13 Q Over the succeeding days and weeks, did you see Mr. Giuliani in press

14 conferences or in hearings around the country, in State legislatures,start to advocate for

15 things on behalf of the campaign?

16 A Idid periodically. But Iwas not - | was not involved in it or following it

17 closely, so

18 Q Yeah.

19 A Itwas as| mentioned before, it was a very busy time for al of us in the

20 White House, so that's where my focus was.

2 Q Did you develop an opinion, though, about whether or not Mr. Giuliani was

22 effective or, when you saw him make those appearances, that they were persuasive or

23 were working?

2 A I wasn't watching the appearances. | was working. So| didn't developa

25 strong opinion that | recall either way. There were challenges happening that were
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1 being headed by various people in various States that were either going to bear fruit or

2 not

3 Q He gave a press conference at a landscaping company in Philadelphia, right?

4 Do you remember seeing that, having an opinion as to whether that was persuasive?

5 A did notwatch that. | remember memes about that, but |did not watch it

6 andldidnotseeit

7 Q Did youever develop an opinion in what you learned about it thereafter that

8 itwas or wasn't working or effective?

9 A No.

10 Q How about at the RNC? He gave a press conference along with Sidney

11 Powell on November the 19th at the Republican National Committee. Do you

12 remember seeing that and forming any opinion as to whether that was effective or

13 persuasive?

14 A No.

15 Q Did you ever talk to the President about whether or not Mr. Giuliani was an

16 effective spokesperson or advocate for him and his interests in the campaign?

7 A didnot.

18 Q  Atany time did you have such discussions with him?

19 A don't recallhaving had that discussion.

0 a Alright.

2 Do you remember any discussion about, separate from a litigation strategy, a

22 strategy of reaching out to State legislators in an attempt to get State legislators to issue

23 alternate slates of electors or to take any action with respect to the election?

2 A No

2 Q Were youfamiliar withanydiscussion about encouraging State
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1 legislatures ~ legislators to take any actions?

2 A Idon'trecallthat.

3 Q  Soletme show you an email. Thisis exhibit 17. This was one sent to you

4 directly from Newt Gingrich. It looks like its dated very early, November the 10th, the

5 weekafter the election, exactly a weekafter the election. It's from thirdwave2, which |

6 can represent was Mr. Gingrich's email address. And it's to Mr. Kushner, to you, to

7 Hope Hicks, to Kayleigh McEnany, to Brooke Rollins, and to Pat Cipollone.

8 Doyou rememberreceivingthis email?

° A Idont

10 a Okay.

u In the email, Mr. Gingrich - it’s actually titled "Two Paths to victory newt." And

12 he says in the very first full paragraph, "GOP legislatures elect to not send in electors from

13 an unreliable and rigged system before all questionable conduct has been answered."

1a Do you remember ~ again, you said you don't remember this email, but do you

15 remember any general discussion about that possibility, GOP legislatures electing not to

16 send electors from an unreliable and rigged system?

1” A I don't rememberthisemail.

18 Q Beyond the email, do you remember the issue, the issueof encouraging.

19 State legislators to take action?

20 A I remember public dialogue around the issue, but | wasn't involved in any

21 discussions that can shed light on that.

2 Q Okay. Andlunderstand that you weren't involved personally in

23 discussions. I'm just wondering if you were aware generally of this as a strategy or of

24 who was involved in pursuing contact with State legislators.

2 A No.
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1 Q Mr. Gingrich — do you know whether or not he had any official or unofficial

2 role advising the President or others about post-election activity?

3 A Idon't know.

4 Q Did you ever have any discussions with him during this period of time Mr.

5 Gingrich?

6 A Idon't believe so.

7 Q Did you ever talk to the President about Mr. Gingrich and his advice?

8 A Not that recall

9 Q Alright.

10 And we've developed information that just a day after this, November the 11th,

11 there was a meeting between the President, the Vice President, Bill Stepien, Jason Miller,

12 Justin Clark, and Eric Herschmann regarding State legislatures, regarding this effort to

13 make outreach to State legislatures.

1a Are you familiar with that particular meeting oranydiscussions with those people

15 about State legislatures?

16 A I'mnot.

uv Q Do you recall anydiscussion about inviting State legislators to Washington to

18 meet with the President or others on his behalf?

19 A ldont

20 Q Do youremember any discussion about providing State legislators with

21 evidence of election fraud that they would use in the kind of activity that Mr. Gingrich

22 recommends?

23 A No.

2 Q Alright

2 Do you remember any discussions about actual legislative hearings that Mr.
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1 Giuliani or his team participated in or testified in with respect to allegations of election

2 fraud?

3 A I remember that there were - him and his team,howeveryou define that,

4 were publicly traveling around the country and making periodic public appearances. But

5 Iwas notinvolved in that and was not tracking it closely.

6 Q Yeah. Did you ever talk to the President about these efforts, about

7 whether they were or were not effective or working, these efforts with respect to the

8 Statelegislatures?

° A 1didnot.

10 Q  Doyou know whether or not the President was getting any advice from

11 Steve Bannon about what he should or shouldn't do after the election?

2 A Idon't know.

13 Q Did he ever mention to you that he had talked to Mr. Bannon?

1a A No.

5 Q Alright.

16 We've developed some information that Mr. Bannon's assistant contacted Johnny

17 McEntee, indicating that "KG wants Steve and POTUS to talk. ~ Steve has three next steps

18 that he can take to Stop the Steal. ~ Says he needs to meet with Peter Navarro to go over

19 the numbers."

20 Again, do you have any recollection about a strategy that Mr. Bannon was

21 recommending involving Peter Navarro and with respect tothe election?

2 A No. had no contact with Mr. Bannon,

23 Q Allright. And do you know if the "KG" refers to Kimberly Guilfoyle, her

24 somehow facilitating a conversation between Mr. Bannon and President Trump?

2 A Idon't know.
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1 Q Okay. Did you ever talk to her about what should happen with respect to

2 theelection afterit occurred?

3 A Not that | remember, no.

4 a okay.

5 Allright. On January 2nd of 2021, there's a very publicly reported phone call that

6 the President has with Georgia Secretaryof State Brad Raffensperger.

7 Before the call occurred, did you have any idea that the President intended to

8 speak to Secretary Raffensperger or was trying to set that up?

° A No.

10 Q After the call took place, it wasvery soon thereafter released publicly. Did

11 you have any knowledge of it until it was released publicly, a recording of it was released

12 publicly?

13 A No.

1 Q Did you ever speak to the President about that telephone conversation he

15 had with Secretary Raffensperger?

16 A ldidnt.

uv Q  Atany time, eitherright then or in the weeks and months since then?

18 A No.

19 Q Alright,

20 In the phone call, it's reported or, the transcript indicates - or, the recording

21 indicates he encourages Secretary Raffensperger to "find 11,000 votes."

2 Again, did you ever ask him about that ortalk to him about what he meant by that

23 statement?

2 A I remember him issuing public statements as to that conversation and his

25 views on that conversation, but| never spoke to him about it directly.
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1 Q Yeah. Isee. Iappreciate that there were public statements. I'm

2 wondering if you had any private conversations with him about that call.

3 A Not that! recall

4 a okay.

5 Back to Mr. Navarro, do you know whether or not he was involved in

6 investigations of allegations of voting fraud or had any specific role with respect to

7 election issues after the election occurred?

8 A don't know.

9 Q Did you ever talk to him aboutelection-related issues?

10 A Notthat| remember.

1 Q What wasyour general impression of Mr. Navarro and his credibility within

12 the White House?

13 A We hadn't worked too closely together. On a few issues relating to job.

14 training and some vocational education elements and policies, he had a perspective and

15 opinion. And! knew him, of course, from the campaign, the previous campaign, and

16 then duringour time in the White House. But | didn't work with him closely on any of

17 these things. And didn't know of his involvement, if he had one, in post-November 3rd.

18 Q Yeah. Doyou have any idea why a person with a background in trade or in

19 job creation was working on election-related issues in those daysafter the election?

0 A Don'tknow.

2 a okay.

2 Do you remember any discussion in the post-election period about the reliability

23 of Dominion voting machines or Dominion Voting Systems, equipment that that company

24 manufacturedand were used in various States?

2 A Only public dialogue on this front. 1 had no personal knowledge beyond
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1 that.

2 Q Allright. Were you privy to any conversations about whether or not

3 Dominion Voting Systems machines were reliable or unreliable?

4 A lwasnot,

5 a okay.

6 Do you remember Sidney Powell - or hearing reports that Sidney Powell talked a

7 lot about Dominion Voting Systems somehow being controlled by Venezuela or foreign

8 interests, making claims to that effect?

9 A saw that publicly reported, but | don't believe I've ever met Sidney Powell

10 a okay.

1 It's been reported in the Leonnig and Rucker book that you and Mr. Kushner

12 warmed yourfather about the fact that he might be going too far in attacking the integrity

13 ofthe vote with respect to Dominion Voting Systems.

14 Do you recall warning him that someofthese claims were going too far?

15 A don't recall any conversations specific to Dominion.

16 Q How about more generally? Did you ever warn the President that some of

17 the claims that either he was making or others were making on his behalf were going too

18 faror were unreliable?

19 A don't recallthat. |just--it wasn't ~ | wasn't tracking al of the different

20 claims, and | wasn't present at the meetings where the facts were being presented and

21 adjudicated.

2 Q Yeah. | understand that you had no direct involvement in thestrategy and

23 inthe campaign-related decisions. I'm just wondering if you had an impression that you

24 conveyedto the President that someof the rhetoric was baseless or didn't have

25 foundation and might actually be doing harm or things that shouldn't be said. ~ Did you
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1 ever convey that to himatall?

2 A Idontknow. | don't remember having that conversation.

3 Q Did you ever make that decision yourself or have that opinion yourself over

4 the course of ths post-election period?

5 A Iremember, real-time, in the aftermath, there was a tremendous amount of

6 confusion. There were several days before the election was called by the networks.

7 There were a lot of different claims being made by both parties as it pertained to

8 theelection. Some were -I recall having been publicly debunked; others, maybe not

9 so,oratleast that | just wasn't aware of.

10 Sol think there was justa otof there was a lot of conversation happening in the

11 days and weeks that followed the election that was being - that were being adjudicated

12 realtime.

3 Q Yeah, you're exactly right. There were. I'm just wondering whether or

14 notatany point during that post-election period you, yourself, Ms. Trump, believed that

15 certain claims were baseless or went too far or did damage to the cause of your father's

16 campaign

FY AI don't know which specific claims | may have felt that way about. just ~ |

18 don't remember. There were alot of claims being made.

19 Q Yeah. Well it sounds like, from that answer - and | don't want to put

20 words in your mouth - that you did have those concerns about some claims, that perhaps

21 they were baseless orthat they were doing damage. Is that right?

2 A Oh, I'm sure there were claims that were exactly that. But  - individual

23 claims don't equate to the top-line reality, which was a broader legal challenge being

24 operated by people who | was not involved in and not privy to.

2 So, you know, individual claims you'd see on the newsorsomethingto that effect.
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1 Every day, claims were being made,either anecdotallyorotherwise. But | was not

2 involved in the robust discussion of any of them.

3 Q Yes

a Did you ever caution anyone, whether it was President Trump or others, not to

5 make certain claims because they had been debunked or rebutted - not to continue to

6 make those claims?

7 A don't recall that, no.

8 MEE Vs. Cheney, | see you've come on camera. Do you have followup.

5 onthis?

10 Ms. Cheney. Thanks, Jl} 140.

1 Ivanka, do you believe the President is obligated to abide by the rulings of the

2 courts?

3 Ms. Trump. 1 do.

14 Ms. Cheney. And are you aware that Mr. Giuliani has had his law license

15 suspended specifically for claims and allegations that he made in connection with or as

16 part ofhis work or the Trump campaign?

7 Ms. Trump. I've heard that.

1s Ms. Cheney. Do you believe that theviolence on January 6th was justified?

19 Ms. Trump. No. | don't think violence is ever justified.

2 Ms. Cheney. Do you agree with your father when he says that the insurrection

21 was onNovember 3rd?

2 Ms. Trump. I'm not going to interpret my father's words and what he says.

23 Those aren't my words, and I've neverarticulated that sentiment.

2 Ms. Cheney. So you don't believe that November 3rd was an insurrection?

2s Ms. Trump. That's avery specific term that| have never used.
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1 Ms. Cheney. Do you believetheelectionwas stolen?

2 Ms. Trump, |think that that means, especially today, 2 years later, a lot of

3 different things to people across this country.

4 1 think that COVID created an unprecedented opportunity to really undermine a

5 lotof really ~ help people lose a lot of trust in someofour systems because of the

6 unprecedented nature in which voting was happening across the country and created a

7 lackof confidence.

8 But, you know, I'm here cooperating as a fact witness as it pertains to January 6th,

9 and I'm trying to give my best recollection and be as thorough as | possibly can as to the

10 specifics of what | have knowledge of and trying to be as helpful as | can to your inquiry.

1 Ms. Cheney. Well, | appreciate that.

2 And I think one of the real challenges that our country faces and you are

13 certainly right that COVID has beena real tragedy for millions of people ~ but that one of

14 the real challenges that our countryfaces is ensuring that we all embrace the rule of law.

15 Andit doesn't really matter how you feel about an election or how you feel about an

16 outcome once the courts have ruled.

7 And,as 1 know, as[Jmentioned, 60 out of 61 of the courts that heard

18 these election claims ruled against the President, including a number of judges the

19 President appointed.

0 In retrospect, do you believe that the President was wrong to summon people to

21 Washington for January 6th?

2 Ms. Trump. | don't know that he did summon. | don't know what his

23 involvement was inorganizing the event. | obviously know that he spoke at it, but I'm

24 notsureif he had any role in -- you use the word "summonsing" - summoning people to

25 Washington or organizing it. So | don't know if | can concur with that deliberation.
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1 1 do believe in my heart that he had no knowledge or belief that violence would

2 occurthatday.  Itwas not something that was ever discussed. And | believe that fully

3 And that certainlywas true for me, which | can speakto directly. But really | believe

4 thatitwas, in his mind, a rally like so many others he had attended and spoken at.

5 Ms. Cheney. So are you aware that on December 19th President Trump

6 tweeted, quote, "Big protest in D.C. on January 6th. Be there, be wild"?

7 Ms. Trump. No, | don't recall that tweet.

8 Ms. Cheney. And, then, you may know that, shortly after he tweeted that, the

9 extent to which groups thatare violent on social media, individuals who participated in

10 the violence on January 6th, beganretweeting that, began telling themselves, sending

11 messages out saying actually, one said, "Daddy has summoned us to Washington. Be

12 there. Get ready."

13 So are you aware that thatparticular tweet had a real impact and effect on people:

14 who were, in fact, discussing violence on January 6th?

15 Ms. Trump. No, 1am not aware of that.

16 Ms. Cheney. Are you aware - on December 1st, Gabriel Sterling, who'sthe chief

17 elections officer in Georgia, gave a press conference, you know, unlike any I've ever seen

18 before, in which he said a number of things, including:

19 “Mr. President” - and he's speaking to then-President Trump - "it looks like you

20 likely lost the State of Georgia. We're investigating. There's always a possibility. |

21 getit; you have the right to go through the courts. What you don't have the ability to

22 do, and you need to step up and say this, is ~ stop inspiring people to commit potential

23 actsof violence. Someone is going to get hurt. Someone is going to get shot.

24 Someoneis going togetkilled. And itsnotright. It's not right.”

2 Are youawareofthatpress conference?
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1 Ms. Trump. I'm not aware of that press conference. | don't recall that.

2 Ms. Cheney. And, then, in terms of the chronology, as[Ml mentioned,

3 on December 14th, the electoral college met and cast their votes. ~ Are you aware of

4 thar

5 Ms. Trump. | am, yes.

6 Ms. Cheney. And so, then, on January 4th, you actually traveled with President

7 Trump toarally in Georgia. Do you recall that?

5 Ms. Trump. | do.

9 Ms. Cheney. And you flew with him on Marine One and then on Air Force One

10 and participated in the rally. And you're actually behind him, in the background, when

11 he says things.

2 So, now, this is January ath. This is after the phone call that Mr. Heaphy was

13 talkingabout. Thisisafter the election official in Georgia has pleaded with the President

14 tostop because people will be killed. This i after the electoral college has met.

15 And the President said, "If the liberal Democrats take the Senate and the White

16 House and they're not taking this White House. We're going to fight ike hell, wil tell

17 younow. Ifyou lose, you lose. Yougo. And you say, maybe Ido it again sometime.

18 But when you win ina landslide and they steal it and it's rigged, that's not acceptable.

19 Then you have a country that will be run - f these two don't win and if we don't take the

20 Presidency, you've got a country that will be run by Schumer, Pelosi, and Biden."

2 So'm wondering if, you know, on the ath, after everything we had been through,

22 when you heard him say these things about “fight like hell" and "we're going to take the

23 White House," what you thought about that.

2 Ms. Trump. My understanding, the purpose of that rally was to garner support

25 fortwo Republicans running for Senate. That was why attended. 1 had done an event
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1 forthem inthe weeks prior. | don't believe | spoke that night on January 4th.

2 Ms. Cheney. You did, actually.

3 Ms. Trump. Did I? Did I speak? Maybe just intro- ~ maybe just to - he called

4 me upon stage or something, which he would sometimes do. But | don't believe | had

5 formal I'm quite sure | didn't have formal remarks, but if he called me up, | may have

6 sida few words.

7 But | wouldn't have said anything to the effect of what you just relayed. | viewed

8 itasan event for two Senators who were running in that State.

9 Ms. Cheney. Why didn't you intervene? Why didn't you stop him?

10 Ms. Trump. That's a very broad question.

1 Ms. Cheney. Well, I'l narrow it to that day. You know, on January 4th, why

12 didn't you intervene? Why didn't you stop him? Did you think you could sort of float

13 above what was unfolding?

14 Ms. Trump. | wasn't seeking to float above anything. | gave my honest advice.

15 lintervened when|felt like I had the knowledge and was apprised of the conversations

16 and could do so.

7 But he's the President of the United States. I'm his advisor, and I'm one of many

18 advisors. I'malso his daughter.

19 And | think I'm here today because you believe | did intervene in certain

20 capacities. used my voice when| could.

2 And | think the broadness of that question is difficult to answer.

2 Ms. Cheney. Yeah, no, | under it's ~ itis ~ it's difficult for many people to

23 understand. And, you know,

2 Ms. Trump. Your father, | think, was in politics as well, and he had many advisors

25 around him. And I'm sure you would offer your opinion, and he would accept it
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1 occasionally and he would reject it occasionally. But I'm not sure you would feel it

2 appropriate that everyone always expected you to prevail in whatever your viewpoint

3 was overand above your father in any given situation.

4 Ms. Cheney. Well, | appreciate that. I'm quite confident, though, that if my

5 father were engaged in an effort that ignored the rulings of 60 out of 61 courts, an effort

6 toattempt to overturn an election once the electoral college had met and voted,

7 that — you know, I'm, number one, quite confident he would've never been engaged in

8 anythinglike that.

9 1also think t's important to recognize that, although the President isyour father,

10 your loyalty, your oath is not to him; it’s to the Constitution.

1 Ms. Trump. One hundred percent.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so think that, as we think about what was

13 [cross-talk]

14 Ms. Trump. I recognize the fact that | was there serving the peopleofthis

15 country. And! fought ike hell to do the best job | could, to do exactly that.

16 Ms. Cheney. And specifically to the Constitution. And | assume you recognize

17 and believe that we are, in fact, a Nation of laws?

18 Ms. Trump. Of course,

19 Ms. Cheney. And that being a Nation of laws means, in fact, that a of us have

20 an obligation to uphold and defend those laws, and the President in particular?

2 Ms. Trump. | agree.

2 Ms. Cheney. And so, when you think about the President's obligations that

23 day--and ll ask you the question again ~ in retrospect, do you think that he was wrong

24 to summon this mob toWashington?

2 Ms. Trump. Well, you just read me that tweet for the first time. | think it was
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1 very common that when he would have rallies he would tell people to attend. Would|

2 have phrased it like that myself? No. But, you know, I'm not going to sit here and

3 interprethispubliccomments. |think that's foryouall to interpret and for himto

4 articulate himself, should you speak to him.

5 Ms. Cheney. Have you - are you familiar with TheDonald.win?

6 Ms. Trump. No.

7 Ms. Cheney. Did you ever speak to Dan Scavino about what's on

8 TheDonald.win?

9 Ms. Trump. No. | don't know what TheDonaldwins

10 Ms. Cheney. When you yourself spoke at a rally in Georgia on December 20th,

11 you exhorted the crowd to, quote, "fight for Trump," and that was December 20th.

12 What did you mean by "fight for Trump" on December 20th?

13 Ms. Trump. | don't recall ever telling the crowd ~ | don't recall saying anything

14 outside of campaigning for the two Senators who were standing on stage with me who Id

15 comefor. saw that there were many people in the crowd who were expressing that

16 sentiment that were clearly Trump supporters. But | don't recall ever having.

17 referenced I'd have to look back at the speech, but | don't recall that.

1 Ms. Cheney. Thank you.

19 Ms. Trump. Thank you

2 EE Thanks, Ms. Cheney.

2 oI

2 Q Ms. Trump, Ms. Cheney'squestions, just to sort of summarize, if| can,

23 suggest that there were lots of points over the courseofthe post-election period when,

24 despite court rulings, despite recounts, despite things being rebutted, the President just

25 kept saying the same thing, kept talking about election fraud, kept citing those very same
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1 claims that had been rejected in the courts.

2 And my question - 'm not asking to get into his head. I'm asking to get into

3 yours, as to why you didn't at some point step inor give him good advice as an advisor, as

4 afamily member, aboutwhether or not that was responsible or not or what effect it

5 might have on listeners

6 A I've already testified extensively today to the fact that | have always tried to

7 offergood advice. And feel like I did during my time in the White House, to the best of

8 myabilities. And this was no different. Sol have said that consistently.

9 Q  Youhave. And justwant to make sure | understand it. It sounds like you

10 don't recall ever giving him that kind of advice: "That's a claim you shouldn't make,"

11 “that might do damage,” that kind of -

2 A I wasn't involved in the individual legal contests, so | don't know whether

13 they were things that were legitimate or not, valid or not. Those were private

14 conversations between him and his lawyers that were separate from discussions we were

15 having within the White House. | was focused on transition.

16 Q Yep. understand, Ms. Trump. I'm just trying to pinpoint whether or not

17 yourecall any such conversation ~ it sounds like you don't in which you ever gave him

18 advice about what he should or shouldn't say in the post-election period.

19 A Well, I told you several times earlier that | would often tell him he should

20 focus on his track record and his accomplishments. And that was consistently my advice

21 tohim.

2 Q Yeah.

23 You indicated you weren't involved in and didn't have any awareness of the

24 litigation. And, Ms. Trump, all of that had run its course wellbeforethe speech that

25 Ms. Cheney just quoted on January 4th, certainly before January 6th.
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1 Were you aware of that fact, the fact that the litigation had universally been

2 unsuccessful and had not resulted in any verified claims of election fraud? Did you learn

3 that when those cases were decided?

4 A I'm not sure when the last case was decided, but| know the President's

5 viewpoint had not changed.

6 Q Uh-huh. And explain more what you meanbythat. ~The President's

7 viewpoint about those claims, despite their rejection in courts, had not changed?

8 A He's quite public about this, even to this day, so --

9 Q Yep.

10 A I think his viewpoints you can easily ascertain by reading his public

11 statements. Idprefernot to attempt to interpret what he's saying publicly.

2 Q Yeah. AndI'mnotaskingyouto. I'm asking you whether you ever,

13 yourself, inyour head or in conversation with him, ever expressed concern or gave him

14 advice about what he should or shouldn't say in the wakeof that consistent record of

15 litigation?

16 A Ifeellike I've answered that question several times now.

uv Q Yeah. Okay.

18 Do you remember when Attorney General Barr gave a press conference, very early

19 part of December, in which he said, we've looked, the FBI has investigated, and we have

20 not found evidence of systemic election fraud sufficient to undermine the outcome? Do

21 you remember when that occurred, his public statement?

2 A Yes.

23 Q Alright. What was your reaction when he said that?

2 A What was my reaction?

2 Q Yes. How did that affect your perspective about the election, when
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1 Attorney General Barr made that statement?

2 A Itaffected my perspective. | respect Attorney General Barr, so| accepted

3 what hewas saying.

4 Q Yeah. Okay. And did you evertalk to the President about the fact, hey,

5 the Attorney General and the FBI have looked at this and they say there's no evidence of

6 systemic fraud sufficient to undermine the outcome?

7 A The Attorney General spoke to the President.

8 Q  Hedid.

5 A Iwas not present in those conversations.

10 Q Did you separately at any time talk to him about that, about the Attorney

11 General's view, and what,if anything, that should — result that should take with respect

12 to what the President was saying?

13 A Idon't recall.

14 Q Do you ever remember talking to the President about seizing voting.

15 machines, about whether or not

16 Mr. Benson. IE" I>

7 —)

18 Mr. Benson. Can we take a 5-minute -- a couple-minute break?

19 ME Ve sure can, yes.

20 Ms. Trump. How are we doing time-wise?

2 ME Vere good. I'mstill confident we can finish by6 o'clock.

2 Ms. Trump. Okay.

23 Mr.Benson. Canwejust takea 2-minute break?

2 ME Yeah, of course. Take your time

2 Mr. Benson. Thank you.
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1 Ms. Trump. Thankyou.

2 [Recess.]
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1

2 [5:33 p.m.)

3 ovIN

4 Q Okay. Again, I'm winding down. And | know it's been a long day, and,

5 again, | appreciate your indulgence. We'll ust go through a couple of things | want to

6 askifyou have any recollection of.

7 1 think | was, when we left off, 1 was asking you about any efforts to seize voting

8 machines. You have no recollection of any discussionof the possible seizure of voting

9 machines?

10 A No

1 Q Do youremember whetherornotthere was any discussion of an executive

12 order that the President might issue? This was on December the 16th.

13 A No

14 Q Presidential findings to preserve, collect, and analyze national security.

15 information relating to the general election. Any discussion of an executive order to

16 thateffect?

7 A No.

18 Q Okay. How about the appointment of a special counsel? Do you

19 remember any discussion about whether the President should appoint a lawyer who

20 could investigate allegations of alleged voter fraud?

2 A dont

2 Q Okay. There's beena lot of reporting about a meeting that occurred at the

23 White House on December the 18th. This is with General Flynn, Ms. Powell, Mr.

24 Giuliani, Patrick Byrne.

2 Do you remember any -do you have any recollection of that? And, apparently,
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1 itwas sort of contentious, a lot of discussion and argument at that meeting.

2 Do you remember that?

3 A No.

4 Q Doyourememberreading about it?

5 A Irecall, | believe, reading about it. Almost every day there were stories on

6 various meetings taking place.

7 Q Allright. Did you ever talk to anyone who was a participant in the meeting

8 about what occurred?

° A No.

10 Q Mr. Herschmann, for example, is reported to have gotten into a veritable

11 screaming match with Mr. - with General Flynn in the meeting.

2 Did you ever talk to him or others about what happened in that meeting?

13 A I don't believe heever told me about that meeting, no.

1 Q Allright. Ms. Cheney just asked you a little bit about the tweet from

15 November the - excuse me — December the 19th. It's exhibit 21. Let me just show it

16 toyouand see if you have any recollection of it. | think you said you didn't know about

17 itor didn't have any involvementin it

18 But the President says, "Peter Navarro releases 36-page report alleging election

19 fraud ‘more than sufficient’ to swing victory to Trump. ~ A great report by Peter.

20 Statistically impossible to have lost the Election."

21 And the reference then to January 6th: "Big protest in D.C. on January 6th. Be

22 there, will be wild"

23 Did you have any idea about how this came about, the President for the first time

24 publicly talking about the January 6th event in D.C.2

2 A No.
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1 Q Allright. You didn't have any role in whetheror not he should talk about

2 January 6thin the days before?

3 A No.

a Q Okay. Were youfamiliaratall, Ms. Trump, with any discussionof potential

5 leadership change at the Department of Justice or other agencies in the end of December

6 orearly January?

7 A No.

8 Q You have any idea aboutwhetherthe President considered replacing Acting
9 Attorney General Rosen after Attorney General Barr had resigned?

10 A Idon't know.

1 Q Did you ever have any discussion with him orothers about the possibility of

12 other personnel changes at the senior levels of executive agencies in the days in

13 December and January?

1a A Notthat! recall

15 Q Okay. Did you ever hear anything about outreach to MembersofCongress

16 encouraging them to object to the certification of the election in particular States?

FY A No.

18 Q Did you ever reach out to Members of Congress before January 6th to talk

19 about the certification proceeding?

1) A No.

2 Q And do you know whether or not your father or others on his behalf had

2 those discussions?

2 A Idont know.

2 Q Okay. It's been reported there was a meeting on Decemberthe 21st with

25 the President and the Vice President and a number of Members of Congress to discuss
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1 raising objections on January 6th,

2 Do you have any memory of either attending or hearing about that meeting?

3 A didn't attend that meeting and | don't recall hearing about that meeting.

4 Q Okay. We've talked a lot about the Vice President and the dispute that he

5 had with the President about the scope of his authority.

6 Did you have any recollection prior to the heated conversation that you talked

7 about earlier about their respective positions about the Vice President's authority in the

8 days before January 6th?

9 A No.

10 Q Do you knowJohn Eastman?

u A No.

2 Q Had you ever did you ever meet him? Have you ever met him to this

13 day?

14 A don't believe so.

15 Q Okay. Soyou certainly don't recall any conversations with him about the

16 Vice President's authority?

7 A No.

18 Q Okay. Did you have any discussions with anyone about the extent of the

19 Vice President's authority with respect to the certification procedure, what he could or

20 couldn't do before January 6th?

2 A Nothing. No.

2 Q Okay. There area couple of conversations, face-to-face conversations,

23 between President Trump and the Vice President in the days before January 6th.

2 Prior to the phone call that you witnessed on this topic, do you remember being

25 present for, either sort of coming or going, the President and Vice President meeting face
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1 tofacein the White House about this topic before the phone call that you witnessed?

2 A Idont

3 Q Do you know whether or not they had disagreements, additional

4 disagreements beyond the phone call, on this topic in those days?

5 A Idont

6 Q Did you ever talk to Marc Shortor any others who worked for the Vice

7 President about that, about this dispute about the Vice President's authority?

8 A No.

9 Q Do youremembergetting any emails or messages about the Vice President's

10 authority, what he could or couldn't do in the days before January 6th?

u A Idon't believe so.

2 Q  Letme just showyou one. It's exhibit 24. It was an email that was sent to

13 you, along with a numberofothers, on December 23rd of 2020, from van Raiklin.

1a Do you know Ivan Raiklin?

15 A I don't thinkso,

16 Q Any recollection of who that isorwhat role he may have played?

1” A No.

18 Q Okay. Well, he, on December 23rd at 2:43 p.m., sends to a number of

19 people, which includes imt@who.eop.gov, which | assume is you, a message with some.

20 links, and then a memo that is entitled, "Operation ‘Pence’ Card."

21 Do you remember receiving this message from Mr. Raiklin?

2 A ldont

23 Q Do you have any recollection about Operation Pence Card oranydiscussion

24 ofwhat the Vice President couldorcouldn'tdo on January 6th?

2 A No.
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1 Q Allright. And Mr. Rakin then, it looks like at the very top, later that day

2 sendsit on to Mr. Meadows

3 Again, did youever talk to Mr.Meadows about Operation Pence Card or the Vice

4 President's authority?

5 A No

6 Q There's oneparticular accountof a face-to-face meeting between the

7 President and the Vice President that occurs in the Oval Office on January Sth. And |

8 justwant to read it to you and tell you if you have any recollection of hearing about it. |

9 believe i's from the Woodward and Costa book "Peri."

10 And the book just reads, "Referring to Trump supporters gathering outside the

11 White House on January Sth, Pence remarked that they love the President, but they also

12 love our Constitution. Trump said that that was true, but they agreed that Pence could

13 and should throw Biden's electors out. Make it fair, take it back.” Meaning they, the

14 people outside, agreed that Pence could throw the electors out.

15 And it quotes the President as saying, “That is all | want you to do, Mike. Let the

16 House decide the election. What do you think, Mike?"

7 “And Pence reportedly returned to his mantra: He did not have the authority to

18 do anything other than count the electoral votes.

19 “The President's reported to have asked, "Well, what if these people say you do?"

20 gesturing to the folks outside. Ifthese people say you had the power, wouldn't you

2a wantto?”

2 And the Vice President responds, "| wouldn't want any one person to have that

23 authority."

2 Do you remember ever hearing about any discussion between the President and

25 the Vice President about whether or not people wanted him to have authority or whether
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1 he does or doesn't believe he has that authority?

2 A No

3 Q Did you have any information, Ms. Trump, about the nature and extent of

4 the President's face-to-face conversations with the Vice President on January 4th or 5th?

5 A The only conversation | heard half of - because | couldn'thear the Vice.

6 President -was the phone call on the morning of January 6th, which | heard a portion of

7 andl testified to extensively earlier.

8 Q You have, and | won't go over that again. I'm just trying to get a sense as to

9 whether that was kind of out of the blue and a surprise to you orwhether you were

10 awarebefore that phone call, half of which you witnessed, that there had been a sort of

11 an ongoing difference of opinion between those two?

2 A Thad not overheard or participated in any discussion relating to that.

13 Q Had anybodyever shared with you that there was such a disagreement,

14 anyone inside or outsideof the White House?

15 A Notthat| remember.

16 Q Allright. And then later the night of January the Sth, after these

17 face-to-face conversations but before the one in the morning that you heard of, the

18 President issues a public statement in which he says, "The Vice President and | are in

19 agreement that he has the authority to put” - "to reject certain slates of electors.”

0 Do you remember being aware of that statement that the President put out on

21 the nightofJanuary Sth?

2 A No.

23 Q Okay. And that was met with a very surprised and angry response from

24 Marc Short and he conveyed that to Jason Miler.

2 Do you remember any discussion about the statement being inconsistent with the
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1 discussion between those two men earlier that day?

2 A No.

3 Q Allright. So when you witnessed the conversation, Ms. Trump, i it fai to

4 sayyou had no prior awareness whatsoeverofa difference of opinion on the Vice

5 President's authority until that moment when you heard the conversation?

s A believe there was some publicdialogue about this, but you've told me

7 earlier that this testimony is not elated to that, but only conversations that | was privy

8 to,and don't recall anyone having spoken to me about those matters.

° Q Okay. Well let me make sure | understand that

10 Had you been aware yourself prior to January 6th through reporting, not

11 necessarily from conversations - that there was a difference of opinion?

2 A Ican't today tell you when | became aware. fit was public reporting, as

13 I'm deducing since you said there was public statement saying that they were aligned,

14 which I'm accepting as - but | don't recall the specifics aroundthat timing. ~ So then I'm

15 assuming there waspubli discussion.

16 Q Yeah. Again, I'm not trying to put words in your mouth; I'm just trying to

17 getasenseas to when you heard this heated conversation, whether that was the first

18 indication you had of there being a disagreement or whether, from some source,

19 reportingorotherwise, you were aware that they had a

1) A This is the first time | had experienced a disagreement between them on this

21 topic, yes.

2 Q Okay. Allright. After January th, were you privy to any discussions

23 about whether or not the President should pardon people who were associated with the

24 January 6th events?

2 A No,and| was involved in most of the pardon discussions and commutation
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1 discussionsafter that point. But | saw that reported, but it was never raised in any

2 meeting that | was in.

3 Q Okay. Soyouwere involved in lots of discussions about pardons or

4 commutation, but none of them involved whether or not he could - should pardon

5 people that were involved in events at the Capitol?

6 A Correct.

7 Q Okay. How about discussions about whether the President should pardon

8 himselformembers of his family? Were you involved in those discussions?

° A Ialso saw that being speculated about in the media, but that was never

10 something that he discussed with meor that | sought or discussed with anyone else.

u Q Okay. Iappreciate that

2 How about any members of his legal team or his advisers? Any discussions.

13 about pardons, prospective pardons, to Rudy Giulianior Steve Bannonor Members of

14 Congress or White House staff with respect to election-related matters?

15 A Well, Steve Bannon was one of the individuals who ultimately was pardoned,

16 as part of many pardons in the final weeks, but the pardon didn't relate to election

17 matters. Itwasa separate case.

18 1 wasn't involved in adjudicating thatparticular case, but| know that the President

19 did issue that pardon.

20 Q Yep. Allexactlyright. They had to do with an unrelated matter. I'm

21 talking more about discussion of a pardon of Bannon orotherswith respect to

22 election-specific activities.

23 A No.

2 Q Okay. We understandthat there was a meeting on January the 16th of

25 2021, just a few days before the administration ended, in which you were personally.
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1 involved, with President Trump, with Jared Kushner, with Eric Herschmann, and with Pat

2 Cipollone, where you were going through the prospect of pardons.

3 Do you remember a specific discussion on that date?

4 A We held many meetings that included those individuals and others as well

5 who were involved in the pardon process, and so it makes sense that one would take

6 placearound that time. Up until our last day, we were advocating for what we believed

7 were worthy cases.

8 Q Okay. Andit's just been reported that during that meeting there was,

9 again, some discussion about the President issuing certain pardons related to the election

10 and that Mr. Cipollone and Herschmann pushed back on that idea because the President

11 would have to ist specific offenses or crimes for which he was issuing those pardons.

2 Do you remember any specific discussion about, "Hey, pardons have to be for

13 particularly articulated offenses and you shouldn't identify any of those," something like

1 that?

15 A Typically, the structure of those meetings was sitting down in a large group

16 with the President, going through individual cases pretty exhaustively, where he'd ask

17 questions about the file, someone would be championingthe caseorwould be a

18 detractor and not in favor.

19 But they were not not high-level conversations. Those conversations may have

20 occurred, but not I wasn't present for them. And | don't think they would've occurred

21 inacontext ike this.

2 It was really very specific. There was a ist of individual names. There

23 was the cases had run through a process and had been adjudicated by White House

24 Counsel's Office, DOJ, and were being presented for consideration.

2 Q I completely understand that, and my guess is there were a number of
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1 meetings on this topic. But I'm just asking if you remember any specific discussion in

2 which Mr. Cipollone or Mr. Herschmann indicated that certain pardons would place the

3 Presidentina legally perilous position, that it would convey the appearanceofguilt,

4 potentially make him more vulnerable to reprisals.

5 Any discussion about whether or not pardons might convey that there's a

6 consciousnessor acknowledgement of guilt, something like that?

7 A Those discussions may have taken place, but | don't recall them.

8 Q Okay. Allright. It's been -- do you know whether or not since the.

9 conversation that you helped facilitate, Ms. Trump, between the President and the Vice

10 President, that they've had any subsequent contact?

u A Idon'tknow. | felt they may have this spring, but | don't know specifically.

2 Q Okay. What, if anything, do you know aboutany subsequent

13 communication between the President and the - former President and the former Vice

14 President?

15 A I don't have any knowledge on what those conversations have been, if there

16 were conversations.

uv Q Yeah. We've been told that they haven't had any communicationat all

18 since the end of the administration. Do you know whether or not that's accurate?

19 A Ident.

20 Q Have you heard the President say anything about the Vice President, either

21 with respect to his actions on January 6th or statements that the Vice President has made

22 about why he did what he did on January 6th, any time since then?

23 A No.

2 Q How about after the Vice President's speech that you referenced earlier in

25 response to Ms. Cheney, the speech he gave where he talked about what - the President
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1 was wrong,|think wasthe term he used in his speech? Did you ever talk toyour father

2 about his reaction when Vice President Pence made that speech?

3 A ldidn't, no

4 Q Okay. Has he made any statements to you about Vice President Pence

5 since the end of the administration that you recall?

6 A No.

7 Q How about the select committee, what have you heard the President say?

8 lunderstand what he said publicly, but 'm wondering whether he said anything to you

9 privately about the work that the select committee here is doing.

10 A No

1 Q Have you asked him about it or talked with him about it, about this

12 investigation that the select committee is conducting?

13 A Itwas public thata letter asking for me to voluntarily come in and

14 participate was issued, but | did not tell him that | was coming in today.

15 Q  Whynot?

16 A Noreason. Ijust--I've been guess there's noreason. I'd

17 prefer yeah. I'm not sure actually, but | didn't make him aware of it.

18 Q Okay. Well, then | was about toaskwhether or not he'd given you any

19 advice about what you shouldor shouldn't do when you came here to voluntarily

20 cooperate with us. It sounds like you didn't even talk to him about the fact that you

21 were coming.

2 A 1-after the letter was made public inviting me to attend, | was actually

23 traveling with my children at the time. So | was | was not — | was not in Florida. ~ But |

24 remember him saying something ina subsequent conversation to the effect of, "Great,

25 you should doit," or something something like that. It was sort of very casual.
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1 Because |told him immediately upon receiving it, | indicated my willingness to

2 participate in these hearings and be as forthright as possible, and he didn't discourage

3 thatinany way.

4 Q Yeah. Okay. Did he ever talk about his own desire to speak with the

5 select committee, if asked?

6 A I don't thinkso,no.

7 Q Have you ever heard him say privately about what his response would be if

8 invited to provide information to the select committee?

° A My guess is he'd welcome the opportunity. But I've never heard him say

10 one way orthe other.

u Q What makes you say that he'd welcome it? What has he said or done that

12 gives you that impression?

13 A Ithink he's very forthright with his opinion and perspective as it pertains to

18 allof these issues.

5 Q But he hasn't made any specific statement about his potential approach to

16 the select committee to you?

1” A Not outside of what's public.

18 Q Yeah. Okay. Allright.

19 I think you indicated before, | wrote down, that you spoke to Charlotte Pence.

20 Doyou remember when that was, when you actually spoke to the Vice - the former Vice

21 President's daughter?

2 A Inthe days following January 6th.

23 Q Okay. Soitwas still when Vice President Pence was in office, it was before.

24 the endof the administration?

2 A Correct.
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1 Q Ise. Did youspeakto her by phone or in person?

2 A Byphone.

3 Q And did shetell you abouther experience? She was withher father in the

4 Capitol complex that day. Did she tell you abouther experience?

5 A Icalled to check in on her and to see how she was doing.

6 Q Yeah. What, if anything, do you remember her saying about her

7 experience or how she was doing?

8 A I remember her -- | remember thinking she was very courageous and quite

9 brave. And, obviously, it was nota great experience, but - for her. It was ~ it would

10 be an understatement, obviously.

u But she was | remember her being very resilient and strong in her tone and the

12 waywe talked about it and appreciative of the call.

13 Q She must've appreciated your outreach to call and check on her?

1a A She articulated that she did. And I've seen her since. Sol like her very

15 much

16 Q Yeah. And did you ever talk to yourfather that day about whether he

17 should call and express concern or check in on the Vice President?

18 A Idon't know ifI spoke to him about it specifically prior to the evening that|

19 relayed tonight. |mayhave. |justdon't know.

20 Q Do you knowwhy he did not reach out to the Vice President at any time on

21 January 6th?

2 A ldont

23 Q Allright. Ms. Trump, is there anything at all that | haven't asked you that

24 youwant to make sure we know? Anything at all that you think might be relevant to the

25 select committee's work that my question didn't prompt, but you think is important?
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1 A Ithink this was incredibly comprehensive, so no.

2 EEE. Okey. Allright. Letme seeif any members who are on have any

3 additional questionsbefore we stop. | seeMs. Cheneyistillon. | don't know if any

4 other members are.

5 How aboutyou,INE? No?

6 IEE |conthaveanything.

7 [Ee

5 Allright. Ms. Trump, it's 3 minutesbefore 6. So, likeyou, I trytobe punctual,

9 1appreciateyourindulgence. | appreciate yourwillingness to voluntarilyprovide

10 this information, this important information to the select committee. Thank you very.

1 much

2 And at this point, Il et you get to your kids and your family.

13 Ms. Trump. Thankyou. Have agoodevening.

1 EEE Thonkyou. Thankyou. Youaswell

15 [Whereupon, at 5:57 p.m, the interview was concluded.)
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